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Part I: Scoping the Universe of Technology Cases

Our universe of cases includes all technologies that states have used to arm themselves with distinct weapons or weapon platforms in the modern era. We date the modern era for technology around the industrial revolution, which historians commonly agree began in 1760 with the rise of mechanized textile manufacture.¹ This inclusion rule reflects the phenomenon we seek to explain: state efforts to negotiate controls over the possession or use of military armaments.² In this part of the appendix, we define each term in greater detail to establish clear inclusion and exclusion rules for the case universe.

Inclusion Rules

A *weapon* refers to an object used to inflict injury or damage upon enemy personnel or materiel. We narrow this definition to include weapons that have been deployed by nation states in the modern era. The term encompasses a range of capabilities with discrete damage effects, from conventional explosives to network attack tools. A *weapon platform* is a combination of one or more weapons with a vehicle or delivery system that can reach enemy targets. Thus, naval vessels and rockets can be platforms for hosting or delivering various weapons. Given our focus on arms control, we restrict both terms to include weapons and weapon platforms that enjoyed operational use during the modern era.³ These twin definitions establish the inclusion rules for our case universe around weapons and weapon platforms. We draw boundaries around technology categories based on the features that make each weapon or weapon platform unique. In cases where the technology is open to multiple definitions, we also consider whether different categorizations could change coding of the dual use attributes.

---


Exclusion Rules

We exclude technologies that can be neither standalone weapons nor weapon platforms. This exclusion rule removes four types of technologies with military applications from our case universe:

1. **Components**: Our case universe excludes technologies that can only constitute a component part within larger systems. We recognize that many weapons become components when mated with a platform. Here, the term “component” refers instead to technologies that cannot be standalone weapons or platforms, such as a fuel pump in a rocket system. Components need not be ancillary widgets or insignificant innovations. The internal combustion engine, for example, is an essential component at the heart of many platforms. But we focus instead on efforts to control complete weapons or platforms—armored vehicles rather than engines.

2. **Enablers and Enhancers**: We exclude technologies that enable or enhance the performance of military capabilities. Enabling technologies, such as electricity or propulsion systems, are a special class of components that lead to major improvements in armaments. Enhancing technologies, such as stealth measures or intelligence sensors and guidance packages, augment other capabilities. We exclude these technologies as separate cases and rather consider them within the context of assessing the attributes of weapons and platforms where they have applications.

3. **Support and Logistics**: Our focus on arms excludes logistic capabilities, such as railroads, bridges, or ports, that can only perform transportation functions. Some of these platforms can be used in support roles to transport personnel and materiel, but only enter the case universe when they can also be combined with weapons to inflict damage on enemy targets—the use of specialized railcars to host artillery guns is case in point. Other support technologies, such as communication and cryptologic capabilities, play critical roles in the operation of military forces but fall outside the scope of our study. However, we do consider how these technologies shape the dual use attributes of weapons and weapon platforms. The deployment of warships and attack aircraft, for example, often relies on distinct command and control capabilities compared to their peaceful counterparts in the commercial realm.

4. **Production**: Our case universe excludes the means of production as a discrete category. But this rule does not preclude analysis of the role that such technologies play in the development process for weapons and platforms. Indeed, limits on military forces can involve curbs on the underlying capacity to produce specific weapons. Nuclear weapons, for example, rely on unique technologies to produce the exotic fissile material at the core of the explosive device. As a result, we consider production capabilities within the context of specific weapons and platforms.

One qualification is in order about how these rules apply in cases where weapons or weapon platforms use technologies that can perform other nonweapon military
applications. Lasers, for example, can be used as weapons to blind human or computer targets, but are also instrumental in military communication and sensor systems. Since nonweapon applications fall outside the boundaries of our case universe, we focus on the use of laser technology as a weapon, and only consider other uses in the context of coding dual use attributes. Similarly, information technology (IT) enables an extensive range of civilian and military activities but is not itself a weapon. Our inclusion and exclusion rules lead us to focus on the specific applications of IT designed to gain unauthorized access to computer systems or to deny, degrade, or disrupt them—what many refer to as "cyber weapons." For each technology in the case universe, we make these definitional choices transparent about the specific weapon or weapon platform applications.

We exclude several other cases from the universe. Edged weapons, such as bayonets and entrenching tools, were used in wars throughout the 20th century. But we exclude this case because the technology had little impact on modern military power, so states faced few incentives to control it in the first place (including it would also bias in favor of our theory, as discussed below). Horse cavalry could also be seen as a weapons platform carrying soldiers employing weapons into battle. Beyond basic horse breeding and training practices, however, the "technology" of cavalry in the modern era primarily relied on firearms and other technological improvements in field weapons. The military use of horses as weapon platforms also reflected broader changes in tactics and military organization, not the underlying science of equitation. We therefore exclude horse cavalry from the universe because it is a not a standalone weapon platform technology.

**Exclusion Bias**

The substantive nature of arms control as an effort to manage weapons is the primary driver behind our decision to exclude many other technologies with military applications. As we note in the paper, states may face other incentives to create international rules governing these technologies—such as optimizing international trade—but these lie beyond our scope of inquiry, which focuses instead on incentives to avoid arms races or high costs in the conduct of war. Our narrow focus on arms technology also guards against biasing the results in favor of our theory. If we were to relax the exclusion rule, then doing so would create a case universe with even stronger support for several key

---

4 In the mid-18th century, the rise of the divisional organizational structure combining different military elements—infantry, cavalry, artillery, engineers, and support—led to an increased role for cavalry in reconnaissance, screening, skirmishing, and raiding. However, the rise of what Stephen Biddle calls the "modern system" of warfare led to their demise. This increase in lethality through the volume and accuracy of fire, uses of cover and concealment, and addition of armed aircraft caused horse cavalry to become increasingly vulnerable on the battlefield. See Andrew F. Krepinevich, "Cavalry to Computer: The Pattern of Military Revolutions," *The National Interest* No. 37 (Fall 1994): 31-34; George T. Denison, *A History of Cavalry from the Earliest Times, with Lessons for the Future*, by Colonel George T. Denison. (New York, NY: Macmillan, 1913): 281-355; Stephen Biddle, *Military Power: Explaining Victory and Defeat in Modern Battle* (Princeton, NJ: Princeton University Press, 2004).
hypotheses. A quick coding of representative technologies from each category illustrates this point:

Table A1: Excluded Technology Example Coding

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Technology</th>
<th>Distinguishability</th>
<th>Integration</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Components</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Semiconductors</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Vacuum pump</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enablers and Enhancers</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Electricity</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Global Positioning System (GPS)</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Internal Combustion Engines</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Stealth</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Support and Logistics</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Telegraph</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Railroads</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Communication</td>
<td>High</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Production</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Industrial Manufacturing</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Additive Manufacturing</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>High Performance Computers</td>
<td>Low</td>
<td>High</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Most of the excluded technologies, from semiconductors to internal combustion engines, would be coded as indistinguishable and highly integrated under our variables. Since there have been no international agreements, or even serious considerations, to limit them, this larger universe of cases would seemingly lend significant support for our expectation about the dim prospects for cooperation in the dead zone (H2). Yet while the nature of technology may play some role in hindering international agreements, including these cases would likely overstate the effect of technology. In these cases, the baseline benefits from mutual restraint are low, and mutual competition can create net benefits for both sides, which creates few incentives for cooperation in the first place.

Populating the Case Universe

We applied these inclusion and exclusion rules to five existing lists of technologies to populate our case universe.

The first is a list developed by Andrew Krepinevich that captures Revolutions in Military Affairs (RMA).\(^5\) This list was a key starting point for our technology bins, but it

\(^5\) Andrew F. Krepinevich, “Cavalry to Computer: The Pattern of Military Revolutions,” The National Interest, no. 37 (1994): 30–42. For an comprehensive list of technologies based on this study, see
was also clear that major well-known technologies were missing from the RMA list. That list is both too general in some respects and focused on an evaluation of which technologies transformed warfare processes in a particular way. In our case, even technologies that are less transformative would still be relevant. Second, we evaluated several lists used for primarily economic studies. Some were clearly too fine-grained for our purpose and included the applications of technologies and subcomponents. Others, such as the Historical Cross Country Technology Adoption Dataset focus much more on civilian technologies rather than those with weapons applications which could potentially be limited via an arms control agreement.6

Third, we reviewed the lists of "critical technologies" that the US government has maintained over the last four decades, such as the Department of Defense (DoD)'s Militarily Critical Technologies List (MCTL) or the National Security Council's Critical and Emerging Technologies List (C&ET).7 Although these lists provided some useful categories, they were far too inclusive of technologies beyond our focus on weapons and weapon platforms. As a GAO report recently concluded, these efforts were designed to protect "U.S. critical technologies from adversaries against illegal export, theft, espionage, and reverse engineering," but the lists tended to be "too broad to adequately guide protection."6 Indeed, we found that the MCTL and C&ET lists identified almost every modern innovation and attendant technology that could be used to maintain US technological or military superiority. Although these lists have proved useful for scholars of export regulations and international trade, the inclusion criteria were not compatible with our definition of the relevant population set.9

Finally, we used full texts of every arms control agreement from 1816–2010 to create a list of all capabilities which have been limited by provisions in arms control agreements. This allowed us to confirm that capabilities limited by agreements—the positive cases—were captured by the range of technology categories we developed.

**Agreement Types**

Our case universe focuses attention on state efforts to manage armaments by designing arms control agreements. This scoping condition for the dataset raises the


question of whether we need to further differentiate among distinct types of agreements when measuring the dependent variable. We avoid this approach for several reasons. First, scholars often try to categorize arms control agreements by types, but there is no generally accepted set of categories. Second, and more important, we eschew the choice of categorization because it can privilege certain explanatory variables. For example, dividing agreements into bilateral and multilateral categories suggests that the number of actors is a likely determinant of outcomes. To prevent such selection bias from affecting our results, we seek to explain how technology shapes constraints across all arms control agreements. But we do recognize that the magnitude of effects from technology factors may indeed vary across the values of other important variables, like relative power or the number of actors. Future research can explore whether the effects of technology-related variables are conditional on other factors.

In this study, however, it is important to acknowledge that our dependent variable groups together several types of arms control agreements that may operate via slightly different logics. For example, agreements where states agree to limit weapons in some way to gain benefits from lower risk or reduced arms spending; post-war arms controls imposed on a defeated power or other asymmetric deals where one side gains more than the other; as well as multilateral export controls designed to manage the diffusion of armaments by regulating technology transfers. Many agreements fall into the first bucket of arms limitations, which is a relatively clear set of cases to assess the degree to which variation in the features of these 'typical' arms control institutions confirms or refutes our hypotheses.

The second bucket includes a smaller subset of post-war arm control agreements. These outcomes are still arms control agreements of course, but they present additional challenges for testing our theory. The vast power asymmetry between victor and loser may be a far more significant variable in explaining outcomes, thereby making it difficult to isolate the role that technology plays even if it remains a factor.\(^\text{10}\) It would be easy to dismiss the role of technology as a factor in this case. However, we find some evidence that it was considered as a part of the story, even if it is impossible to disentangle from the broader pressures.

In the wake of the First World War, for example, the Versailles Peace Treaty imposed strict armament control rules on Germany. After surrendering much of its military forces, Germany also had to limit "the manufacture of arms, munitions, or any war material" in industrial factories.\(^\text{11}\) The Allied Military Committee of Versailles (AMCV) established an intrusive on-site inspection system to determine whether German factories were in compliance. Yet many of 7,000 factories in the country could produce both military and commercial goods. This created a problem. The Germans argued that they needed to retain the means of production to make reparation payments. According to the historian Richard Shuster, the AMCV instructed its inspectors "to distinguish between 'machinery for general use and machinery especially intended for the manufacture of war material,'" such as gun lathes for making artillery

---


pieces. However, it proved difficult for inspectors to make this distinction in practice because many machines "could be used for both military and peaceful purposes," Shuster emphasizes. "For example, one German firm, Rhein-Metall, was able to produce artillery under the guise of railway development." Much of Germany's machine tool base was left intact, which required inspectors to make repeated and surprise visits to ensure factories had not been secretly converted to military production. As a defeated nation, Germany had little choice but to accept the security risks associated with this intrusive verification regime. This type of outcome is still useful for illustrating our core mechanisms at work because it reveals how defeated powers must accept severe disclosure risks.

Finally, we consider a set of agreements that are multilateral institutions limiting the spread of certain technologies, which are often categorized as export controls regimes. The Missile Technology Control Regime or the Nuclear Suppliers Group are notable examples. These agreements are designed to prevent a third-party state, one that is not a member of the deal, from attaining a certain capability. However, to attain this mutual benefit, the members of a regime must accept a constraint on themselves and forgo the benefits that may come from unilaterally providing arms to another party, including commercial benefits for defense industries or possible security benefits from arming an ally. A violation of such a deal is not in the action of state that acquired a technology, but rather in the one that sold it. In this sense, the core logic is quite like other arms control agreements that set limits on member states.

As with the case of post-war agreements, multilateral export control regimes present some additional challenges in testing our theory. For example, they manage transfers over a wider array of dual use technologies, making it difficult to identify the specific effect of variation in dual use characteristics on agreement outcomes. The large multilateral nature of these institutions also suggests that other bargaining dynamics, such as intra-alliance issues, may play a stronger role here than in other cases.

---

13 Shuster, 116.
Part II: Code Book

This code book provides a four-step guide to (1) categorize technology; (2) trace its development over time; (3) specify its distinguishability and integration; and (4) identify relevant arms control outcomes of interest.

**Step 1: Definitions and Boundaries**

- What is the most accepted definition or scope condition for the technology?
  - Consider both scientific/engineering characteristics as well as production processes and deployment patterns.
  - Highlight the most prominent examples of this technology.
- Where are the boundaries of technology? What makes the technology distinct?
  - Specify the unique characteristics or features of the technology that make it distinct from other capabilities.
  - Indicate any areas of disagreement or confusion among analysts about categorizing the technology.
  - After completing steps 1-4, come back to steps 1 to check for bias: consider whether different categorizations of the technology might change specification of the dual use attributes.
- What kinds of specific military and/or civilian (peaceful) capabilities fall in this this category?
  - On the military side, specify whether the technology is either a weapon or weapon platform.
  - Indicate the civilian uses of the underlying technology.

**Step 2: Timeline of Development**

- Debut date:
  - When was the technology was first available as an operational weapon or platform?
  - Specify when actors started to adopt the technology for (A) military purposes and/or (B) civilian (peaceful) purposes.
  - Note earlier time periods where the technology was undergoing research and development or non-operational testing.
- Origins:
  - Did the technology originate in the civilian or military realms?
  - When did the technology crossover from one realm to the other? How did it diffuse?
- Where there key moments of significant innovation where the character of the technology, the way it was being developed or produced, or how it was being used in military or civilian applications?
- Are there important subsets of weapon types within the broader category?
  - For example, rifle vs. a machine gun within the firearms category, or bomb vs. a mine within explosives category.
  - Identify cases where one subset has only military applications while another has some notable civilian uses as well.
Step 3: Assessment of Technology Characteristics

Think of the technology as going through different *periods or phases*, as identified in the last section. There might be just one phase, or for older technologies you may have identified several.

Additionally, think about different the *subsets of weapon types*, and whether one weapon type or technology application is very clearly only military but another is more difficult to differentiate from more civilian applications.

For each historical phase, or notable subset of weapon type, assess the technology along two dimensions:

I. Distinguishability
   A. Attribute Identification—Focus on four specific attributes to determine whether military and civilian applications of the technology had observable differences:
      1) Physical Properties—What were some of the properties that differentiated civilian and military applications? These can be features such as the size or observable features of the technology. Specify whether these properties differed in the civilian versus military context. Indicate whether there was a concern at the time about these properties making it difficult to distinguish between military and civilian applications.
      2) Development Process—What was the process of developing the technology? How much overlap or divergence was there between military and civilian development pathways? Did the technology require distinct equipment or production techniques in the military realm?
      3) Doctrine and Deployment—How did doctrine and/or deployment decisions for the technology impact patterns of use in the civil versus military realms? Specify the degree to which the technology was deployed for military use in ways that looked similar to civilian use. Indicate whether it was relatively difficult (in the sense of being expensive or laborious) or relatively easy to make a military capability look civilian or visa versa. If there were indeed efforts to disguise military applications as civilian, or conceal the true purpose of a certain capability, please document.
      4) Conversion Speed—How quickly would it take to transform the civilian version of the technology into a military asset?
   B. Attribute Aggregation—Generate an overall score of distinguishability (high or low):
      First, assess the weight and relative importance of the four attributes in the context of the technology. Note whether the attributes are distinct or interrelated. Is one attribute more salient than another? Does an attribute not show up or appear to be relevant in the historical record?
      Second, aggregate the attributes into an overall measure of distinguishability. Do all attributes point in the same direction? Note any attributes that seem to cut against the grain of the overall trend.
II. Integration
   A. Attribute Identification—Focus on two specific attributes to determine the relative integration of the technology:
      1) Pervasiveness—Specify the range and variety of uses for the technology within military enterprises and civilian sectors. Was this technology used primarily in a small set of weapons systems/platforms or was it widely used across different military capabilities? Was the technology used in a small set of civilian applications or widely used across different civilian applications?
      2) Marginal Cost—What was the per unit cost of development and deployment for the technology? Did the technology originate as a commercial innovation? How much “spillover potential” does the technology offer? In other words, does the technology enable or rely on other innovations or is it rather a stand-alone innovation? Are military capabilities using this technology collocated (in deployment or in production) with other military capabilities?
   B. Attribute Aggregation—Generate an overall score of integration (high or low):
      First, assess the weight and relative importance of the two attributes in the context of the technology.
      Second, aggregate the attributes into an overall measure of integration. Do all attributes point in the same direction?
      Third, specify whether there are significant differences in integration for the civil versus military applications of the technology. For instance, the technology may enjoy widespread use in the military, but only offer niche applications in the civilian realm. Label such technologies as “mixed” integration cases and note the divergence (e.g. high military / low civilian).

Section 4: Outcomes
Document any effort by states to limit the military applications of the technology with formal arms control agreements.
   • Where there any efforts, ideas, or discussions about international cooperation to limit the spread of this technology, certain applications of it, or access to it by different actors?
   • Did anything lead to international agreements? Where there any cases where ideas were floated and rejected, even before reaching any international stage?
Security risks:
   • Did states raise any concerns about the security risks associated with letting others collect information about the technology?
   • Did aspects of the technology make it easier for an adversary to extract sensitive information and identify weak points in military systems? How would observing the civilian uses of the technology illuminate broader aspects of the state’s broader military production base?
• Did the technology appear to increase the attack surface for sabotage? Would letting other states observe the technology further expand the menu of attack options? Could saboteurs gain better intelligence on weaknesses and additional access points to launch operations against targets?
Part III: The Dual Use Dimensions of Technology Dataset
Air Defense

Technology Definition

Air defense technology refers to the suite of technologies employed to destroy hostile missiles and aircraft.¹ Our focus on active weapon systems here excludes passive defense, deception techniques, and evasion tactics. The weapon elements of air defense are grouped into two distinct yet complementary subtypes that make this technology category unique: (1) non-terminal weapon elements, such as radar and other sensors, fire control, and communication systems, that lack the capability to inflict damage but supply critical information about the airborne target; and (2) terminal weapons that possess the capability to cause damage or “kill” the airborne target.² It is this combination of non-terminal (e.g., radar) and terminal (e.g., guided missile) weapon elements that makes air defense unique from other technology categories in the case universe, notably aircraft, artillery, rockets, and machine guns. The main platform and project types of terminal weapons includes guns that fire projectiles (from surface or aircraft platforms) as well as surface-to-air missiles (SAMs) and air-to-air missiles (AAMs). Our study focuses on SAMs and AAMs because these capabilities are the dominant terminal weapon in air defense, and these rockets follow a distinct flight path from ballistic and cruise missiles.³ Air defense also includes missile defense systems, such as the Russian S-400 or the US Patriot system, since many of these capabilities can neutralize both aircraft and airborne missiles (pure missile defense systems designed only to counter ballistic missiles also fall into this category). We exclude radiation-based terminal weapon elements, such as directed energy and high energy lasers, that largely remain at an experimental and R&D stage of development. The future operationalization of these terminal systems would not significantly change our coding of the dual use attributes of air defense technology.

We define the civilian counterparts of air defense around non-terminal and terminal elements. On the non-terminal side, radar systems enjoy extensive use in the civilian realm. Given the unique and essential role that radar plays in military air defense, we focus on its dual use characteristics in peaceful applications. On the terminal side, the rocket boosters for some guided missiles can be used for civilian purposes. The most common application here is the sounding rocket, which uses a simple booster and guidance system to take measurements and perform scientific experiments during sub-orbital flight. For example, early sounding rockets used V-2 boosters for the first stage, with the instrumentation package atop a novel second stage. NASA’s Sounding Rocket Program then relied on extra solid rocket motors from military air defense rockets. When

¹ For an overview of how air defense technology fits into broader military operations, see Lon O. Nordeen, *Air Warfare in the Missile Age* (Washington, DC: Smithsonian Institution Press, 1985).
the US military began phasing out the Nike Ajax SAM in the 1960s, NASA used the leftover booster motors from the decommissioned SAMs to build a cheap and highly effective sounding rocket.⁴

**Time Period Boundaries**

We code the debut of modern air defense around the first operational use of radar in combination with fighter aircraft by the British Royal Air Force to replace Germany’s Luftwaffe air attacks during the Battle of Britain in 1940. Prior to this period, rudimentary air defenses were developed to counter the threat from early reconnaissance hot air balloons during the American Civil War.⁵ Germany’s introduction of airships to conduct bombing raids on England during the First World War sparked greater interest in basic air defense measures, notably via guns mounted on ground platforms and early aircraft. But the large size, slow speed, and deep vulnerability of airships made them susceptible to basic countermeasures.

Air defense technology made its operational debut when radar systems were deployed in England to aid the Royal Air Force in targeting Luftwaffe aircraft during the Battle of Britain.⁶ The subsequent development of radar technology in collaboration with the Americans, combined with the growing importance of conventional bombing attacks (and the first missile attacks), led to greater investment in air defense technology.⁷ During the Second World War, anti-aircraft guns were slaved to radar systems to provide more accurate aiming of the weapons. Airborne radars also increased the attack efficacy of new fighter aircraft against enemy bombers. After the war, the introduction of missiles in the terminal “kill” stage of air defense, along with more advanced radar and detection capabilities, created a period of intense development and deployment of sophisticated systems, which led to the genesis of missile defense as a key subset of this technology. Despite considerable improvements in air (and missile) defense technology from 1940 to 2020, we consider the case as a single time period because the dual use variables remained the same.

---


Distinguishability: High

The core terminal and non-terminal technologies in air defense systems have always been highly distinguishable from their civilian counterparts (e.g., rockets and radar) for four reasons.

First, military air defense systems have several distinct physical features that set them apart from civilian capabilities. The most observable is the presence of terminal weapons in the intercept stage of the kill chain for military systems. For example, anti-aircraft artillery, AAMs, or SAMs are essential components of air defense, but civilian air radar systems lack these capabilities. Guided missiles must also be optimized around specific guidance, warhead, and sensor configuration profiles to be effective in air defense. These attributes make them look different from many civilian sounding rockets, which are much simpler in design profile.

Second, the terminal and non-terminal technologies in air defense must be developed to meet more intensive military requirements compared to their civilian cousins. The sensitivity and range of military radar are often much greater than civilian systems because effective air defense requires exquisite accuracy at the terminal intercept stage. Air radar systems used in civilian air traffic control must be accurate and reliable, but the degree of precision needed in military air defense is much higher, which leads the development of specialized military radar systems. On the terminal side, AAMs and SAMs are also specifically designed with advanced features to defeat airborne targets. By contrast, sounding rockets follow a general, low-cost development process to provide situational awareness or data collection capabilities.

Third, air defense systems have unmistakable deployment features compared to civilian radar installations. Beyond the combination of terminal weapons with non-terminal technologies that are more advanced than civilian analogues, air defense systems are often deployed with other military and intelligence systems, such as command and control (C2) and early warning and cueing systems. Civilian air radar systems typically operate as standalone capabilities. The US Patriot system, for example, consists of multiple modular components, such as the fire control section (with radar, control, antenna mast, and power elements) and the SAM launchers. Efforts to hide or camouflage air defense systems (including by making small, portable AAM platforms, such as the infamous Stinger missile), also indicates military use, as civilian radar installations operate out in the open. On the terminal rocket side, sounding

---

11 See, for example, Ron Westrum, *Sidewinder: Creative Missile Development at China Lake* (Annapolis, MD: Naval Institute Press, 1999).
rockets require minimum ground support equipment and facilities compared to the extensive support infrastructure required to make air defense work. Fourth, the conversion speed is generally slow from civilian radar and especially rockets to air defense. The reason is that the military mission requirements have long been extremely demanding, which makes it impractical to convert civilian products. However, some commercial innovations have been successfully leveraged to enhance the effectiveness of existing military systems. For example, the second generation of the US Aegis Ballistic Missile Defense system incorporated commercial-off-the-shelf signal processing equipment to upgrade target identification capabilities.

Integration: **High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

On the military side, air defense systems are highly integrated because they perform a wide range of tasks across many different environments. The main goal of air defense is to provide protection for other military forces and civilian assets. For this core mission, air defense systems are often co-located with almost all types of military forces. Indeed, modern air defense strategy is explicitly premised on "integrating" these systems with many other weapon platforms and sensors to enhance overall lethality. Beyond neutralizing airborne threats with terminal weapons, air defense systems also perform many other military missions, notably airspace surveillance (detecting and tracking all aircraft, drones, and other airborne objects using radar and other sensors), airspace management (controlling the movement of friendly aircraft), early warning (providing prompt situational awareness to friendly forces), and strike support (providing other strike forces, such as ground-based artillery, with information and capabilities to carry out operations). One qualification is in order: air defenses are not cheap, especially those designed to counter ballistic missiles. However, the pervasive nature of the technology still pushes it toward the high end of the integration spectrum.

On the civilian side, radar and sounding rockets are also highly integrated because they play many different economic and scientific roles. Radar is a versatile technology that can provide critical information, making it ubiquitous in a wide range of industries and non-military applications, including air traffic control, meteorology, navigation, wildlife conservation, agricultural monitoring, law enforcement, and border control. Commercial radar systems are also cost effective, which a wide range of

---

systems available on the open market for consumer and professional applications. Similarly, sounding rockets can perform a wide range of scientific and commercial tasks that involve launching instruments to altitudes between a few kilometers to a few thousand kilometers along a parabolic flight path that provides an opportunity to make measurements through the Earth's atmosphere. These launch systems are much simpler than satellites or their military missile brethren, with less elaborate launch facilities that makes them ideal for being launched “almost anywhere,” as one NASA history noted.\textsuperscript{19} Since many sounding rockets recycle old military motor components, they are also extremely cheap to use relative to space-launch vehicles, ranging from $10k to $200k each launch.\textsuperscript{20}

**Outcomes**

**Agreements with unilateral collection methods and/or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits).**

From 1972 to 2002, the superpowers limited a specific type of air defense technology—anti-ballistic missile (ABM) systems—in the Treaty on the Limitation of Anti-Ballistic Missile Systems. The United States and the Soviet Union signed the ABM Treaty in 1972 to limit the construction and deployment of systems designed to counter “strategic” ballistic missiles.\textsuperscript{21} But the line between “strategic” missiles (often long range with nuclear warheads) and “tactical” or “theater” missiles (often shorter range with conventional warheads) was not defined in the treaty itself.\textsuperscript{22} The ABM treaty limited terminal launchers and interceptors, as well as the numbers and locations of radars that were constructed and deployed for an ABM role.\textsuperscript{23} The treaty also banned sea-, air, space-, or mobile land-based ABM systems or components.\textsuperscript{24} But it did allow for limited ABM systems to be deployed around one national command area apiece.\textsuperscript{25} The negotiation record reveals little concern on either side about needing additional information to differentiate ABM systems from civilian radars or sounding rockets, which aligns with our expectations for this type of distinguishable technology. Moreover, the treaty stipulated that each side would use its own intelligence capabilities (“national technical means”) to verify compliance.\textsuperscript{26} In 1989, for example, the Soviet Union admitted violation of the ABM treaty and demolished its Krasnoyarsk radar in Siberia.

\textsuperscript{20} Corliss, 2.
\textsuperscript{21} For the full treaty text, see https://2009-2017.state.gov/t/avc/trty/101888.htm#text.
\textsuperscript{25} Durch, *The ABM Treaty and Western Security*, 44.
\textsuperscript{26} Durch, 45.
after the United States detected the site with unilateral methods and challenged the Soviets. The short debate over whether this radar violated the treaty had nothing to do with any ambiguity about its military nature. It was more about whether this purported early warning radar could be used in a strategic role to target ICBMs.\footnote{Pavel Podvig, “History and the Current Status of the Russian Early-Warning System,” \textit{Science \& Global Security} 10, no. 1 (January 2002): 30–31, https://doi.org/10.1080/08929880212328.} Given the highly integrated nature of air defense technology, this outcome lends strong support for H4.

In December 2001, the United States gave Russia notice of its intent to withdraw from the treaty, citing the need to defend against new threats from regional actors armed with long-range missiles and nuclear weapons. The subsequent US effort to develop homeland missile defense may have fueled arms races with both Russia and China.\footnote{James M. Acton, “The U.S. Exit From the Anti-Ballistic Missile Treaty Has Fueled a New Arms Race,” Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, December 13, 2021, https://carnegieendowment.org/2021/12/13/u.s.-exit-from-anti-ballistic-missile-treaty-has-fueled-new-arms-race-pub-85977.} But the eventual demise of the ABM Treaty was not related to the dual use detection or disclosure problems identified by our theory.

Beyond air defense against strategic missiles, states have only agreed to limit air defense systems in the aftermath of conflict. This could indicate that other factors are at play here, in that most air defense systems are seen as defensive and stabilizing. For several post-conflict agreements, the provisions tend to restrict inspections to special areas where numerical limits can be confirmed without exposing broader military forces to espionage. For example, the short-lived Agreement between Israel and Lebanon 1983 (also known as the May 17 Agreement) attempted to create a special security region from which Israeli military forces would withdraw.\footnote{For the agreement text, see https://jcpa-lecape.org/wp-content/uploads/2017/10/Agreement-between-Israel-and-Lebanon.pdf.} Various surveillance radars and air defense guns were prohibited to remain in this geographic zone. The agreement offers neutral theory support because it quickly fell apart for reasons outside the scope of our study. In 1995, the Dayton Peace Accords also put limits on air defense radars, antiaircraft guns, and surface to air missiles/launchers as part of an agreement to curtail military forces in specific geographic zones after the Bosnian war. The agreement mandated the NATO-led Implementation Force to oversee the implementation for a fixed time period and restricted access to specific post-conflict zones and territories.\footnote{For the agreement text, see https://www.osce.org/files/f/documents/e/0/126173.pdf.} This outcome provides stronger support for the theory because it aligns with our expectations for H4.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** The type of agreements that emerge over strategic air defense and in the wake of conflict align with our expectations for H4. These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states either used unilateral means to monitor compliance, or, where inspection tools were used, states crafted highly restrictive protocols to safeguard sensitive information.
Technology Definition

A fixed-wing aircraft refers to machines capable of flight that use wings to generate lift. The placement of the wings sets this type of aircraft apart from rotary-wing aircraft, such as helicopters, in which the wings are mounted on a spinning mast. We exclude gliders and kites to focus on powered airplanes that generate thrust from jet engines or propellers. Airplanes are the most common and significant class of fixed-wing aircraft. They come in many different forms and serve a variety of functions in both the military and civilian realms. Military and civilian users both draw from the same general pool of aviation technology and benefit from innovations in the broader aerospace industry. But there are major differences between most military aircraft and their civilian counterparts.

Time Period Boundaries

Fixed-wing aircraft debuted in 1903 with the first sustained airplane flight. We treat the technology as a single case study. Despite major innovations in aviation technology over the last century, fixed-wing aircraft exhibited relatively little variation in the core dual use attributes. Indeed, the technology only became increasingly distinguishable and more highly integrated within military enterprises and the civilian economy.

Distinguishability: High

Despite using similar aviation technology, military aircraft have always been distinct from their civilian counterparts. This is particularly true for the physical characteristics of combat aircraft, which have no civilian analogue. Generally, the military and civilian realms have only used the same aircraft to fill similar logistics and transport needs. Even then, the militarized and civilian variants are typically highly modified in relation to one another.\(^1\) The need to operate in a hostile environment led military aviation down a development path that increasingly diverged from civil aircraft over time.

---

\(^1\) Civilian passenger/cargo aircraft and military equivalents often utilize the same base airframes. A prominent example of this commonality in design is the Boeing 737 passenger airliner, which has been spun off into multiple military variants such as the C-40 cargo aircraft, P-8 Poseidon anti-submarine/surface warfare and interdiction aircraft, and the 737 Airborne Early Warning and Control aircraft. Yet these military aircraft undergo significant modifications that make them distinct from the commercial passenger aircraft. Notable exceptions to this rule are counterinsurgency aircraft, which are often militarized variants of civilian light aircraft. See Glenn E. Bugos, “The History of the Aerospace Industry,” Economic History Association, accessed on August 10, 2021, https://eh.net/encyclopedia/the-history-of-the-aerospace-industry/; Peeler, David L. 2009 "Counterinsurgency Aircraft Procurement Options: Processes, Methods, Alternatives, and Estimates," Air Command and Staff College Wright Flyer Paper, No. 40. Maxwell Air Force Base, AL: Air University Press.
The First World War drove nations to develop combat and support aircraft capable of performing specialized missions on the battlefield. These military aircraft privileged power and agility, and often built design innovations around weapons platforms. For example, machine gun synchronization gears allowed armaments to be fired safely through a propeller. By contrast, the establishment of commercial airlines and airmail routes in the 1920s led civilian aviation to favor larger aircraft with longer ranges and higher payloads. This divergence widened during the 1930s, as civilian aircraft manufacturers and operators placed a premium on comfort, safety, and operational efficiency, while the military prioritized speed and maneuverability. In this period, many innovations and production techniques developed in the civilian sector were adopted by military aircraft, including aerodynamic streamlining, retractable landing gear, improved instrumentation, pressurized cabins, and better navigational devices. Yet military and civilian aircraft were still designed in different ways to achieve fundamentally distinct operational requirements and flight characteristics.

The Second World War led to technical advances in the design and manufacture of combat aircraft. Germany developed jet-powered high-speed aircraft with swept-wing and tail surfaces to improve control. But the United States was the most successful at wartime aircraft production, as the government converted civilian industries into military mass-production hubs. However, it should be noted that this quick conversion of the aerospace sector was short lived. After the war, aviation firms came to rely on a highly skilled labor force and sophisticated manufacturing facilities as civilian and military aircraft grew more complex and expensive.

Indeed, these wartime innovations set the foundation for combat aircraft to diverge even further from civilian aviation during the Cold War, when the United States and Soviet Union competed to develop supersonic combat aircraft with unique military features, such as high-altitude reach or stealth. This arms race in military aviation technology did lead to major improvements in civilian aircraft, most notably the introduction of jet engines and computerized “fly-by-wire” systems in the 1970s that increased overall performance and efficiency for commercial airlines. But military aircraft continued to exceed their civilian counterparts in terms of flight characteristics and operational capabilities, which made it increasingly easy to distinguish between the peaceful and military uses of aviation technology.

https://media.defense.gov/2017/Dec/04/2001851655/-1/-1/0/WF_0040_PEELEY_COUNTERINSURGENCY_AIRCRAFT.PDF.


4 The increasing costs and industrial cooperation engendered the creation of conglomerates throughout the Western World for the production of both military and civilian aircraft.
Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)

Fixed-wing aircraft are highly varied in design and purpose and have been utilized widely in both the civil and military spheres for well over a century. Within the civilian context, these aircraft have seen widespread use primarily for the commercial conveyance of passengers and freight, research and development, and pleasure flying. Within the military, fixed-wing aircraft are used for a full-spectrum of tasks including air-to-air combat, close air support, airborne early warning and control, and supply and logistics among other tasks.

The range and variety of uses for both military and civilian aircraft expanded during the first aviation age from 1903 to 1945. After the first viable fixed-wing aircraft capable of sustained flight was pioneered in 1903, the First World War drove government investment in aviation technology for combat purposes, resulting in more powerful and agile aircraft. After the war, the civilian aviation sector adopted many of these military-led innovations to develop larger aircraft with longer ranges and higher payloads for passenger and cargo transport purposes. The emergence of airmail delivery services in the mid-1920s became a major revenue source for airlines and spurred further growth in commercial aircraft applications. As passenger air travel became more widespread in the 1930s, commercial aircraft development catalyzed a handful of major innovations to enhance efficiency, comfort, and safety. The Second World War saw significant employment of military aircraft to perform a full-spectrum of tasks including air-to-air combat, close air support, airborne early warning and control, and supply and logistics among other tasks. From a manufacturing standpoint, the war lowered production costs by introducing mass-production techniques to the aviation sector for the first time.

After the war, the aerospace sector grew into one of the largest, most economically significant, and most technically complex in the world. The industry has been the target of sustained government investment because of the large capital requirements, low production runs, and high customizability. However, aviation development has broadly spurred innovation in many other research and manufacturing sectors—notably electronics and computing, telecommunications, and advanced materials—and has a great deal of technical overlap and influence upon them.

---


Outcomes

**Agreements with unilateral collection methods and/or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits).** Most agreements to limit conventional armaments such as combat aircraft occur in the aftermath of conflict, but restrict inspections to special areas where numerical limits can be confirmed without exposing broader military forces to espionage. The Korean War Armistice Agreement (1953), Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt (1979), and the Florence Agreement (1996) all set various caps on how many of each type of weapon system, if any, each side is allowed to retain. However, national inspections teams can only verify numbers at 'designated ports of entry' (Korean War), certain territorial zones (Israel and Egypt), or 'export sites' (Florence). Some post-war agreements went even further with far more intrusive inspections, but only against roundly defeated nations, notably the Treaty of Versailles (1919).

There are several important agreements that also put temporal and geographic limits on inspections of aircraft technology. The most notable is the Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty (1990), which included on-site inspections to verify conventional armament limitations among the signatories. Specific military aircraft—heavy bombers—are also limited under the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START I, 1991) and New START (2010), both of which include inspections to verify compliance, albeit with managed access provisions. For the strategic arms limitations, inspections are restricted to specific bases where a specified set of strategic aircraft are present, and changes in aircraft basing is notified to the other treaty party. These three key outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states struggled to devise transparency measures that would reveal compliance with numerical limits on aircraft without revealing information about broader military capabilities. In each case, however, states crafted highly restrictive inspection tools and verification protocols to safeguard sensitive information.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.**

---

Aircraft [Rotary Wing]

Technology Definition

Rotary wing technology refers to aircraft with rotor blades that generate lift by rotating around a mast. We focus on the helicopter because it is the most dominant form of rotorcraft. In contrast to fixed-wing aircraft, the rotor design gives the helicopter unique flight capabilities, notably vertical take-off and landing, as well as the ability to hover and fly forward, backward, and side-to-side.

Time Period Boundaries

Rotary-wing aircraft technology made its debut when the first mass-produced helicopter became available in 1942.1 Subsequent improvements in aviation technology, notably lightweight turboshaft engines, made helicopters widely accessible to both military users and the broader civilian market.2 We consider the technology as a single case study because the dual use attributes exhibited little variation over time.

Distinguishability: High

Despite using similar technology, military helicopters are highly distinguishable from their civilian counterparts. Many helicopters have observable physical characteristics that indicate their intended use. This is most notable for attack helicopters or 'gunships' designed to perform dedicated combat missions, such as a close air support and anti-tank operations.3 Attack helicopters have a narrow tandem cockpit airframe to decrease their frontal target size and increase maneuverability for fast nap-of-the-earth missions, along with clearly visible sensors and external weapons.4 Civilian utility or transport helicopters cannot be readily converted into such gunships because the recoil loads of guns, as well as the blast pressure and debris from rockets and missiles, threaten to displace or damage the aircraft in flight. In order to use the helicopter as a weapons platform, these issues must be resolved at the design stage by strengthening the

---

1 In 1942 the Sikorsky R-4 became the first helicopter to reach full-scale production. For an overview of earlier developments in rotary-wing aircraft technology, see Bill Gunston, American Warplanes (New York, NY: Crescent Books, 1988); Derek James, Westland Aircraft since 1915 (London, UK: Putnam Aeronautical Books, 2003).
airframe to withstand blast overpressures or stabilizing the flight system to compensate for recoil.\textsuperscript{5} Although helicopter 'gunships' are highly distinguishable, other types of modern helicopters are built around modular systems that enable the same airframe to be used for different military missions or converted into civilian use.\textsuperscript{6} Rapid conversion speed can muddy the distinction between some types of transport helicopters that can be quickly outfitted with light weapons. Despite this overlap, the technology still looks quite different when deployed for use in hostile military versus permissive commercial environments.

**Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Helicopters are highly integrated within modern militaries and within many sectors of the civilian economy. On the military side, helicopters are integral to many different land, sea, and air operations, from attacking adversaries to rescuing ground troops. Indeed, the helicopter began its military service as a support aircraft. During with the Korean War, helicopters started to be widely used for medical evacuation, reconnaissance, troop insertion, and cargo transportation.\textsuperscript{7} The use of rudimentary gunships to provide close-air support in the Vietnam War further expanded the mission set for helicopters.\textsuperscript{8} This led to the development of advanced attack helicopters in the early-1970s as a way to defend against an armored tank offensive attack on Western Europe from Soviet and Warsaw Pact forces.\textsuperscript{9} The utility of attack helicopters subsequently increased as weapons platforms made major advances throughout the 1980s, notably with the introduction of sophisticated guidance systems for missiles. In addition to the anti-tank role, attack helicopters can complement fixed-wing aircraft by defeating "radar-guided antiaircraft weapons and missiles, as well as concentrations of heavily defended logistic, communication, and command centers, and troop concentrations."\textsuperscript{10} On the civilian side, helicopters perform a wide range of indispensable functions for many different industries and users. The most prominent use of helicopters is to transport cargo and passengers, especially in locations where fixed-wing aircraft cannot takeoff or land due to the absence of a runway. Helicopters also perform a variety of surveillance and data collection operations, such as reporting on traffic conditions, police patrol work, water usage, and oil and gas exploration.\textsuperscript{11}

\textsuperscript{5} E. J. Everett-Heath et al., *Military Helicopters* (London, UK: Brassey’s, 1990), 78–79.
\textsuperscript{6} For example, the AgustaWestland AW101 can be reconfigured from military transport to anti-submarine warfare (ASW) in hours; it can also be modified for civil operators to transport high-value passengers. For an overview, see James, *Westland Aircraft since 1915*.
\textsuperscript{7} Wheeler, *Attack Helicopters*, ii.
\textsuperscript{8} Everett-Heath et al., *Military Helicopters*, 77; Wheeler, *Attack Helicopters*, 57–70.
\textsuperscript{10} Andy Lightbody and Joe Poyer, *The Illustrated History of Helicopters* (Lincolnwood, IL: Publications International, 1990), 18. Lightbody 18
\textsuperscript{11} Lightbody and Poyer, 6.
Outcomes

Agreements with national technical means and/or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits). See the outcomes detailed in the Aircraft [Fixed-Wing] case above, as almost every agreement to limit conventional military forces and fixed-wing aircraft also includes caps on rotary-wing attack helicopters, especially the Conventional Forces in Europe treaty (the main exceptions are the START and New START agreements that focus on strategic, nuclear-capable combat aircraft).

Technology Definition

An airship refers to a dirigible balloon or lighter-than-air (LTA) aircraft that gains lift from filling itself with gas (usually hydrogen or helium) that is less dense than the surrounding air. The size of the airship determines its lift capabilities: the greater the volume of gas inflating the hull, the heavier the load it can carry.¹ This feature separates airship technology from aircraft that use wings (fixed or rotary) to generate lift, such as airplanes and helicopters. In the past, the ability to generate static lift without use of engine power was the key advantage of airships, especially before the advent of more efficient jet engines for modern aircraft. This feature enabled airships to perform long-duration and long-range missions. Engines were attached to airships for lateral thrust and maneuverability. However, the use of gas as the lifting agent required very large balloons or rigid and semi-rigid hulls, which decreased speed and mobility.² Airships have been used as weapon platforms to deliver bombs and other munitions against targets. But this role was rendered obsolete by advances in modern aircraft technology [see the Aircraft case studies]. However, airships and especially high-altitude balloons remain used in select nonweapon military applications such as intelligence collection and communications. Airships also enjoy an extensive range of applications in the civilian sector, from weather balloons to various scientific experiments and commercial data platforms.³

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of airships in July 1900 with the first flight of the Luftschiff Zeppelin LZ1, which led to the introduction of the highly effective Zeppelin line of airships in the early 20th-century. Airships were first used as weapon platforms for rudimentary bombing missions during the Italo–Turkish War in 1912.⁴ The main belligerents in World War I employed airships as bombing, attack, and observation platforms. During the interwar period, airships provided commercial cargo and passenger services until Hindenburg disaster of 1937 dampened public demand for the technology relative to airplanes. It is important to note that airships had become obsolete for most bombing and attack missions by the onset of World War II. The main exceptions were the use of airships in anti-submarine warfare (ASW) and rudimentary air defense during the war, as discussed below. In the postwar era, airship technology was used in a wider range of civilian functions (e.g., the Goodyear blimp in commercial settings or weather balloons). The US military used the technology as a surveillance platform in Afghanistan but

phased out the use of rigid airships by 2017 (although smaller reconnaissance balloons remained operational).\(^5\) The periodic revival of the technology for specific military purposes leads us to examine the dual use attributes from its debut in 1900 until the endpoint of our dataset in 2020.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Airship [Dirigible], 1900–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Distinguishability: High**

Airships are highly distinguishable for four reasons. First, the large physical characteristics of airships readily revealed distinct differences between military and civilian platforms. Airships all share similar hull designs. But the "gondolas" or "cars" hung beneath the hull were built to perform specific military or commercial functions.\(^6\) For example, the civilian version of the Zeppelin airships contained a gondola with crew quarters in the front and a luxury passenger compartment midway between the engine compartment. Entirely new gondolas had to be built for military purposes around observable bomb bays and hard points for light attack weapons and other sensors.\(^7\)

One notable example was the *K-class* blimp built by the Goodyear Aircraft Company for American military operations against German U-boats during World War II. As one military historian recounts, the "K-ships" for the US Navy had multiple distinctive features:

- Each airship was provided with an ASG-type radar unit capable of detecting objects at 90 miles. Underwater search equipment included sonobuoys and MAD gear. Armament for the K-ship normally included four torpex filled Mk 47 (350-pound) depth bombs, two on external bomb racks and two in the bomb bay. A 50-cal. Browning aircraft machine gun was placed in a turret in the forward part of the K-ship’s control car. For fire power from the after end of the car, many K-ships had Browning automatic rifles available for installation in the aft windows which were removable. The 40 foot-long control car carried the crew, armament, power plants and most of the equipment.\(^8\)

These features were all highly observable, making military airships distinguishable from peaceful blimps.

Second, the development pathways for military and commercial airships often diverged during wartime to meet specific force requirements. At the onset of WWI, for example, Germany launched a concerted effort to build new airships for reconnaissance


\(^7\) Hartcup, *The Achievement of the Airship*, 62–128.

and strategic bombing missions.\(^9\) The existing fleet of civilian airships were not able to accomplish these tasks. With German state support, the Zeppelin Company increased the capacity of its airships to carry heavier loads, especially multi-ton bombs. Machine-guns and special observation equipment were also mounted on platforms around the hull and in the fore and aft gondola car of these P-class airships.\(^10\) In an attempt to overcome rapidly evolving air defenses, "the Germans then built airships in which comfort, safety and even speed were sacrificed to the capacity to reach altitudes of 20,000 feet and more," one historian noted.\(^11\) To save weight, the crew’s quarters were eliminated and the control car was made smaller. The undersides of the new attack ships were painted black to dampen reflection from ground-based searchlights.\(^12\) These requirements stood in stark contrast to the development of civilian airships. During the interwar period, for example, airships remained remarkably prone to accident, and therefore had to undergo extensive modifications for safety and reliability before they could prove viable in civilian transportation.\(^13\)

Third, the deployment patterns for military airships also differed from their civilian counterparts. During bombing raids in WWI, for instance, German airships would evade British air defenses by lurking above or inside dense clouds—an inherently unsafe operation that civilian airships were keen to avoid. A small observation basket would then be lowered at the end of a cable until it broke through the cloud base, where it could guide the main airship toward a ground target.\(^14\) This method of deployment had no civilian analogue. Similarly, in WWII, the United States formed airship bases around coastal areas and shipping lanes because the US Navy deployed airships for convoy escort work and submarine hunting in small patrol squadrons.\(^15\)

Fourth, the speed of converting commercial into military airships remained relatively slow. As noted above, the Germans invested heavily in developing entirely new classes of heavy lift and high-altitude airships during WWI because their existing fleet of commercial airships could not be converted into effective weapon platforms. In WWII, the Americans also commissioned military airships with tailored specifications from the Goodyear Company rather than convert civilian blimps. However, many of these military platforms were converted into commercial airships in peacetime.\(^16\)

Recent attention on high-altitude balloons raises the question of whether airships without clear weapon platform features are also highly distinguishable.\(^17\) Although smaller military balloons have proven difficult to distinguish from civilian platforms on radar, the visible equipment hanging below the balloon often indicates end use in much the same way as earlier generations of weaponized airships. In February 2023, for example, US surveillance planes took images of a Chinese balloon to determine its


\(^12\) Botting, *The Giant Airships*, 65–66.

\(^13\) Hartcup, *The Achievement of the Airship*, 143.


\(^15\) Hartcup, *The Achievement of the Airship*, 247.

\(^16\) See Grossnick, *Kite Balloons to Airships: The Navy’s Lighter-than-Air Experience*.

\(^17\) Broad, “A Rising Awareness That Balloons Are Everywhere in Our Skies.”
military intelligence or civilian research use. According to the State Department, the equipment and antennas on the balloon indicated it “was clearly for intelligence surveillance and inconsistent with the equipment on board weather balloons.” As a result, balloons appear to be distinguishable upon visual inspection. But this use case should be watched to determine if airships become more integrated as intelligence platforms in the years ahead.

Integration: Low (Military) / High (Civilian)

Airships represent a unique case of low military but high civilian integration because many of the weapon applications for the technology became obsolete by the 1950s, leaving only intelligence missions. By contrast, airships continued to offer a wide range civilian applications at low cost, even after the Hindenburg disaster dampened demand for transportation. We therefore consider the technology to fall within the “disclosure constraint” zone.

Airship technology made its debut in the early-20th century with great promise of fulfilling a variety of commercial and then military roles. However, airships were soon relegated to a narrow range of military missions during WWI, notably strategic bombing against civilian targets. In the summer of 1915, the Germans launched their first bombing raids on the city of London with airships. This initial campaign caused modest damage and loss of life but did invoke considerable psychological fear about this new method of attack. As anti-airship defenses improved, German Zeppelin airships found it increasingly difficult to attack either France or Britain. This led to the development of new airships that could fly at higher altitudes to evade air defense. Improvements to the Zeppelins enabled bombing raids against England to recommence in the fall of 1916, but this effort was so unsuccessful it called into question the military utility of airships as weapon platforms. The airships were easily hindered by poor weather and still vulnerable to air defenses; they also lacked the carrying capacity or precision necessary to inflict serious damage against ground targets. As the airships moved to higher altitudes to avoid air defenses, they also became less effective at supporting naval operations because “they could see neither submarines nor mines, or even correctly identify large ships.” The German military determined that the effort required to construct the airships outweighed the material damage they inflicted from the bombing runs. Indeed, construction of each airship was quite expensive; operational airships also required extensive support infrastructure. Similarly, British airships, which were several generations behind the German Zeppelins, also “achieved virtually nothing”

19 Collier, The Airship, 80.
20 Hartcup, The Achievement of the Airship, 96.
21 Hartcup, 99.
22 Botting, The Giant Airships, 69.
23 Botting, 73.
24 Hartcup, The Achievement of the Airship, 104.
during the war. The use of airships as bombing platforms was rendered obsolete as fixed-wing aircraft became increasingly capable by the end of the war.

During World War II, the US Navy revived airship technology, but primarily to perform anti-submarine duties. Large uncrewed tethered barrage balloons were also used to defend against aircraft attack at low altitudes (the British even employed barrage balloons to stop over two-hundred V-1 attacks). Extensive use of airships to patrol coastal waters and escort shipping convoys in the North Atlantic belied the limited mission set for the technology. Most of these airships were decommissioned. After the Korean War, the United States briefly considered maintaining squadrons of next-generation airships specifically designed for ASW that could carry torpedoes and depth charges, and "equipped with radio, radar, MAD gear, sonar, a searchlight, and facilities for in-flight refueling at sea from surface ships." But routine patrols with the airships ended in 1961, with more capable rotary-wing aircraft subsuming similar functions in ASW operations. The most recent return of airships by the US military in Afghanistan for overhead reconnaissance followed a similar pattern as new technologies, notably aerial drones and low earth orbit satellites, offered better options. However, airships remain viable platforms for intelligence collection and observation—a point vividly illustrated in February 2023 when a Chinese high-altitude balloon traversed the continental United States before being shot down over the Atlantic Ocean. Despite recurrent discussions about rearming airships, intelligence and communication missions are the only military application left for the technology.

The level of integration within the civilian economy remained high even after key transportation applications were abandoned in the 1940s. The development of heavy lift and long-distance airships during WWI opened opportunities for commercial cargo and passenger services. Yet safety concerns in the aftermath of the 1937 Hindenburg disaster doomed public demand for civil airship flights relative to fixed-wing aircraft. In contrast to their military brethren, however, commercial airships remain useful in many different applications where the need to hover for an extended duration is greater than speed and maneuverability requirements, most notably advertising, aerial observation (e.g., the Goodyear blimp), meteorology (e.g., weather balloons), data transmission, and agriculture. As a producer of high-altitude balloons underscored in 2023, the array

25 Hartcup, 110.
26 Hood, When Monsters Roamed the Skies: The Saga of the Dirigible Airship, 129.
27 Hartcup, The Achievement of the Airship, 249.
32 See for example the data transmission architecture that Google developed around airships with Project Loon: Steven Levy, “How Google Will Use High-Flying Balloons to Deliver Internet to the Hinterlands,” Wired, June 14, 2013, https://www.wired.com/2013/06/google-internet-balloons/.
of different civilian balloons and nonmilitary programs is “endless.” These systems are also relatively low cost, especially compared to other aerospace technologies.

**Outcomes**

**Agreement imposed on defeated power.** In the wake of the First-World War, the Versailles Peace Treaty imposed strict armament control rules on Germany. This outcome lends neutral support for our expectations about H4 because the role of technology is difficult to isolate in this case where post-war armament controls were imposed on defeated nation. The Treaty of Versailles imposed intrusive inspections to verify controls and bans over many military technologies—Germany had little choice but to accept these provisions. After surrendering much of its military forces, Germany was prohibited from keeping air force capabilities, including dirigibles and airships (see Article 198). In addition, the treaty forbids “the manufacture and importation of aircraft, parts of aircraft, engines for aircraft, and parts of engines for aircraft,” notably dirigibles and their underlying support and production capabilities (see Articles 201 and 202). The Allied Military Committee of Versailles (AMCV) established an intrusive on-site inspection system to determine German compliance, along with a special Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control to deal with airship controls. Article 210 made these inspection provisions explicit:

In particular it will be its [the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control] duty to make an inventory of the aeronautical material existing in German territory, to inspect aeroplane, balloon and motor manufactories, and factories producing arms, munitions and explosives capable of being used by aircraft, to visit all aerodromes, sheds, landing grounds, parks and depots, to authorise, where necessary, a removal of material and to take delivery of such material.

The German Government must furnish to the Aeronautical Inter-Allied Commission of Control all such information and legislative, administrative or other documents which the Commission may consider necessary to ensure the complete execution of the air clauses, and in particular a list of the personnel belonging to all the German Air Services, and of the existing material, as well as of that in process of manufacture or on order, and a list of all establishments working for aviation, of their positions, and of all sheds and landing grounds.

In the years after Versailles, it becomes difficult to fully test the theory with this case because the obsolescence of airships as a weapons platform created the situation where there was nothing to limit. If they were still in use as weapons (not just intelligence collection platforms), our theory would predict that the technology would not create constraints.

---

33 Broad, “A Rising Awareness That Balloons Are Everywhere in Our Skies.”
34 Khoury and Gillett, *Airship Technology*.
35 For the full text, see Peace Treaty of Versailles, https://net.lib.byu.edu/~rdh7/wwi/versa/versa4.html.
**Theory Support: Neutral for H4.** We consider the technology to fall within the “disclosure constraint” zone because of the high level of civilian integration, but it could also be included in the “permissive zone” with little impact on theory evaluation due to the neutral support.
Technology Definition

Armored vehicle technology refers to a family of ground vehicles that are driven by an internal-combustion engine and fitted with protective armor. Many armored vehicles are also equipped with weapon systems, such as turreted cannons on battle tanks or light-machine guns on personnel carriers. The technology made its battlefield debut in 1914, when the British Army combined three recent innovations into a single vehicle system: (1) the power-drive of the internal combustion engine; (2) the lethality of large-caliber high-velocity guns and artillery; as well as (3) the maneuverability of continuous caterpillar tracks to traverse off road. Early battle tanks were fitted with heavy armor to protect the crew and weapon system from damage as they attempted to break the stalemate of trench warfare during the First World War.\(^1\) Subsequent improvements made armored vehicles more lethal, maneuverable, and survivable.\(^2\) As a result, the technology is used almost exclusively for military or state security purposes. The sole exception is the use of armored cars to transport high-value assets between safe locations. We exclude tractors and heavy track machines because we see this as a class of technology that is fundamentally different from armored vehicles. However, a broader definition could potentially include heavy track machines, such as earth excavators used extensively throughout the civilian economy. Using the broader definition would not significantly alter coding as distinguishability and integration of heavy track machines would still be high (but it would make the technology more highly integrated within the civilian economy).

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of armored vehicle technology around its first deployment in 1914. Given the stable nature of the dual use attributes, we treat armored vehicles as a single case study over time.

Distinguishability: High

An armored vehicle is primarily a military technology. There are some civilian analogues available for high-value transport missions. But this peaceful application has always been highly distinguishable from the broader military uses for three reasons.

First, the physical characteristics of military armored vehicles set them apart from their civil counterparts and related heavy vehicle technology (such as commercial tractors with caterpillar tracks). The most obvious feature is the inclusion of identifiable


weapon systems on many armored vehicles, such as the long gun on a battle tank. Even vehicles without weapons, such as some personnel carriers or mobile command centers, need to be better protected and armored to survive in a hostile military environment. Second, military and civilian armored vehicles follow radically different development paths. On the military side, the vehicles are designed sui generis to maximize different combinations of lethality, protection, and maneuverability. For example, the tank is built around its main gun, which needs a stabilization system and crew safety measures to perform on the battlefield. By contrast, civilian armored cars just modify a standard commercial van or truck chassis, adding bullet-resistant glass and light armor plating (which makes them closer to motor vehicle technology). Third, the deployment of armored vehicles for military purposes is distinct from civilian high-value asset protection. Tanks are typically employed alongside infantry and artillery to rapidly seize terrain, while lighter armored personnel carriers carry soldiers into battle.4

Integration: High (Military) / Low (Civilian)

Armored vehicles exhibit different integration scores within the military versus civilian spheres. On the civilian side, armored cars play an important but limited role in keeping valuable assets safe during transport. These vehicles are more expensive than typical unarmored automobiles and have no spillover potential into other sectors beyond narrow civil security applications. By contrast, armored vehicles are highly integrated into modern militaries. The technology is widely used across different military capabilities to perform four main missions: (1) attacking adversarial forces and seizing terrain with an extensive range of vehicular weapons, from tank guns and anti-tank missiles to mounted machine guns; (2) protecting troops and material while moving them into battle; (3) conducting reconnaissance; and (4) providing support to other fighting elements (e.g. self-propelled artillery or medical evacuation). Each mission set privileges vehicles with varying degrees of lethality, survivability, and maneuverability. This tends to drive development patterns in the technology over time, as advances in armor or munitions often lead to countervailing improvements in protection or destructive power. Armored vehicles also rarely fight on their own—they are designed to enhance the battlefield effectiveness of other forces. During the Second World War, for instance, the German army pioneered the use of battle tanks to quickly seize territory with the infantry and artillery in support of armored warfare maneuvers. The marginal cost of producing armored vehicles for military use is certainly higher in comparison to their civilian counterparts, especially standard motor vehicles equipped with basic armor. Whereas an armored cash transport car ranges from $50–500k per unit, battle tanks and infantry fighting vehicles are far more expensive (the M1 Abrams is
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$9 mil/unit) and require costly maintenance and logistical support.⁶ In the context of military expenditures, however, armored vehicles involve quite modest production costs, which makes it easy to integrate the technology into a wide range of military operations.

Outcomes

**Agreements with unilateral collection methods and/or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits).** Most agreements to limit conventional armaments such as armored vehicles occur in the aftermath of conflict, but restrict inspections to special areas where numerical limits can be confirmed without exposing broader military forces to espionage. The Korean War Armistice Agreement (1953), First Indochina War Demilitarized Zone Geneva Conference (1954); Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt (1979), and the Florence Agreement (1996) all set various caps on how many of each type of weapon system, if any, each side is allowed to retain. However, national inspections teams can only verify numbers at 'designated ports of entry' (Korean War), certain territorial zones (Israel and Egypt), or 'export sites' (Florence). Some post-war agreements went even further with far more intrusive inspections, but only against roundly defeated nations, notably the Treaty of Versailles (1919).

The Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty (1990) includes on-site inspections to verify conventional armament limitations among the signatories, including armored vehicles. But CFE puts temporal and geographic limits on these inspections. Other agreements limit the export of armored vehicles to conflict zones, such the Nairobi Protocol and the ECOWAS Convention—these efforts established mechanisms for better information sharing among member states. There are also several regional confidence building measures (e.g., India-China) that establish rules on how states can deploy armored vehicles near specific territorial borders. But these agreements just require states to provide advance notification about military force movements—no additional verification measures are in place. These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states either used unilateral means to monitor compliance, or, where inspection tools were used, states crafted highly restrictive protocols to safeguard sensitive information.

**Theory Support:** Strong for H4.

---

Artillery

**Technology Definition**

The term 'artillery' denotes cannons (such as howitzers, mortars, and recoilless rifles) that are capable of quick indirect fire over long distances, often directed at targets by distant observers. Despite its intrinsic military nature, artillery is also used in select civilian applications, most notably avalanche management to clear dangerous snowpack above transportation routes and towns.

**Time Period Boundaries**

Although various artillery pieces have been employed in warfare since antiquity, modern cannon technology made its debut as a new type of weapon system at the end of the 19th century for two reasons. First, innovations in rifling, explosives, and metallurgy during the Industrial Revolution set the foundation to build larger steel artillery pieces capable of firing more powerful ordnance compared to previous generations of bronze and iron field guns. The development of a recoil management system in 1897 is often considered to mark the birth of modern artillery, as this invention allowed the new weapons to increase their rate of fire while maintaining accuracy.\(^1\) Second, modern artillery was designed to provide long-range indirect fire, whereby forward deployed or 'distant' observers would communicate with artillery officers far removed from the actual target. Advances in communications technology made indirect fire tactics possible, starting with the first use of the telephone on the battlefield in 1900 to relay targeting information from field commanders.\(^2\)

Artillery systems with these twin features debuted on the battlefield in the 1899–1902 Second Anglo-Boer War, the 1904–1905 Russo-Japanese War, and the Balkan Wars of 1912–1913.\(^3\) The main belligerents of the First World War pioneered various artillery capabilities and operational doctrines, pushing forward the development of new high-explosive compounds to create more destructive and lethal projectile shells.\(^4\) Indirect fire tactics allowed artillery to remain in concealed positions behind defilade, which dramatically increased the firing unit survivability. Artillery soon became an essential means of providing ground forces with general fire support. The technology made incremental advancements after its main debut, especially amid the development of precision-guided munitions in the late-20th century. But artillery tactics remained rooted in the notion of indirect fire support for other military forces.

---

\(^3\) Kinard and Tucker, *Artillery*, 232.
Distinguishability: High

Artillery comes close to being a pure military technology. However, the same weapon platforms can be installed to perform peaceful applications in the civilian context of avalanche control. This is a niche role for the weapon, but one that generates significant economic and safety benefits in many mountainous regions throughout the world. Although a variety of non-artillery systems exist to clear avalanches, military cannons offer a unique capability. According to the US Forest Service, "[artillery] alone allows avalanche control workers to fire rounds from a single fixed accessible location and trigger avalanches in distant inaccessible starting zones. Other remote delivery systems are typically less accurate, have less range, and deliver less explosive power than military artillery." 5 Although civilians use the exact same artillery pieces as their military counterparts, the distinguishability of the technology is quite high for three reasons.

First, the deployment pattern for artillery looks different in the military versus civilian context. In contrast to large and often highly mobile military artillery units, peaceful avalanche control stations install a single artillery gun at a fixed location behind special protective barriers designed to shield the operators from accidental explosive blasts. After several accidents in the United States, for example, the US Forest Service prohibited mobile artillery and required that all avalanche control firing be performed from fixed locations with protective barriers. 6 Civilian operators also have a limited supply of ordnance, and keep detailed records of all avalanche firings to ensure that duds can be located and destroyed. Moreover, geography indicates intended use, as there must be a consistent risk of avalanche danger to warrant the installation and operation costs associated with artillery.

Second, converting civilian artillery guns into militarily useful platforms is difficult and costly because deploying small numbers of artillery in remote mountain areas does not set the foundation to gain a sudden military advantage. It would be impractical to use avalanche control as cover to buildup military artillery. Isolated avalanche control stations are not suited to perform military missions. The speed of conversion would be slow. The firing stations would need to be modified and the logistical support system


6 The US Army Tenth Mountain Division made extensive use of artillery to clear avalanches during the Second World War, and then brought this method back to the United States. In 1949, the US Forest Service arranged for the National Guard to install an old 75mm French Howitzer for avalanche control. Following the success of this experiment, the Forest Service Snow Rangers began using several other types of military artillery, eventually settling on vintage recoilless rifles. These weapons were designed to be mobile and shot from vehicles such as Jeeps. At first, the Forest Service deployed recoilless rifles in a similar fashion, firing them from the back of pickup trucks. After several accidents, however, the Forest Service prohibited mobile mounts and required that all avalanche control firing be performed from fixed locations with protective barriers. This made the use of artillery for avalanche control look quite distinct from military deployment on the battlefield, which accepted greater risks of accidents and relied upon far greater logistical support infrastructure to improve mobility and lethality. See Abromeit.
would need to undergo a major expansion to enable mobility and provide large amounts of ammunition.

Third, the artillery technology used in advanced militaries has steadily diverged from the vintage weapons and ordnance used for avalanche control. In the United States, for instance, the Forest Service and private firms rely on old surplus artillery pieces (e.g., 75mm French Howitzers in the 1950s or 105mm Howitzers today) and ammunition. While these systems perform well at triggering avalanches, they have become increasingly obsolete in the modern military context. Starting in the 1970s, the US military transitioned to sophisticated artillery systems and expensive ordnance (especially precision-guided munitions). Although surplus artillery could certainly be recalled for military purposes, the use of these antiquated systems in the civilian context sets them apart from their more advanced military descendants.

Integration: **High (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Cannons and siege weapons have long been a highly integrated military technology, used in a wide variety of combat roles to support ground forces over the millennia. Modern artillery systems with indirect fire and distant observer capabilities are no exception, playing a key role in conventional military operations. The general role for artillery is to provide fire support in coordination with other forces to destroy, neutralize, or suppress targets. Within these parameters, the range and variety of specific tasks assigned to artillery is extensive, from area suppression and point target destruction to combined arms plans of attack. Beyond the widespread use of artillery in the military, the marginal cost of development and use is low. Conventional munitions are cheap, ranging from $100–1000 per round (from vintage to more modern cannon systems). More advanced artillery systems, such as the M777, support more expensive guided munitions. These precision-strike shells range from $10,000 per round to equip old conventional munitions with guidance packages to $100,000 per round to manufacture ultra-precise satellite-guided artillery shells from scratch. Finally, modern artillery systems are highly connected by innovation in other technology areas. Advances in material science, control systems, and precision guidance have all improved artillery system capabilities. By contrast, the range and variety of uses for civilian artillery is limited to avalanche control. Although artillery provide significant economic and safety benefits by allowing major transportation routes to remain open during winter, this niche application indicates a low level of integration on the civilian side.

Outcomes

---


Agreements with unilateral collection methods and/or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits). Most agreements to limit conventional armaments such as artillery occur in the aftermath of conflict, but restrict inspections to special areas where numerical limits can be confirmed without exposing broader military forces to espionage. Some ceasefire agreements, such as the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement (1949), Peace Treaty between Israel and Egypt (1979), and the Florence Agreement (1996) all set various caps on how many of each type of weapon system, if any, each side is allowed to retain. However, national inspections teams can only verify numbers at certain territorial zones (Israel and Egypt), or 'export sites' (Florence). Some post-war agreements went even further with far more intrusive inspections, but only against roundly defeated nations, notably the Treaty of Versailles (1919).

The Conventional Armed Forces in Europe Treaty (1990) includes on-site inspections to verify conventional armament limitations among the signatories, including artillery. But CFE puts temporal and geographic limits on these inspections. Other agreements limit the export of artillery to conflict zones, such the Nairobi Protocol and the ECOWAS Convention—these efforts established mechanisms for better information sharing among member states. There are also several regional confidence building measures (e.g. India-China) that establish rules on how states can deploy artillery near specific territorial borders. But these agreements just require states to provide advance notification about military force movements—no additional verification measures are in place. These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states either used unilateral means to monitor compliance, or, where inspection tools were used, states crafted highly restrictive protocols to safeguard sensitive information.

Biotechnology

Technology Definition

Biological technology—or biotechnology—refers to techniques for making products from living organisms. Biological weapons are a specific application of this technology. According to the World Health Organization, “biological weapons are microorganisms like virus, bacteria, fungi, or other toxins that are produced and released deliberately to cause disease and death in humans, animals or plants.” Rudimentary biotechnology has existed for thousands of years. For instance, humans have long used selective breeding to make crops and livestock more useful as sources of food. On the military front, the deliberate infection of humans and support animals with deadly and debilitating diseases has also been an age-old tactic of war. But biotechnology is often defined more narrowly around modern methods for producing and modifying organisms, such as genetic engineering and microbiological cultures, that emerged from the biological sciences in the 20th century. We adopt this definition to focus on these modern techniques that have significant civilian and military applications.

Time Period Boundaries

Biotechnology made its modern military debut on the battlefield in 1915. The German military infected horses with biological agents to neutralize their use by adversaries in 1915, which marked the first modern use of state produced biological weapons (BW) in warfare (albeit with rather rudimentary methods). In 1917, a scientist first used a pure microbiological culture to produce acetone in an industrial process. We select 1915 as the debut date but using the alternative of 1917 does not change the coding of variables or outcomes.

Biotechnology has always been one of the most indistinguishable technologies when it comes to differentiating peaceful from military use—this variable remains constant over time. However, we break biotechnology into two time periods based on a major shift in integration: (1) the early industrial era from 1915–1953; (2) the biotech revolution era from 1953–2020. Modern biotechnology became highly integrated in 1953 after the discovery of the DNA structure set the foundation for scientists to launch the molecular biology revolution in the 1960s and especially early-1970s. The introduction of the Cohen-Boyer recombinant DNA technique in 1973 led to growing commercial interest in genetic engineering.

---

Biotechnology, 1915–1953

Distinguishability: Low

Biotechnology has always exhibited extremely low distinguishability between peaceful and military uses. We examine this dimension across both periods of integration (1915–2020), and find that all four attributes remained constant over time. First, the small and multiuse nature of biological agents makes it difficult to draw clear distinctions based on physical properties. Biotechnology has multiple applications in civilian, defensive, and offensive domains. For example, the same biological agent can be useful in peaceful medical procedures, public health research to prevent pandemics, and military weapons. Second, the development pathway for offensive weapons heavily overlaps with defensive research and broader commercial biotechnology endeavors. "The capabilities for conducting the research, development, production, and testing of biological weapons are virtually identical to those employed by defensive programs and in legitimate civilian enterprises," Gregory Koblentz concludes. Most notably, ostensibly peaceful research on infectious diseases can generate knowledge and experience that could be turned into an offensive weapon. For example, scientific efforts to understand naturally occurring disease outbreaks use similar methods to cultivate and experiment with pathogens. Third, the deployment pattern for biological weapons programs can look quite like peaceful or defensive medical institutes. The same equipment found in the pharmaceutical industry, for instance, can also be used to produce biological warfare agents. Koblentz points out that this allows "a nation developing biological weapons to hide its activities in civilian institutes that appear to be, or actually are, conducting legitimate pharmaceutical or medical research." Indeed, it has long been difficult to identify clear biological weapons programs, as most efforts were small and hidden amid larger defensive research projects on pathogens. While a few large and sophisticated bioweapons programs had unique signatures—notably pathogen stockpiles and delivery vehicles—it was hard to "distinguish between military and civilian research and between offensive and defensive research," as several studies concluded in the 1960s and 1970s. Remote monitoring of facilities was insufficient to parse out civil or military uses, especially as small-scale equipment emerged in the 1990s that
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7 Koblentz, Living Weapons, 66.
could be used for BW production.\textsuperscript{10} Fourth, the civilian and defensive applications of biotechnology can often be rapidly converted into research on offensive weapons. There are significant challenges associated with the weaponization and delivery of biological weapons.\textsuperscript{11} But the underlying “research, development, production, and testing activities used to develop [defensive and offensive] capabilities are similar, if not identical, in many ways,” Koblentz argues.\textsuperscript{12} This feature shrinks the amount of time needed to transform civilian biotechnology into a military asset.

**Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Biotechnology exhibited low degrees of integration within both military organizations and the civilian economy during this period. On the offensive military side, biological warfare agents were mostly developed in secret to perform a narrow range of potential missions, often related to inflicting massive civilian casualties or disrupting military operations.\textsuperscript{13} This led some scholars to assert that biological weapons could be a useful substitute or complement for nuclear weapons as a means of strategic deterrence.\textsuperscript{14} In this vein, biological weapons were isolated to special units and not used at scale in modern warfare (aside from several limited cases and human experiments in the First and Second World Wars). Biological weapons programs were also expensive and often sophisticated endeavors to undertake, as the technology lay on the frontier of medical science at the time. However, the marginal cost of producing potent biological weapons can be quite low once the program matures. Research on pathogens and diseases for offensive purposes can also spill over into defensive public health efforts. On the civilian side, biotechnology remained in its infancy throughout the first half of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, with efforts largely focused on crop and livestock modification. The public health applications of biology advanced with the discovery of penicillin in 1928 and the subsequent ability to mass produce pharmaceuticals in the 1940s.\textsuperscript{15} Despite this major leap forward, biotechnology remained at a relatively low level of integration until the biotechnology revolution expanded the range and variety of uses in the early 1950s.

**Outcomes**

**Agreement over narrow scope of activities.** Under the terms of the 1925 Geneva Protocol, some states agreed to prohibit the use of chemical and biological weapons.

\textsuperscript{10} Nicholas Sims, “Verifying Biological Disarmament: Towards a Protocol and Organisation,” 2000, 90.
\textsuperscript{11} Ouaghram-Gormley, Barriers to Bioweapons.
\textsuperscript{12} Koblentz, Living Weapons, 67.
against other signatories to the agreement. But states still reserved the right to produce and retaliate with such weapons; and there were no verification measures in place to monitor weapons development or use on the battlefield. The agreement was more of a no-first-use pledge rather than a deal to regulate the production or stockpiling of biological weapons or biotechnology in general.\textsuperscript{16} In essence, states were able to surmount the dual use detection constraint by narrowing the scope of agreements to observable behaviors (using the weapons).

**Theory Support: Strong for H3.** This type of narrow scope agreement to curtail behavior aligns with our expectations. The case therefore provides strong support for our theory despite lacking inspections to verify compliance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biotechnology, 1953–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Distinguishability: Low**

Biotechnology continued to be indistinguishable during this second period—see above.

**Integration: Low (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Bioweapons remained isolated within military enterprises throughout this period. The range and variety of military uses for offensive weapons underwent little change. Some nations even abandoned biological weapons programs altogether because the capability was believed to have almost no military utility.\textsuperscript{17} However, major advances in biotechnology led to greater military focus on a wider variety of applications beyond offensive weapons. Koblentz finds that “military organizations became engaged in applying biotechnology in the areas of energy, materials science, logistics, medicine, and electronics.”\textsuperscript{18} We consider this expansion to be part of the growing integration of biotechnology within the civilian economy for commercial and defensive public health purposes. The discovery of the DNA structure in 1953 set the scientific foundation for this major expansion, but what mattered for civilian integration was the use of this knowledge to genetically engineer organisms. In 1973, the range and variety of uses for biotechnology exploded as techniques became available to genetically modify living organisms. The Cohen-Boyer recombinant DNA process led to growing commercial interest in genetic engineering. In 1982, the FDA approved the first genetically engineered drug to treat diabetes. By 2000, more than 125 genetically engineered

\textsuperscript{17} This could change in the future, however. “Although biological weapons have not been used in modern times,” Koblentz argues, “the diversity of available agents and the range of their effects could provide military planners with a flexible weapon system capable of carrying out a range of missions against a broad selection of targets,” see Koblentz, “Pathogens as Weapons,” 98.
\textsuperscript{18} Koblentz, *Living Weapons*, 5.
drugs had been approved. The CRISPR-Cas9 gene editing process further expanded the range of applications and lowered barriers to entry.

Outcomes

**Agreement but no verification protocols.** States negotiated constraints in 1968–1971, culminating in the Biological Weapons Convention (BWC) of 1972, which banned the development and possession of BW and their delivery systems. But verification was “deliberately omitted from the BWC” because it would have required on-site inspection that promised to be “unacceptably intrusive to the Soviet Union.” In addition, the drafters of the agreement recognized that the growing integration of biotechnology within scientific and commercial enterprises around the world would have required prohibitively intrusive inspections to be effective. Instead, the United States opted for “a more unilateral approach” to monitoring compliance. Subsequent negotiations to enhance transparency made little progress. An effort to include a verification protocol failed in 2002, with negotiators arguing that the spread of dual use bio equipment to “almost every corner of the world” made the BWC unverifiable without intrusive inspections.

In 1985, a small group of countries established the Australia Group as a multilateral export control regime to regulate the transfer of technology, components, and materials that could be used to manufacture biological and chemical weapons. But the informal group merely coordinates information sharing among member states—there are no formal verification measures.

**Theory Support: Moderate for H2.** The theory predicts that agreements would be nearly impossible in this zone. The outcomes—both in the type of treaty we observe and the difficulty in creating a further regime—mostly align with our expectations. The BWC was signed, but the USSR violated this agreement in ways that were difficult for the US and other states to detect. It is possible that it would have been better to have no treaty at all than to operate under one with such compliance problems. The detection challenges clearly needed intrusive inspections to address them, and our theory helps explain how the technology created a security constraint as well, making inspections too costly. Even though with in the military sphere offensive weapons were isolated, intrusive inspections of broader defensive and economic activities would have created major security and economic risks. Access to defensive research could be leveraged by an adversary for offensive purposes. Biotechnology companies also closely guarded industrial breakthroughs and trade secrets. Insisting on monitoring, as parties likely
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should have given the difficulty with distinguishing between civil and military programs, would have likely led to the agreement being rejected due to these security constraints. That pressure for monitoring did not occur may be a result of other factors, such as political need for an agreement or poor estimates about the USSR’s intentions with regard to bioweapons development.

**Comparison of chemical and biological cases in the context of our theory:**

Both chemical and biological technology are low distinguishability but have mixed coding for integration in military vs. civilian spheres: low integration for military and high integration for civilian. In each case, we expect that consideration of military integration would have been a primary concern. Governments negotiating a potential agreement would be most concerned about whether implementing that agreement would reveal military secrets, a risk that is heightened with the more integrated a technology is within the military. But, civilian side consideration would have be a close second, as states are also keen to maintain commercial intelligence and intellectual property, and promote the scientific and economic competitiveness of the civilian side. The key question therefore is which concern—civilian or military—played the bigger role in each case. If military considerations outweigh, our theory predicts outcomes consistent with H3 (some agreements possible, scoped or narrow in scope, intrusive verification measures allowed). But, if civilian high integration issues take priority, then we expect outcomes consistent with H2 (very few agreements possible, intrusive monitoring necessary but raises prohibitively high risks).

For both cases, we, therefore, evaluated the debate between military and commercial interests over possible arms control agreements.

In the chemical case, we find that the military saw benefits to inspections and few risks, but had to contend with the interests of commercial industry which sought to avoid intrusive monitoring. However, commercial concerns were ultimately not so severe, as the industry was already highly regulated domestically. The technology was also well-developed and proliferated by the 1990s so it had relatively few secrets that would provide a significant advantage to competitors if observed. The commercial industry was convinced by government actors to accept the intrusive monitoring we ultimately see in the Chemical Weapons Convention. This outcome is consistent with the predictions of H3.

For biotechnology, the situation was reversed, with highly integrated civilian and pharmaceutical applications as the more significant concern. On the military side, distinguishability and integration were low, so to limit biological weapons, there was a recognized need to have intrusive inspections.

However, on the commercial side, advances and proprietary research were highly active, with companies and labs engaged in a wide range of applications for bio research. Biotechnology companies had strong interests in carefully guarding breakthroughs. An intrusive inspection regime would have been prohibitively costly from this point of view, as high integration created heightened risk of exposure for proprietary information. The widespread use of biotechnology in many scientific fields would have made an intrusive regime expensive to implement even in terms of inspection resources.
alone. Unlike in the case of the debate over the CWC, the biotechnology industry was active and strong in its opposition to inspections under the BWC.

Under these conditions, a treaty was highly unlikely. However, the BWC was signed in 1972, with the United States and Soviet Union as the primary negotiators. Here, other factors played important roles as well. For example, the United States assessed that the Soviet Union would have few incentives to cheat on an agreement (even if compliance was not verified) because the United States had seen little military benefit to biological weapons and had itself already decided to end biological weapons programs. Though it was well known that differentiating between civilian and military capabilities would be difficult, it is possible that the United States did not see a strong need to make these distinctions in an agreement, as cheating would have few benefits. In reality, the Soviet Union had made a different assessment and invested considerably in its biological weapons program. If the United States had a better assessment of Soviet intentions in this respect, it might never have accepted the BWC and its weak mechanisms.

Later efforts to revise the monitoring elements of the BWC failed in negotiations. The need for more intrusive monitoring to distinguish banned military capabilities was even more apparent but continued to be prohibitively costly for the civilian side. These outcomes are mostly consistent with H2, where the BWC is highly constrained by the dual use characteristic of biotechnology, and follow on agreements failed.
"Chemical" technology refers to discrete chemicals and the modern means of producing such substances that emerged after 1850. We further focus the definition to chemicals (and attendant production facilities) with the potential to be used as weapons. The military and civil use of such chemicals varies along a spectrum.¹ At one end, some chemicals are pure warfare agents whose main purpose is to cause death or harm. There are few peaceful uses for these substances and their immediate precursors. In the middle are chemicals with legitimate commercial uses that can be diverted to produce warfare agents. At the other end are widely available chemicals with extensive civil uses, such as chlorine, that can still be weaponized into lethal agents. This makes many chemicals and chemical production facilities dual use in nature.²

**Time Period Boundaries**

Scholars commonly use 1850 as the debut date for the modern chemical manufacturing industry because new production processes were developed to meet the exponential growth in demand during the Industrial Revolution. At first, the chemical industry focused on large scale production of acids and alkalis as inputs to other industries (e.g., textiles and steel). But three types of innovations began to emerge with greater frequency: (1) processes for the mass production of natural but rare chemicals, notably the Haber-Bosch nitrogen fixation process (1912) and synthetic indigo process (1897); (2) improvements in the efficiency of industrial production processes, such as the Solvay ammonia soda process (1864); and (3) the creation of chemical substances that do not occur naturally, such as synthetic dyes (1856) and pharmaceuticals. These advances in chemical production helped to expand the range and variety of uses for chemical substances. From 1850 to 2000, the chemical industry went from producing a few important heavy chemicals to developing a "diverse product portfolio of well over
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¹ This categorization draws upon the Annexes of the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC), which outline three "Schedules", or categorical lists, of chemicals that can be classified based on their commercial and peaceful utility and availability. Schedule 1 chemicals are known as chemical warfare agents (CWAs), insofar as they and their most immediate precursors have limited peaceful utility or commercial application and have been traditionally weaponized within military CW programs, such as sulfur mustard agent, ricin, and sarin. Schedule 2 chemicals are those that are dual-use, can have legitimate commercial applications in small quantities, but can be diverted to CWA production. Schedule 3 chemicals are those that are dual-use, readily available in large quantities, and have significant commercial applications, such as chlorine. Despite their wide availability and great commercial utility, Schedule 3 chemicals like chlorine can also be easily weaponized to cause harm in mass effect scenarios. See "Annex on Chemicals," Organisation for the Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (Accessed July 29, 2021), retrieved from: https://www.opcw.org/chemical-weapons-convention/annexes/chemicals.

70,000 different chemical substances,” one scholar estimates. However, we treat chemical technology as a single case study because the chemical industry reached a high level of integration by the end of the 19th century. Subsequent innovations—such as advances in polymer chemistry during the 1930s and 1940s—only further reinforced this trend. As described in detail below, chemical technology also quickly became highly integrated into the broader production base for military capabilities. By the dawn of the First World War, for example, chemicals and chemical production had already become integral to the manufacture and use of conventional military systems (e.g., explosive compounds or petroleum fuel). Chemical weapons were also introduced on the battlefield during this time. But these specialized weapons remained isolated from other military assets.

Distinguishability: **Low**

The distinguishability of chemical technology is quite low across the entire civil-military use spectrum for four reasons. First, the observable physical properties of many chemicals reveal little information about their underlying composition. For example, the deadly nerve agent sarin and the common industrial compound ethylene glycol are both clear, colorless, and odorless liquids. Environmental sampling techniques are needed to differentiate one chemical from another. Second, the production of chemical warfare agents can look similar to benign chemical manufacturing processes. From the outside, it may not be clear what exactly is being made in a chemical plant, as much of the equipment and infrastructure is multi-purpose. Dedicated single purpose military production sites may have unique "fingerprints," but such facilities are not necessary to manufacture lethal agents. Commercial multi-purpose plants produce a wide range of chemicals and precursors, some of which can be diverted for military use. Third, the deployment of chemical weapons involves telltale signs, such as mobilizing special units or unique delivery platforms. Prior to actual employment, however, chemical warfare agents can be masked as toxic chemicals intended for civil applications, especially poisonous gases with major industrial uses, such as phosgene and chlorine. Fourth,

---

many civilian chemical production capabilities can be quickly converted to manufacture chemical warfare agents.

**Integration: Low (Military) / High (Civilian)**

The integration of chemical technology varies dramatically from low to high across the military and civilian divide. On the military side, chemical warfare agents have been isolated to niche units who perform a limited range of tasks. During the First World War, for example, Charles Heller finds that "the major combatants realized that the employment of gas called for specially trained troops and, accordingly, formed offensive gas units." Despite having significant effects on the battlefield, chemical weapons were used in narrow ways to overcome the defensive advantage in trench warfare at the time. The range and variety of uses for chemical warfare agents remained limited in the decades ahead, even amid the emergence of more lethal compounds and delivery systems. However, several key qualifications are in order. First, the production base for chemical weapons can be more integrated within the military and especially within the civilian economy. There are many uses for lethal, toxic, and precursor chemical substances beyond making chemical weapon agents. Second, the military has long made extensive use of chemicals and chemical manufacturing processes that are not related to chemical warfare at all. Common industrial chemicals have many different military uses. More exotic foams and special resins have been instrumental to advanced weapons systems. However, the high integration of "chemicals" writ large into the military is distinct from the isolated nature of chemical warfare agents.

---

The modern civilian chemical industry has been highly integrated into virtually all sectors of the economy since its genesis in the 19th century. Chemical production capabilities have long provided critical inputs to many different industries. Today, it is one of the largest manufacturing sectors in the world, with thousands of facilities producing a wide range of extensively used chemicals worth $3-4 trillion every year. The chemical industry has also generated spillover effects, adopting and developing new technologies and manufacturing processes. Given the potential for many toxic chemicals to harm people and the environment, the industry has long been subject to heavy regulation and inspection by domestic authorities. "In many countries," one industry leader noted, "government regulation of chemical manufacturing requires extensive reporting on many major and minor aspects of a particular manufacturing plant's operations." Chemical technology is therefore highly integrated and monitored to manage negative externalities from commercial applications.

Outcomes

**Agreement with intrusive verification regime.**

States convened in 1899 and in 1907 in international Peace Conferences at The Hague and agreed to "abstain from the use of projectiles the sole object of which is the diffusion of asphyxiating or deleterious gas." The Hague Declarations of 1899 and 1907 were the first instance of international cooperation to control chemical weapon use, but were non-binding and too narrowly scoped. In the wake of the First World War, forty-four states convened to sign the 1925 Geneva Protocol, which prohibited the use of chemical and biological weapons, but again was limited in not addressing defensive chemical weapons or dual use technology research and development, production, possession, or transfer.

In 1980, states began to negotiate an agreement for the total prohibition of chemical weapons under the auspices of the United Nations Committee on Disarmament. The Western states, led by the US, considered verification via mandatory on-site inspections "as a prerequisite for the conclusion of a comprehensive treaty." After the Soviet Union accepted this position in 1987, the focus began to shift to "'industrial questions,' i.e. the verification of non-production of CW in the civil chemical industry.”

---

According to a report from the United Nations, the need to verify compliance at thousands of installations around the world created "a dilemma." Although intrusive inspections were deemed essential, states worried about their ability to protect military facilities unrelated to chemical warfare, as well as confidential trade secrets. These concerns were eased in two ways. First, the convention placed some limits on 'anytime, anywhere' inspections. "Inspectors would be granted physical access to any site, but inspected parties would be allowed to 'manage access,' including to lock data or equipment in safes and to shroud sensitive equipment." This would safeguard secret military facilities producing chemicals for use in conventional or strategic weapon systems. Second, the chemical industry already operated under domestic inspections in many countries, so they helped state negotiators craft procedures to safeguard proprietary commercial information. These measures paved the way for states to open for signature the Chemical Weapons Convention (CWC) in the early-1990s.

In 1985, a small group of countries established the Australia Group as a multilateral export control regime to regulate the transfer of technology, components, and materials that could be used to manufacture biological and chemical weapons. However, the informal group merely coordinates information sharing among member states—there are no formal verification measures.

**Theory Support: Strong for H3.** For a detailed analysis, see the comparison of our theoretical expectations for the chemical and biological technology cases at the end of Biotechnology study above.

---

19 The CWC established a governance and implementation body to execute one of the most complex and intrusive inspection regimes for an arms control agreement. The treaty text prohibits the use, research, development, production, possession, and transfer of CW and requires States Parties to declare their CW stockpiles and production facilities and commit to their destruction. Annexes of the CWC outline three “Schedules”, or categorical lists, of chemicals that can be classified based on their commercial and peaceful utility and availability. Since the CWC’s entry-into-force (EIF) in 1997, nearly the entire international community has acceded to the Treaty, except for four outlier states (North Korea, Egypt, Israel, and South Sudan). See Stefano Costanzi and Gregory D. Koblentz, “Updating the CWC: How We Got Here and What is Next,” Arms Control Today (April 2020), https://www.armscontrol.org/act/2020-04/features/updating-cwc-we-got-here-what-next; Julia Masterson, “Reinforcing the Global Norm Against Chemical Weapons Use,” Arms Control Association (February 18, 2021), https://www.armscontrol.org/policy-white-papers/2021-02/reinforcing-global-norm-against-chemical-weapons-use.
Conventional Explosives

Technology Definition

"Conventional explosives" are materials that generate a rapid release of energy via mechanical methods or chemical reactions.¹ We focus on "high order" explosive materials that cause a destructive shockwave by burning faster than the speed of sound, such as nitroglycerin, dynamite, and plastic explosives.² By contrast, "low order" explosives burn below the sound barrier and are commonly found in other technologies, notably the ammunition for firearms or the propellant for missiles. Low order explosives such as black powder were used in rudimentary projectile weapons dating back to the 10th century and in civilian mining operations starting in 1627.³ The modern chemical industry birthed a series of more powerful high explosives during the industrial revolution, starting with nitroglycerin (1847), dynamite (1867), plastic gelignite (1875), TNT (1891), PETN (1894), and RDX (1899).⁴ Although many of these compounds were first developed for use in large construction projects and mining operations⁵, their destructive power made them useful for military purposes, with shaped charges and other special rounds developed for battlefield use in the late-19th century.⁶

Time Period Boundaries

² In a weapon device, high explosives can work in combination with other elements, notably incendiary materials, to damage the target. We do not explicitly consider incendiary devices as a separate category because the dual use characteristics are similar and often rely on conventional explosives to trigger ignition.
³ Andreas G. Heiss and Klaus Oeggl, "Analysis of the Fuel Wood Used in Late Bronze Age and Early Iron Age Copper Mining Sites of the Schwaz and Brixlegg Area (Tyrol, Austria)," Vegetation History and Archaeobotany 17, no. 2 (2008): 211–21.
We code the debut of modern conventional explosives in 1847 with the development of nitroglycerin for use in large earth excavation projects. We treat the technology as a single case study because both dual use attributes remained stable over time.

### Conventional Explosives, 1847–2020

**Distinguishability: High**

The dual use distinguishability of explosive technology is quite high in most contexts. Conventional explosives that are designed for use in military applications tend to be highly distinguishable due to their unique arrangement and deployment. Fragmentation, flechette, and other anti-personnel explosives (e.g., grenades and mines) are clearly observable as weapons with no peaceful use. Even shaped charges, which are used extensively in commercial industry, look different when operationalized into high explosive anti-tank (HEAT) warheads. However, explosives that begin life as a civilian design can be repurposed to cause destruction on the battlefield, albeit with less optimal effects than their military designed counterparts. In many countries, civilian users therefore face stringent domestic regulations that limit the use, transport, and storage of conventional explosives for peaceful applications.

**Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Conventional explosives are highly integrated within many military weapons systems and key sectors of the civilian economy. High explosives are used in artillery shells, antipersonnel and antitank mines, grenades, shaped warheads, breeching charges, and a wide range of bombs. Low order explosives are instrumental as a propellant for ammunition, rockets, and missiles, as well as time delay fuses. Explosive technology is considered in almost every development of military capabilities. This is because most everything developed for use in physical domain combat could be involved in an explosive event at some point. For example, vehicles, airplanes, ships, personal protective equipment, generators, and structures are all developed to better employ and/or defend against the use of explosives. On the civilian side, conventional explosives are used in a variety of industrial engineering and mining projects, from controlled demolition and excavation to oil well perforation. Specialized explosive

---


charges are also central to several safety technologies, notably emergency ejection, airbags, and avalanche control. Given the maturity of chemical manufacturing processes, the marginal cost of production for most conventional explosives is quite low. In addition, advances in explosive technology often spillover into new use opportunities. For example, the ability to rapidly release small quantities of energy with sodium azide opened development of airplane escape cuts and automobile airbags.

Outcomes

**Agreements to limit specific weapons with unilateral collection methods.** Conventional explosives have occasionally been subjected to formal arms control limits, such as the Hague Convention on the Laying of Submarine Mines (1907), the Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons (1981), the Protocol on Prohibitions or Restrictions on the Use of Mines, Booby-Traps and Other Devices (1996), and especially the Ottawa Mine Ban Treaty (1999). However, the agreements all depend on unilateral methods to monitor compliance. This low transparency level is hardly surprising given the military utility and extensive integration of the technology. Although explosives are highly distinguishable, an agreement to limit their military applications would generate severe security risks if it employed cooperative verification measures.

The Ottawa Treaty (1999), for example, bans the production and development of anti-personnel mines, but lacks an intrusive inspection regime to verify compliance. Instead, Findlay notes that the treaty "relies totally on self-reporting for its 'baseline' data and subsequent data acquisition," backed by unilateral intelligence collection of signatory states. For suspected violations, the treaty does include the possibility of challenge inspections, but Findlay points out that these involve "managed access" techniques "to protect sensitive equipment, information and areas." As a result, the outcomes lend strong support for our theory.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.

---

9 Abromeit, “United States Military Artillery for Avalanche Control Program: A Brief History in Time.”
12 Findlay, 48.
Cruise Missiles

Technology Definition

A cruise missile is “an unmanned self-propelled guided vehicle that sustains flight through aerodynamic lift for most of its flight path.” The majority of a cruise missile’s flight path is maintained at a constant speed. Cruise missiles are propelled by engines, often rocket, turbofan, or turbojet engines, and can be launched from multiple different types of platforms including ground, air, or sea. Cruise missiles remain within the atmosphere for the duration of their flight. Whereas ballistic missiles are categorized based on their range, cruise missiles are primarily categorized by their speed, including categories of subsonic, supersonic, and hypersonic. By definition, a cruise missile’s primary mission is to deliver a payload to a target. This suggests that most, if not all, applications of cruise missiles are military in nature. While certain unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and unmanned control-guided helicopters or aircraft can have similar features and subsystems, they are analytically distinct because a cruise missile’s explicit designed purpose is for warhead delivery.

Time Period Boundaries

Cruise missile technology made its operational debut in 1944 with the infamous Vergeltungswaffen-1 (V-1)—a new type of early cruise missile developed at the Nazi German air force Peenemünde laboratory. The weapon, also known as the “flying bomb,” was first used by the Germans to attack London beginning in 1944. From 1945-1948, the United States began to develop several similar projects, culminating in cruise missiles that could be launched from air, sea, and ground platforms. By the late 1960s

3 Ibid.
4 The V-1 relied on a pulse jet for propulsion and had to be launched from the ground via a catapult to ignite the engine. Once the engine was ignited, the missile could attain speeds from 150-400 miles per hour. In terms of guidance, the missile contained a gyroscope and compass, as well as a barometric altimeter for altitude control. Because of its rudimentary design, the missile could only operate at high altitudes with a limited range and was susceptible to being shot down by British forces. Conversely, the basic design allowed the Germans to produce many missiles cheaply and quickly. From 1944 to March of 1945, approximately 30,000 V-1s were manufactured, 25,000 were launched against England and Belgium, only 7,000 hit land in England, and fewer than 4,000 landed in the London area, see John T. Correll, “Hitler’s Buzz Bombs,” Air Force Magazine, 1 March 2020, https://www.airforcemag.com/article/hitlers-buzz-bombs/.
5 The Snark was designed to be a nuclear capable cruise missile with a jet engine propulsion system and was deployed in the late 1950s, despite several guidance system issues. The Navaho was a supersonic missile with a ramjet engine. However, the missile performed poorly, and the Navaho program was canceled in 1958 without official deployment. The Matador was a ground launched subsonic missile that was deployed from 1954 to 1962, when it was phased out due to guidance system inaccuracies. During the same time frame, the U.S. Navy designed a sea-launched cruise missile that was operational from 1955-1959; and in the early 1960s-1976, the U.S Air Force developed air launched cruise missiles.
to early 1970s, there were several advancements in guidance systems as well as engine developments that resulted in the US deploying more advanced cruise missiles by the end of the Vietnam war. Of the various cruise missiles that were developed during this time, perhaps most notable is the Tomahawk cruise missile. Following the deployment of the Tomahawk by the United States, several countries in the Middle East, South Asia, and Northeast Asia began developing cruise missile programs, likely beginning around the early 1990s. While there have been recent technological advances in cruise missile technology due to improved information processing, much of the cruise missile technology continues to be based on technology developed in the 1960s. As a result, we treat cruise missiles as a single case study because the dual use technology attributes remained constant over time.

Cruise Missiles, 1944–2020

**Distinguishability: High**

Cruise missiles are distinguishable as a military platform for two main reasons. First, the physical characteristics of this weapon system are unique and not widely found in other military or civilian platforms. Cruise missiles are made of several subsystems, including propulsion and guidance systems, payload, and an airframe. To be sure, some subcomponent technologies in cruise missiles, such as guidance and propulsion systems, can be used in UAVs and other peaceful aircraft. But several observable features separate cruise missiles from their closet civilian analogues. The airframe is the body of the missile that holds together the propulsion, guidance, and payload systems. Often, in cruise missiles, the airframe has small wings and a tail to provide stability and flight control. The propulsion system consists of the missile’s engine and associated oxidizer and propellant. The propulsion system ultimately determines the range, altitude, and speed of the cruise missile. Because the propulsion system effects the altitude, it can also help the cruise missile evade missile defenses. Altering the flightpath, trajectory, and/or altitude of the missile helps to avoid detection by missile defense radars and sensors. The guidance system helps to ensure that the cruise missile follows the correct flight path and accurately strikes the final target. Because cruise missiles are designed to change their trajectory, two different types of guidance

---


7 Most recent advancements that have improved cruise missile accuracy and missile defense evasion capabilities, including improved guidance and propulsion systems. For example, in the latest upgrade of the Tomahawk series cruise missiles, the missile’s guidance system can be rerouted while the missile is in-flight. The missile also has a faster launch time and loitering capability because of its advanced propulsion system. For an overview, see “Tomahawk,” *Missile Threat: Center for Strategic and International Studies Missile Defense Project*, https://missilethreat.csis.org/missile/tomahawk/.

are required: midcourse and terminal.\textsuperscript{9} Methods for guidance vary depending on the missile, but generally, midcourse guidance provides locational awareness and terminal guidance seeks to identify and strike the target. The payload is the warhead that is dropped or delivered to the final target.

Second, cruise missiles are often deployed for military use ways in ways that diverge from the civilian applications of UAVs or commercial aircraft. States almost always deploy cruise missiles on air, sea, or ground launch platforms, such as bombers, battleships or submarines, or mobile missile launchers. In theory, it may be possible to disguise the launch tube for a cruise missile within a civilian naval vessel or airliner. But nations tend to eschew this type of conversion in favor of using clear military launch platforms that improve cruise missile accuracy and performance.

The development attribute cuts against the grain of the other attributes to some extent. Cruise missile development can overlap with commercial aircraft production. The problem is that dual use subsystems, notably propulsion and guidance technologies, have peaceful aerospace applications.\textsuperscript{10} This issue can make it difficult to draw firm evidence of cruise missile development.\textsuperscript{11} For example, Pakistan developed its Babur cruise missile largely in secret as production occurred alongside conventional aircraft production. But we still code cruise missiles as highly distinguishable because the military applications of the technology are readily observable upon deployment.

\textbf{Integration: High (Military) / Low (Civilian)}

Cruise missiles are highly integrated within the military but serve no purpose within the civilian realm. This means that the technology receives a mixed coding of high military integration and low civilian integration. On the military side, the technology scores high along all three attributes of integration. First, cruise missiles can perform a wide range and variety of missions with different capabilities (i.e., speed, targets, and launch capabilities). The weapon system tends to be deployed alongside an aircraft, ship or submarine, or ground launch platform. For example, depending on the variant, Tomahawk cruise missiles can be sea or ground launched, can be used against land or sea assets, and can carry conventional or nuclear warheads.\textsuperscript{12} While the Tomahawk has made several advancements since its original deployment, the missile continues to largely rely on technology that is based on developments from the 1960s.\textsuperscript{13} This technology largely includes a Tercom guidance system and turbofan engine propulsion

\textsuperscript{9} “Cruise Missile Basics,” Missile Defense Advocacy Alliance.
\textsuperscript{10} The development of more advanced propulsion and guidance subsystems also makes it possible to transform existing missile systems into more advanced cruise missile system. For example, the Chinese Silkworm missile could be transformed from a short-range anti-ship cruise missile to a longer-range land attack cruise missile using only commercially available component technology. But this does not shape the civil-military distinguishability problem as much.
\textsuperscript{11} Ibid., 55.
system. By 1996, cruise missiles were being used in large numbers in combat for the first time since WWII. During the two wars in Iraq, land attack cruise missiles became a preferred tactic of the United States because of their accuracy and because they did not put pilots at risk.\textsuperscript{14} The Iraq wars also demonstrated that cruise missiles could effectively be used together with ballistic missiles to evade missile defenses. Second, cruise missiles are more cost effective than manned aircraft if their attrition rate can effectively be managed.\textsuperscript{15} In 2000, US Air Force Lt. Col. David Nicholls argued that “so long as cruise missile attrition is less than 80 percent, cruise missiles are more effective than manned aircraft.”\textsuperscript{16} Finally, advances in cruise missile technology has also led to advances in other technology categories such as hypersonic missiles and advanced UAVs.

Outcomes

**Agreements with unilateral collection or inspection phase out (limits).** The mixed integration attribute (high military but low civilian integration) means that inspecting compliance with an agreement on cruise missiles could reveal other military capabilities but does not increase any costs via the civilian side. The overall costs from inspections should be lower than for technologies which are integrated in both civilian and military sectors. As is the case with ballistic missiles (see Rockets), intermediate and low range cruise missiles are more likely to be integrated within the military as compared to strategic range capabilities, which are also more likely to be part of a state's nuclear arsenal. Thus, the lower range capabilities would be more difficult to inspect and would expect agreements to rely on national technical means or clearly circumscribed monitoring (consistent with H4). Along these lines, the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) is a voluntary multilateral body that seeks to coordinate national export licensing efforts to prevent missile proliferation.\textsuperscript{17} The MTCR was adopted in 1987 and classifies cruise missiles as a Category I system, alongside unmanned aerial vehicles. The MTCR does not have stringent enforcement mechanisms, as we expect for technologies in the H4 box.

In line with H4, states also phased out inspections to limit disclosure damage associated with observing cruise missile technology. The Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union/Russia, signed in 1987, banned all nuclear and conventional ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with intermediate ranges (500–5,500 km). The treaty called for an elimination of these missiles, which was verified with inspections, but after a set period, states would rely on their intelligence capabilities rather than inspection of military areas. Phasing out inspections helped to dampen the security risks associated with long-term observation of military units and installations. This avoided the security costs states might incur if an adversary were allowed to continue to inspect military units or installations which might

\textsuperscript{14} Ibid., 51.
\textsuperscript{15} In this case, attrition refers to the ability to reuse airborne military assets.
\textsuperscript{16} Ibid., 49.
\textsuperscript{17} “Our Mission,” *Missile Technology Control Regime*, https://mtcr.info.
in theory deploy intermediate range cruise or ballistic missiles. When the US detected a violation of the INF by Russia in 2014, it was via its own intelligence capabilities not any inspection mechanism.\textsuperscript{18} The United States withdrew from the INF treaty in 2019, citing Russian non-compliance due to their cruise missile deployment. The INF limits and inspections regime outcome leads us to code the cruise missile case as offering strong support for H4.

Finally, it is worthwhile to note that there have been comparatively less attempts at limiting cruise missile technology than there has at limiting ballistic missile technology (see, for example, the Hague Code of Conduct against Ballistic Missile Proliferation).

\textbf{Theory Support: Strong for H4.} These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states either used unilateral means to monitor compliance, or, where inspection tools were used, states crafted highly restrictive protocols to safeguard sensitive information (e.g., temporal phase out in the INF treaty).

Cyber Technology Definition

"Cyber" or "information technology" (IT) refers to the computers and networks that enable users to create, process, store, and exchange electronic data. IT enables an extensive range of civilian and military activities but is not itself a weapon system. We therefore focus on the specific applications of IT designed to gain unauthorized access to computer systems or to deny, degrade, or disrupt them. These so-called "cyber weapons" include all families of malware (trojans, viruses, and worms), and network-based attacks such as denial of service and code injection.¹ The term "weapon" belies the peaceful or benign uses of such cyber capabilities, notably in enabling civilian actors to test their network defenses against potential attackers. For example, the information security team for an investment bank may need the latest cyber weapons on hand to identify and patch network vulnerabilities. As a result, cyber weapons are intrinsically dual use in nature.²

Time Period Boundaries

Cyber weapons emerged soon after the birth of modern IT systems with ARPANET in 1969.³ The TCP/IP communication protocol suite at the heart of this new network was not designed to be secure, which left the technology vulnerable to cyber weapons.⁴ Subsequent increases in processing power and network connectivity expanded the attack surface. We treat the technology as a single case study because both dual use attributes remained stable over time.

Distinguishability: Low

Cyber weapons are highly indistinguishable for four reasons. First, the same cyber weapon can be used in both military operations and civilian network defense. On the military side, cyber weapons are designed to hold targets at risk, collect information, and defend networks. But similar and often identical capabilities are also used by civilian actors to defend their networks against attack or industrial espionage. Consider Nmap, an open-source network scanner that is used by attackers and defenders alike to identify vulnerabilities in networks. This type of penetration testing is an effective way to shore up network defenses, but requires access to the latest exploits used by attackers. Second, the development process often reveals little information about the intended use of the cyber weapon. For example, the private spyware industry develops cyber weapons for military and commercial customers across the globe. Many cyber tools are useful for covert intelligence gathering. In the civilian context, however, these applications could also be employed with a user’s awareness to protect them or the secure data on their device. Third, the deployment of cyber weapons for peaceful purposes can still be used to conduct military operations. Civilian penetration testing and surveillance software firms may be perceived as potential proxies or a metric of latent cyber power within a country. Fourth, many cyber weapons that emerge in a civilian context can be quickly converted for use in the military realm. In sum, the physical properties, development, and deployment of cyber weapons look similar in many commercial and military settings.

Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)

Cyber weapons evolved to comprise the integrity, availability, or confidentially of information on computers and networks, as well as the physical artifacts connected to such systems, such as industrial control devices in chemical manufacturing or uranium gas centrifuge plants. These capabilities became highly integrated within large swaths of the civilian economy and military-intelligence services for three reasons.

First, a wide range of government and civilian actors rely on cyber weapons to either exploit or manage the security vulnerabilities intrinsic to IT systems. The pervasive use of cyber weapons in commercial settings is reflected by the growing market cap for penetration testing services, which was worth $1-2B in 2021 and is expected to reach $3-4B by 2025. Penetration testing has been employed in most sectors of the economy, especially in those where security is paramount, such as the aerospace, defense, and financial industries. National governments employ similar services, but also appear to use cyber weapons as multifunctional tools of data exfiltration (espionage) and attack (sabotage), including destruction or denial of physical assets and electronic services. According to Herbert Lin, "the use of cyber weapons could be integrated into military operations in much the same way as kinetic weapons," where they "become just another weapon that military commanders might use."

Second, the cost of developing cyber weapons varies with sophistication but effects can be achieved with modest means. Some cyber weapons can also be modified and re-used with minimal cost. Once advanced cyber weapons are used or otherwise revealed to the public, the code can sometimes be modified and used by network attack and defense actors in commercial and military setting around the globe. Third, cyber weapons exhibit strong spillover effects because they can open up new use opportunities. For example, efforts to protect the integrity of information against cyberattacks led to the development of new cryptographic techniques, such as blockchain for publicly distributed ledgers.

Outcomes

**Consideration but no agreement.** States and nongovernmental actors have considered various ideas for limiting either the acquisition or use of cyber weapons. But no agreements were ever reached that would directly or explicitly forbid the development or deployment of cyber weapons in world politics. For example, the New York Times reports that American and Russian military delegations met in 1996 to discuss whether cyber weapons could be banned. Afterwards, "the Russian government repeatedly introduced resolutions calling for cyberspace disarmament treaties before

15 For a more detailed overview, see Lin, “Governance of Information Technology and Cyber Weapons,” 123–33.
the United Nations. The United States consistently opposed the idea."\textsuperscript{16} Some efforts to curtail specific types of behavior with cyber weapons have gained more traction, but still fall short of actual arms control. The Budapest Convention on Cybercrime of 2001 was designed to reduce cybercrime among forty-seven nations. However, the Budapest Convention was not an international arms control agreement; it merely standardized domestic criminal law across signatory nations.\textsuperscript{17} In 2009, the six member states of the Shanghai Cooperation Organization issued a joint statement expressing their opposition to "information wars," but did not agree to forgo any cyber weapons or cyberattacks. Similarly, Russia and China signed an agreement in 2015 to cooperate on information security, but the text of the document did not explicitly limit cyber weapons in any meaningful way.\textsuperscript{18} The United States and China also reached an agreement in 2015 that was narrowly designed to reduce industrial espionage (Australia also signed a similar high-level agreement with China in 2017).\textsuperscript{19} In March 2021, the United Nations achieved a consensus among all member states to regulate state-sponsored cyber-attacks, but these norms remain nonbinding and contain no verification measures.\textsuperscript{20}

\textbf{Theory Support: Strong for H2.}

\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{17} Lin, “Governance of Information Technology and Cyber Weapons,” 130–31.
\item \textsuperscript{18} Lin, 131–32.
\end{itemize}
Drones

Technology Definition

We use the term ‘drone’ to denote aerial vehicles that navigate through the air via remotely controlled or autonomous flight systems.¹ Our definition focuses on unmanned aerial vehicles (UAVs) and excludes other types of unmanned and autonomous vehicles. We consider unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) to be the closest peaceful analogue to torpedo technology—see the Torpedoes case study. In addition, unmanned ground vehicles (UGVs) are also excluded because these platforms are essentially extensions of automobile or armored vehicle technologies. UAVs come in a variety of airframes with different configurations and propulsion systems. The technology is distinct in both form and function from traditional aircraft, so we follow others in treating it as separate category. However, we acknowledge that some scholars argue the line may become fuzzy between cruise missiles and some drones in the years ahead.²

Time Period Boundaries

Drone technology made its operational debut in 1982, when Israel used unmanned ariel vehicles (UAVs) to enhance battlefield effectiveness. In June 1982, Israel relied on UAVs to provide intelligence support against targets in Lebanon. During the initial phase of the conflict, UAVs enabled Israeli air and ground forces to destroy advanced surface-to-air missile batteries in the Bekaa Valley. This major defeat of modern air defense systems demonstrated the military potential for drone technology, which lead to significant research and development efforts over the next decade in Israel and the United States.³ These efforts culminated in the first reliable long-range armed UAV in 1994—the General Atomics MQ-1 Predator. Other scholars use the introduction of the MQ-1 Predator in 1994 to mark the start of the modern drone era.⁴ This alternative debut date does not change how we code the dual use technology attributes.

We break the case up into two time periods: (1) operational debut and development from 1982–2006; (2) commercial and military expansion from 2006–2020. Drone

---

¹ For a similar definition, see Sarah E. Kreps, Drones: What Everyone Needs to Know (Oxford University Press, 2016).
² See, for example, Peter Singer quoted in Patrick Tucker, “Every Country Will Have Armed Drones Within 10 Years,” Defense One, May 6, 2014, https://www.defenseone.com/technology/2014/05/every-country-will-have-armed-drones-within-ten-years/83878/.
technology underwent a major change from high to low distinguishability in 2006 when the Federal Aviation Administration issued its first commercial license for UAVs. The level of integration within the civilian economy also shifted from low to high at this time (military integration remained high over time).

| Drones, 1982–2006 |

**Distinguishability: High**

The military use of drone technology was highly distinguishable from civilian applications for four reasons. First, civilian drones were virtually nonexistent during this time. Hobbyists could remote pilot miniature aircraft with radio controls. But the main drone programs were all focused on delivering surveillance and attack platforms to military and intelligence service users. This led to the genesis of UAVs with physical characteristics that indicated military use, such as the long-range, sustained loiter capacity, and payload delivery capabilities of the MQ-1 Predator. Second, military drones were developed in dedicated military programs that diverged from civilian aerospace applications. Massive development barriers also made it prohibitively costly and difficult for most nonmilitary users to leverage the technology. Third, the deployment pattern for military drones made it easy to divine use. For example, advanced UAV platforms such as the Predator or Reaper depended on extensive logistical support to operate in the field, such as forward defense bases and datalinks. This set military UAVs apart from any comparable civilian technology that lacked these extensive resources and features. Fourth, civilian drones could not be readily converted into the military platforms at the time. Although it was possible to equip a radio-controlled aircraft with a crude explosive, the operational effectiveness of this weapon would be in doubt.

**Integration: High (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Drones became highly integrated within military enterprises during this period because the technology was used to perform a wide range of military and intelligence missions. UAVs initially carried out surveillance, reconnaissance, and targeting operations. But this mission set expanded when the United States deployed Predators armed with Hellfire missiles in Afghanistan after the September 11 attacks. Drones offered unique operational advantages because they could sustain persistent flight patterns over targets. This made them well suited to supplement other military forces in a variety of

---


contexts, especially counterterrorism operations in uncontested airspace. Drones were expensive to develop and operate during this period. But the relative costs were modest when considered within the context of aerospace technology, which tended to be quite high in the military domain. The development of advanced drones also spilled over into more general robotics technology, which started to make major leaps forward in the 2000s. However, there were almost no uses for the technology within the civilian economy. One scholar argues that “drones were almost exclusively the province of militaries.” The technology remained too sophisticated and expensive for commercial use.

Outcomes

**Agreement with unilateral collection methods.** Drones were included in a key multilateral export control regime. In 1987, states agreed to limit the export of UAVs with specific range and payload features (300km/500kg) under the new Missile Technology Control Regime. The Wassenaar Arrangement’s Dual-Use List also adopted similar restrictions in 1996. These agreements coordinated export controls and improved information sharing. States relied on their own unilateral collection methods to verify compliance.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** This outcome lends strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.

---

**Distinguishability: Low**

In 2006, the Federal Aviation Administration issued its first commercial license for UAVs. This was a watershed moment in the evolution of drone technology, as it helped spur the introduction of peaceful UAVs. Of course, there were still some high-end drones that remained almost exclusively military. However, many military drones became more indistinguishable from their burgeoning civilian counterparts after 2006 for four reasons. First, the physical characteristics of many civilian and military drones started to look similar. Advances in robotics and computing led to greater diversity in drone technology, such as smaller UAVs and better communication and control.

---

systems. With a few modifications, the same drone could be used to assist with disaster relief efforts or deliver munitions on the battlefield. Second, the civilian development of drone technology started to overlap with the military sector. Commercial investment further diversified the spectrum of drone capabilities, from new miniature units to improvements in large fixed-wing UAVs. Military users could leverage these innovations to field more advanced weapon systems. Third, many civilian and military drones began to follow similar deployment patterns and carried out analogous tasks. To be sure, some advanced military UAV platforms continued to require extensive support structures and unique doctrinal employment choices. But the use of drones in nonmilitary security started to blur the line, Schulzke argues, because “the machines involved are often similar, or even identical, to those used by militaries and perform comparable roles.” He also notes that, “the same basic operations, such as tracking, patrolling, and delivering payloads, are undertaken across civilian and military roles.” Fourth, military drones started to be converted for civilian use, often with simple changes. According to Schulzke, “the transferability of completed drones across civilian and military functions with comparatively few modifications … means that drone hardware and operational knowledge can develop in nonmilitary settings and that technologies can be transferred between military and civilian domains as expediency requires.” In 2006, for example, US federal agencies transformed the MQ-1 Predator into a nonmilitary UAV for domestic surveillance and disaster relief operations by removing its weapons platforms and advanced intelligence sensors. As a result, the distinguishability of drones decreased from high to low during this time.

**Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Drones exhibited a high degree of integration within military enterprises and especially within the civilian economy after 2006 for three reasons. First, the introduction of new UAV systems further expanded the range and variety of military missions. Whereas drones were previously used in counterterrorism or other operations over uncontested airspace, the proliferation of UAV technology opened new use opportunities. For example, states began to use drones to monitor and defend disputed territory or carry out attacks in contested airspace. More important, drones started to perform many different tasks in a diverse array of commercial industries, from construction and

---

14 Schulzke, 502.
agriculture to logistics and data collection. Reflective of this trend, the FAA had issued over 1.1 million commercial licenses for UAVs to operate in the United States by 2019. Second, many UAVs became much cheaper to produce and easier to operate. The most cutting-edge military drones remained expensive and complex platforms that still needed to be operated by specially trained pilots. But, according to *The Economist*, intense competition in the consumer and industrial markets for smaller unarmed drones “made the machines much cheaper, more reliable and more capable than they were just a few years ago.” Military enterprises were able to leverage commercial innovations to lower development costs on drones and subcomponent technologies. Indeed, one scholar found that the drone market had become “vast, heterogeneous, and conducive to civil-military technology sharing.” Third, drones continued to generate strong spillover effects. The development of UAV systems was intimately linked to more general breakthroughs in robotics driven by commercial enterprises during this era.

**Outcomes**

**Consideration but no new agreements.** States considered strengthening arms control institutions but reached no new agreements to limit or ban UAV systems during this time. As a result, the existing export control limitations covered a shrinking range of drone technology. Indeed, most drones available on the global market became unregulated—only 7 percent of all UAV systems were subject to MTCR controls in 2012, for example. In 2017, MTCR members rebuffed most proposals from the United States to further relax UAV restrictions. In 2020, Washington unilaterally downgraded some of its advanced UAVs out of the most restrictive MTCR category, eroding the regime’s controls. Proposals to limit other categories of drones failed to garner traction.

**Theory Support: Strong for H2.** The absence of new agreements amid the steady erosion in export controls over drones aligns with what we would expect to see for H2.

---


20 “Nonproliferation,” 20–21.

Technology Definition

Modern firearm technology is best defined around the rifle, which is a hand-held, shoulder-fired weapon with a spiral groove, or “rifling,” carved along the length of the barrel's interior. When this type of firearm is discharged, the rifling grips and imparts a spin upon the projectile as it travels down the barrel, thus greatly improving its range and accuracy. Early firearms, commonly known as muskets, were built with a smooth-bored barrel that did not impart any sort of spin on the projectile it discharged. This made muskets highly distinguishable as a firearm technology used primarily for military purposes from the 11th to the 15th centuries in China and Europe. We exclude smooth-bored barrel muskets from the analysis because the rifling technique developed in the early 16th century is commonly accepted by historians as the genesis of modern firearm technology.¹ We also omit discussions of smaller, hand-held machine guns and automatic rifles that emerged throughout the 20th century.

Time Period Boundaries

Historians break rifle technology into two periods: (1) early debut from 1520–1840; (2) modern maturation and global diffusion from 1840–2020. Rifle technology debuted in 1520 as a specialized weapon for civilians and select military forces. Most historians agree that the spiral grooved gun barrel was invented in 1520 by Nuremberg based inventor, Augustus Kotter.² But it took three centuries for the rifle to mature. The key break in dual use characteristics began in 1840 when technological innovations made rifles increasingly distinguishable and useful for performing a range of military tasks. We therefore break the rifle case study up into two time periods (1520–1840; 1840–2020).

Distinguishability: Low

Late-15th century gunsmiths in the Alpine regions of southern Germany and northern Switzerland pioneered the rifling technique to correct for the greatest flaw in early firearm technology: the smooth-bored barrels in muskets that made them only useful for firing inaccurate volleys over short distances. Despite this major leap forward, rifles were mostly used in civilian pursuits for three centuries after their invention, notably

hunting, target-shooting, and self-defense (especially in rural frontier zones). Small groups of highly-trained soldiers used rifles on a limited basis for special missions where range and accuracy were paramount. But the slow reloading speed and expense involved with manufacturing rifles limited their military utility because infantry tactics in the early-modern era relied on massed volleys of musket fire coupled with a bayonet charge. As a result, there was little distinction between rifles used for civilian or military purposes during this period. In both cases, they were cumbersome and slow-firing yet relatively accurate weapons that offered significant, but certainly not precise, advantages over their smoothbore counterparts.

Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)

Rifles remained isolated to niche civilian markets and special military operations until the mid-19th century for two reasons. First, infantry tactics in this era were not conducive to the rifle. In the 18th century, infantrymen utilized massed volleys of musket fire delivered at close range to soften an opposing body of soldiers before driving the attack home with a bayonet charge. Unlike the smoothbore, with which the handler used a ramrod to push a loose-fitting ball down the barrel, a rifleman used larger bullets that could grip the rifling and had to ram each one down the barrel with a mallet and spike. Reloading after each shot took much longer, which was a weakness in an era where speedy reloading, collective discipline, and shock were more decisive than individual precision. Second, rifles were time-consuming and expensive to manufacture at scale. States resisted arming their soldiers with rifles for economic reasons. The rifling process in the early modern era was a slow, “skilled-labor-intensive, expensive process: carving the spiraled groove required a specialized machine. Ensuring that the barrel was absolutely straight needed a highly-experienced craftsman who commanded among the highest wages then available.” Rifles remained a special commodity in
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3 Hunters in the Alps soon learned they could accurately fire on bears, stags, and other big game from as far as 200 yards away. The weapon spread across Europe and found additional civilian uses, notably becoming a common tool in target-shooting competitions by 1580. A century later, German immigrants brought rifle technology to North America, where frontiersmen found the weapon to be an extremely potent tool for hunting and self-defense in the continent’s rugged interior. See Alexander Rose, American Rifle: A Biography (New York: Delta Trade, 2009), 14-5.

4 Until the late-17th century, the pike was the infantryman’s primary weapon for hand-to-hand fighting against cavalry and other infantry. The firearm was thus not the primary infantry weapon until the socket bayonet’s invention and proliferation around the turn of the eighteenth century. See William H. McNeill, The Pursuit of Power: Technology, Armed Force, and Society since A.D. 1000 (Chicago: The University of Chicago Press, 1984), 94-7, 123-9, 134-6, 141, 173.


6 Rose, American Rifle, 15.
civilian and military spheres for over three centuries, used only by landholding elites, frontiersmen, and select soldiers.

Outcomes

**No agreements.** Given the limited utility of rifles during this period, it is not surprising that they were not included in arms control agreements until the technology matured after 1840. But this makes it difficult to assess the role that the dual use nature of firearms played in the absence of cooperation. The case therefore offers neutral support, neither confirming nor disconfirming our expectations for H3.

**Theory Support: Neutral for H3.** Though the outcome is not inconsistent with H3, the reasons for no arms control is likely more due to lack of benefit from a low use/low impact capability rather than from the difficulty of distinguishing civilian vs. military uses. We therefore code the outcome as neutral in theory support.

| Firearms [Rifles], 1840–2020 |

**Distinguishability: High**

Three major innovations in rifle technology emerged after the 1840s that made individual, handheld weaponry increasingly distinguishable as a military-only use technology. First, advances in manufacturing with modern machine tools made it feasible to equip entire armies with mass produced rifles. In the early-19th century, inventors and craftsmen on both sides of the Atlantic started to master new techniques in machining and shaping metal, as well as the production of machine-made, interchangeable parts. By the 1850s, advances in machine tools had so increased production capacity that it was feasible, and affordable, for industrialized states to refit their armies and to arm their infantry exclusively with rifles. This weapons development process diverged from the traditional methods used to develop rifles in small quantities for civilian applications.7 Second, in 1847, French army officer Claude-Étienne Minié


invented a conoidal bullet with a hollow base. This “Minié ball” slid loosely down the barrel like its spherical predecessor yet, when fired, gas pushed into the base expanded the bullet, thus gripping the rifling, imparting a spin on the projectile, and greatly increasing its range and accuracy. Minié’s invention thus offered a cheap and quick solution to the rifle’s slow and burdensome reloading process. This innovation created new military deployment opportunities for rifles. Third, the breech-loading rifle, with which the operator loaded the bullet directly into the chamber rather than ramming it down the muzzle, increased the rifle’s battlefield effectiveness and versatility. The breech-loader could be reloaded much faster than the muzzle-loader, and its smaller size and simplified reloading process meant soldiers could also load and fire while kneeling behind cover and in the prone. The development of smaller-caliber but higher-powered (nitrocellulose) bullets made it possible for a soldier to carry more ammunition than ever before. Increasingly efficient feeding and ejection mechanisms followed soon after, as did internal and external clip-fed designs, all of which greatly increased the individual rifle’s firing capacity. Each innovation was designed to make rifles more feasible for large scale military use and more effective on the battlefield. While one could argue that civilian rifleman also benefited from these improvements, most were superfluous to noncombatant purposes. In the example of hunting, the ability to engage a target from unprecedented distances had its advantages, but the ability to fire increasingly higher numbers of projectiles in shorter periods of time did not. Rifle technology came to predominately serve clear military purposes by the 19th century’s latter half.

Integration: **High (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

The technological breakthroughs of the industrial revolution in the mid-19th century transformed rifles into a highly integrated weapon for two reasons. First, as noted in the distinguishability section, improvements in projectile and firing capacity technologies expanded rifle’s range of uses in modern warfare. Second, rapid increases in production capacity made it possible to equip entire armies with rifles. The Minié bullet, nitrocellulose, and breech-loader were significant military innovations, but they did not spur the widespread use of rifles on their own. The timing of these breakthroughs was just as important as the new technologies. They all occurred around the same time that inventors and craftsmen on both sides of the Atlantic were beginning to master new techniques in machining and shaping metal, as well as the production of machine-made, interchangeable parts. By the 1850s, advances in machine tools and manufacturing made it feasible, and affordable, for industrialized states to refit their armies and to arm their infantry exclusively with rifles. The widespread adoption of

---

rifled firearms made an immediate impact on European and North American battlefields in the late-19th and early-20th centuries.\textsuperscript{11} Soldiers could now wreak devastation on their foes from greater distances and with a volume and accuracy that was inconceivable just a few decades before. As a result, rifles became universally used by combatants around the world throughout the 20th century. However, the range and variety of uses for rifles in the civilian context remained limited to sports activities and personal defense.

Outcomes

\textbf{Agreements with unilateral collection methods.} Arms control agreements over firearms tend to come in two main forms: (1) in the aftermath of armed conflict as part of a peace treaty or armistice agreement; (2) as part of efforts to strengthen export controls. These agreements all lack verification measures, with the sole exception of peace treaties imposed on defeated nations, notably the Treaty of Versailles. The Convention for the Control of the Trade in Arms and Ammunition (1919) regulated the export of firearms and other conventional weaponry in the wake of the First World War, but contained no verification measures outside of the intrusive inspections imposed on Germany in the Treaty of Versailles (1919). After the Arab-Israeli war, the Israel-Egypt Armistice Agreement (1949) set limits on the quantity of firearms that could be maintained by Israeli forces in specific geographic zones. Although the United Nations supervised the overall armistice agreement, the treaty included no verification measures for ensuring compliance with conventional arms limitations. Several regional and international organizations have reached agreements to regulate the export of firearms. The Inter-American Convention Against the Illicit Manufacturing of and Trafficking in Firearms, Ammunition, Explosives, and Other Related Materials (1997) established regional standards for the production and trade of firearms, but only facilitated information sharing among member states. In a similar vein, the European Union took several steps to limit the export of firearms to conflict zones, such as its Joint Action (1998) and Strategy (2005) Concerning the Spread of Small Arms and Light Weapons. Other states adopted similar export restrictions, such as the Nairobi Protocol and the ECOWAS Convention. These efforts all established mechanisms for better information sharing among member states. At the international level, the United Nations Conventional against Transnational Organized Crime (2000) and specially the Firearms

\footnotesize{\textsuperscript{11} The Crimean War (1853-56), the first major armed conflict in the mid-nineteenth century, pitted the rifle-armed armies of Britain and France against Russian troops still using smoothbores. The former’s advantages over the latter were unmistakable. See McNeill, \textit{Pursuit of Power}, 225-30, 233-8, 258, 286; Wawro, \textit{Warfare and Society in Europe}, 55-60; Orlando Figes. \textit{The Crimean War} (New York: Metropolitan Books, 2010), particularly 210, 214-7, 254, 260, 265. For discussions on the American Civil War, the first conflict in which there was relative parity among infantry firearms, see Earl J. Hess. \textit{The Rifle Musket and Civil War Combat} (Lawrence: University Press of Kansas, 2008); Joseph T. Glatthaar, “Battlefield Tactics,” in \textit{Writing the Civil War: The Quest to Understand}, ed. James M. McPherson and William J. Cooper, Jr. (Columbia, SC: University of South Carolina Press, 1998), 60-80; Paddy Griffith. \textit{Battle Tactics of the Civil War}, 2nd ed. (Ramsbury, UK: Crowood Press, 2014).}
Protocol (2001) sought to control and regulate the international flow of licit and illicit small arms flows around the world, but both resolutions lacked verification mechanisms, relying instead on voluntary information exchanges.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.
Hypersonic Vehicles

Technology Definition

Hypersonic technology refers to vehicles with the capacity to travel at least five times the speed of sound (Mach 5). There are five distinct subcategories:

(1) Hypersonic glide vehicles (HGVs) are missile re-entry vehicles that utilize a ballistic trajectory to attain hypersonic speeds and then, when they separate from the rocket booster, travel unpowered (i.e., glides) with maneuverability to its target. The defining feature of HGVs is their maneuverability upon reentry from a low altitude flight path, not necessarily their hypersonic speed. This maneuverability gives HGVs a novel and somewhat unpredictable trajectory, making them difficult to be intercepted by existing missile defense systems.¹ We consider this weapon system to be the main military application of hypersonic technology because it has reached an operational stage of development.

(2) Modern spacecraft operate in the hypersonic regime with some degree of maneuverability upon reentry into the earth’s atmosphere. The most notable example is the US Space Shuttle, which executed special hypersonic maneuvers to decrease speed during reentry.² Earlier reentry capsules such as Apollo and Soyuz travelled at hypersonic speeds but lacked the maneuverability of later spaceplanes. We treat spacecraft as the primary non-weapons use for hypersonic technology. However, both the Space Shuttle and especially the more recent Boeing X-37 can be operated for military purposes.³ Note: We consider spacecraft to be part of the Space technology category as well because it enters orbital planes. Spacecraft share the same low distinguishability features in both categories; but other space technology, notably orbital satellites, exhibits higher integration over time. Satellites also orbit the earth at high speed but are not subjected to the hypersonic regime in the vacuum of space. We therefore exclude satellites and treat this technology as a distinct category.

(3) Some experimental aircraft travel at hypersonic speeds. In 1959, NASA successfully flew the first such hypersonic test vehicle named the X-15.⁴ This early demonstration led to decades of civilian research on hypersonic flight as a way to rapidly transport passengers and cargo. Despite the allure of hypersonic airliners, the technology has never progressed beyond early research and development efforts. We include this potential peaceful application because

---

many nations pursue hypersonic technology under the guise of reaping such commercial benefits.\(^5\)

(4) Hypersonic cruise missiles (HCMs) are powered by advanced "scramjet" engines to reach a target at high speeds. We exclude this potential weapon because the technology is still at a very early stage of development.

(5) Reentry vehicles on intercontinental ballistic missiles travel through the atmosphere at hypersonic speeds, sometimes with maneuverability as well. We exclude these reentry vehicles because they follow a distinct high altitude flight path and are better considered to be part of the ballistic missile technology category (see Rockets).

**Time Period Boundaries**

Although maneuverable hypersonic aircraft emerged in 1959 with the X-15, the operational debut date for the technology came later with the first manned launch of the Columbia Space Shuttle on April 12, 1981.\(^6\) As a weapons platform, the United States began exploring the concept of HGVs in the early 1970s, leading to the first successful flight test in 1985.\(^7\) The weapons technology languished until the US military started to develop new missile systems in the early 2000s as part of the Conventional Prompt Global Strike (CPGS) program. The US government prioritized funding for HGV technology after 2003, with flight tests in 2010, 2011, and 2017. Russia and China also initiated HGV development programs during this time.\(^8\) We treat hypersonic vehicles as a single case study because the technology has not yet exhibited variation in either dual use attribute.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Hypersonic Vehicles, 1981–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Distinguishability: Low**

Hypersonic technology exhibits low distinguishability for four reasons. First, HGVs and spacecraft share some physical characteristics unique to operating maneuverable vehicles in the hypersonic flight regime. Advanced thermal protection systems are required for both types of vehicles to survive the intense heating environment associated with traveling beyond Mach 5 in the atmosphere. However, HGVs tend to be more compact in size and experience higher aerodynamic heating relative to larger


\(^6\) Burrows, *This New Ocean*, 523.


spacecraft with slower and more limited reentry trajectories, such as the Space Shuttle. But this means that HGVs are quite like smaller (often unmanned) rocket-launched spacecraft capable of greater maneuverability upon reentry, such as the experimental space plane China tested in September 2020. As Jeffrey Lewis quipped, HGVs are essentially “the same concept, except you put a nuclear weapon on the glider and don’t bother with a landing gear.” The flight path can also overlap at specific stages, notably launch and reentry. The main difference is that spacecraft are often launched into orbit before entering the hypersonic regime, whereas most HGVs are designed to avoid orbital flight paths in favor of ascending from a lower altitude apogee to the target. Of course, a hypersonic weapon could be sent into orbit before making its descent, which would further blur the line between spacecraft and military missile systems.

Second, the military development of HGVs overlaps with civilian and non-weapons research on hypersonic spacecraft and airliners. Serial production of dedicated HGV weapon systems requires a special defense industry base. But the military development pathway need not significantly diverge from civilian research at earlier stages. Indeed, many hypersonic test facilities are housed at university research centers where scientists study the unique speed, pressure, and heating conditions experienced by these vehicles. Special metals and ceramics can also be developed for use in civilian spacecraft or experimental airliners. Military programs can leverage these innovations to improve HGVs and the underlying production process. The development overlap also means that many countries with ostensibly civilian hypersonic research programs could use this knowledge to jumpstart work on military HGVs.

Third, the current stage of deployment for HGVs is difficult to separate from more benign spacecraft operations. The main problem is that most HGVs are undergoing a battery of tests. Aside from Russia’s claim to have deployed its Avangard HGV on the SS-19 Stiletto ICBM, there are no large deployments of hypersonic weapons in the
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9 Speier et al., Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation, 101–2; Steven J. Dick, “Historical Background—What Were the Shuttle’s Goals and Possible Configurations?,” National Aeronautics and Space Administration, April 5, 2001, https://history.nasa.gov/sts1/pages/scota.html.


13 A U.S. Department of Defense official made this development strategy explicit: “We’re especially interested in leveraging parts of the university community, the nontraditional layers — the folks who haven’t done the basic high-speed fluid mechanics who can bring other capabilities to bear, [like] guidance, navigation and control, material development, systems engineering … We think it’s important not only for development concepts but obviously to make the workforce available in industry, as well as in our government laboratories,” quoted in Mehta, “Pentagon Launches Hypersonic Industrial Base Study.”

14 Speier et al., Hypersonic Missile Nonproliferation, xii, 106–7.
open-source. But there are many tests of these weapons. Some involve the clear use of military platforms. For example, China has tested a ballistic missile specifically designed to launch HGV weapons; the US Department of Defense has conducted flight tests of its Common-Hypersonic Glide Body to be paired with land and sea launch missile systems. But other tests blur the line between spacecraft launch and HGV deployment. In 2021, the Chinese Foreign Ministry claimed the launch of a hypersonic vehicle into orbit was not a missile test, but rather "a routine space vehicle test to verify the technology of repeated use of a space vehicle." The similarity between spacecraft and some HGV tests made this claim hard to verify. "Because tests of space planes and some orbital weapons could be indistinguishable," James Acton concluded, "determining China's intentions is difficult. In fact, it is even possible that China tested a technology demonstrator with multiple potential applications." However, it is probable that HGVs could follow a deployment pattern distinct from rocket-launched spacecraft in the future. The United States, Russia, and China have all announced plans to field hypersonic weapons that can be launched from air, sea, or land. There is little confusion between space launch centers and a hypersonic glide vehicle atop a rocket on destroyer or ground launch platform. Spacecraft are often launched on different rockets. The X-37, for example, uses aboveground Atlas V or Falcon 9 launch systems to reach orbit. By contrast, deployment of hypersonic weapons on military missile systems would be quite different from typical space launch operations. This is a key attribute to track in the years ahead, as it could lead to change in the distinguishability of hypersonic vehicle technology.

Fourth, modern spacecraft could be converted into weapon systems with some degree of maneuverability in the hypersonic realm. During the Cold War, for instance, some Soviet analysts feared that the US Space Shuttle might be used to drop a nuclear weapon on Moscow (even though the payload bay was mounted on top of the spacecraft and could not be opened during reentry). However, the relatively slower

19 For an overview, see Sayler, “Hypersonic Weapons.”
20 “X-37B Orbital Test Vehicle.”
rate of descent for spacecraft would make them more vulnerable to missile defenses upon detection, thereby neutralizing one key advantage offered by faster and more maneuverable HGVs.

**Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Hypersonic vehicle technology exhibits low integration within both military enterprises and the civilian economy, albeit for different reasons. On the military front, the range and variety of uses for hypersonic weapons remains uncertain. The marginal costs and the spillover effects of military HGVs are difficult to estimate at this stage. Nations have been focused on testing operational platforms rather than articulating mission roles for the technology. In the United States, for example, James Acton points out that the "Department of Defense has not yet made any doctrinal decisions about the missions for which Conventional Prompt Global Strike (CPGS) weapons might be acquired." However, Acton notes that HGVs are envisaged as a multipurpose weapon that could "counter antisatellite weapons or sophisticated defensive capabilities; deny a new proliferator the ability to employ its nuclear arsenal; and kill high-value terrorists." In addition, the United States, Russia, and China appear to be developing hypersonic weapons that could be mated with air, sea, and land launch platforms. Although HGVs are rather isolated today, the technology could become highly integrated after serial production and deployment in the future.

On the civilian side, hypersonic spacecraft have mostly been used to perform a limited range of tasks related to scientific research, such as launching the Hubble Space Telescope, docking with the Mir space station, or constructing the International Space Station (see Space-Based technology for an assessment of spacecraft and satellites in orbit). At its inception, the US Space Shuttle was designed to perform a wider variety of missions related to the launch, service, and retrieval of both commercial and government satellites. After the Challenger accident in 1986, however, most government and especially commercial payloads were shifted to unmanned rocket systems, which became cheaper and safer launch vehicles for satellites. This led in part to the retirement of the Space Shuttle in 2011. Moreover, the marginal cost of development and operation for the Space Shuttle was enormous: NASA's devoted $221 billion to the program overall; the per flight costs varied from $260 million to $806 million (2012 dollars). By contrast, the Falcon 9 rocket is estimated to cost $62 million per launch; the Atlas V costs $109–150 million per launch. The shift away from spacecraft

---

23 Acton, “Silver Bullet.”
as satellite launch platforms also curtailed the spillover potential for hypersonic vehicles, as commercial and even scientific payloads increasingly came to rely on other rocket technology to reach orbit.

Outcomes

**No agreements.** As of 2021, there have not been any efforts among states at international cooperation or agreements to limit the spread of HGV technology. Several nongovernmental organizations have assessed options for arms control, but none have been considered by national governments. Some analysts point to the indistinguishability between spacecraft and military HGVs as a formidable barrier to cooperation. In 2015, for example, Tong Zhao argued that it would be difficult to ban hypersonic weapons tests while still allowing states to develop spacecraft:

>[Because] this would create such a big loophole that the utility of a test ban would be destroyed. Indeed, the "space planes" whose testing would be allowed … would be very attractive vehicles for delivering munitions or conducting other military missions. Moreover, the development of large civilian space planes might well start with the construction and testing of smaller vehicles—which could be very difficult to distinguish from hypersonic cruise missiles. And it might even be possible to build missiles that in fact were scaled-down versions of large space planes.

Other nongovernmental reports recommend that states voluntarily share information about flight tests or regulate technology transfers through export control regimes, but stop short of identifying ways to surmount the distinguishability problem.

**Theory Support: Neutral Support for H3.** The outcome neither supports nor undermines our theoretical expectations. We expect states to face significant detection constraints when it comes to distinguishing hypersonic weapons from spacecraft. At least some detection challenges could in principle be surmountable via monitoring and inspections tools. Low integration means that such measures may not raise security risks to unacceptably high levels.

---


On the other hand, there is also potential for hypersonic weapons to become more distinguishable and integrated in the years ahead. If the United States, Russia, and China follow-through on plans to deploy HGVs, deployment patterns could differentiate weapons from more benign spacecraft; and increase the range and variety of military missions for the technology. If this occurs, we expect arms control agreements to be possible if states can manage the security constraints associated with monitoring highly integrated HGV weapon systems (H4).
Technology Definition

A laser refers to technology that emits light through a medium via stimulated emission of electromagnetic radiation. In contrast to other light sources, laser technology is unique because it can produce spatial and temporal coherence in the energy beam. Spatial coherence allows the laser to be focused on small targets and/or across long distances, as exhibited in handheld laser pointers. Temporal coherence means that lasers can emit light along a narrow wavelength spectrum. The specific color of light is tightly coupled with its end use.¹

As a weapon, lasers come in two primary forms: (1) platforms designed to cause temporary or permanent blindness in human or computer targets, known as 'dazzlers'; (2) high-energy lasers designed to destroy or damage targets, notably missiles and orbital targets. We exclude the latter from this study because the technology has never progressed beyond the experimental stage.² Removing this type of laser weapon does not change how we score the dual use attributes. We consider broader applications of laser technology beyond weapons in the dual use attributes.

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut date for lasers around the first known operational deployment of dazzlers in 1982 onboard Royal Navy vessels during the Falklands war.³ The basic research concept of a laser emerged earlier in 1957.⁴ Despite major advances in laser technology, we find that the dual use attributes remained relatively stable over time, so we treat lasers a single case study.

Distinguishability: High

Military laser weapons are relatively easy to distinguish from the vast array of peaceful laser systems for four reasons.

First, the physical characteristics of dazzlers are often packaged in different platforms compared to civilian systems with the same laser technology. For example, green diode lasers are used to produce visual effects in many entertainment venues. But these systems have noticeable safety and design features to make them suitable for civilian purposes. By contrast, the green or red laser in a military dazzler is intended to impair human eyesight with a more focused and/or powerful light beam—the functional form of this system is distinct from the entertainment laser.

Second, the development of a laser weapon tends to diverge from its civilian counterpart. Military enterprises can certainly benefit from commercial advances that make lasers better and cheaper to produce. But laser weapons are designed to perform unique functions against targets in a hostile environment. For instance, the infrared laser turrets in counter measure dazzlers must be built to defeat specific sensor packages, whereas civilian communication systems develop different types of fiber mounted infrared lasers to transmit data over long distances. Similarly, human dazzlers need stable (and often mobile) power sources, robust optics, and performance attributes that far exceed the manufacture requirements for most civilian diode lasers.

Third, the deployment pattern for laser weapons can reveal the intended military use. Civilian lasers with the capacity to impair eyesight or damage equipment often include hardware safeguards, such as limits on spatial coherence or power, to avoid accidents. Military dazzlers tend to be mounted or placed for clear point to point contact with the target.5

Fourth, although it may be possible to quickly convert some civilian lasers into dazzlers, the efficacy of these devices would be suspect. An off-the-shelf commercial diode laser could certainly be modified to blind an individual, but it may not be useful as a reliable instrument of war. This is especially true for the infrared lasers in counter measure systems that need to be calibrated against targeting sensors.

Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)

Laser technology exhibits high integration within the military and within the civilian economy. Although laser weapons perform a limited range of functions in terms of blinding or confusing targets, these systems are deployed across a wide range of military platforms. Dazzlers have enjoyed extensive operational use as part of directional infrared counter measures systems (e.g. laser jammers) on board many large military platforms.6 Visible light dazzlers have also been deployed as a non-lethal way to stop or warn targets, with various systems mounted on naval vessels, aircraft, battle tanks, and rifles.7 According to one industry report about the deployment of

---

7 See, for example, the GLARE LA-9/P dazzler. According to its manufacturer, the LA-9/P “remains in service on all US Navy surface vessels,” see “GLARE LA-9/P,” accessed January 10, 2022, https://bemeyers.com/glare-la-9-p.
nonlethal laser weapons by the US Army in Afghanistan and Iraq, “several types of
dazzlers have been used at checkpoints, during urban patrols, on convoys, and for
perimeter security.”

British forces have also used dazzlers in similar missions. Many
US naval vessels and submarines have deployed dazzlers to thwart small boat attacks
and send a ‘shot across the bow’ without using live munitions. In 2018, the US
Department of Defense accused Chinese personnel of using dazzlers to harm C-130
Hercules pilots flying near Camp Lemonnier in Djibouti. The marginal cost of
development and deployment is quite low for these laser weapons. The GLARE LA-9/P
dazzler costs around $1–5k per unit, depending on configuration. Military enterprises
can also take advantage of advances in laser technology being driven by commercial
actors to lower the per unit cost of production and develop more powerful lasers.

On the civilian side, lasers became ubiquitous after the technology matured in
the 1970s, with an extensive range of applications in many different sectors, from
modern communication and medical capabilities to industrial manufacturing and military
targeting systems. The marginal cost of production for civilian lasers varies widely.
Cheap diode lasers are mass produced for use in commercial electronics. But bespoke
systems for scientific research or specific industrial applications can be much more
expensive. Finally, lasers have demonstrated significant spillover potential. Innovations
in laser design and production often create new use opportunities in many different
sectors.

Outcomes

Agreements with unilateral collection methods. States have reached a number of
agreements to limit the employment of laser weapons, largely focusing on how these
capabilities are used rather than limiting on banning the possession or production of
lasers, with a few exceptions. The first are the Incidents at Sea (INCSEA) agreements,
which are often signed on a bilateral basis (many INCSEA agreements were signed
from 1989–2000 between Russia and western countries). Parties agree not to, "Use
lasers in such a manner as to endanger the health of the crew or damage equipment on
board a ship or aircraft of the other Party." INCSEA agreements that did not initially
include this language on lasers have sometimes been updated to include it, such as
was the case for the INCSEA between Russia and Norway, 1990 initially and 2021

8 Jeff Hecht, “Laser Dazzlers Are Deployed,” Laser Focus World, March 1, 2012,
https://www.laserfocusworld.com/lasers-sources/article/16549661/diodepumped-solidstate-lasers-laser-
dazzlers-are-deployed.
9 “British Army Uses Laser Dazzlers to Save Lives,” Wired UK, September 8, 2010,
https://www.wired.co.uk/article/glow-laser.
10 Rogoway, “Check Out This Sailor Holding A Laser Rifle Aboard The Nuclear Submarine USS
Minnesota.”
Djibouti,” The Drive, May 3, 2018, https://www.thedrive.com/the-war-zone/20615/us-military-says-
12 See, for example, “Agreement Between the Government of The United States of America and the
Government of The Union of Soviet Socialist Republics on the Prevention of Incidents On and Over the
updated. INSEA agreements do not have any verification measures. A target state would only detect a violation using its own unilateral capabilities if it were the target of a blinding laser.

Second, agreements on the "Prevention of Dangerous Military Activities" have included limitations on laser weapons. Similar to INSEAs, DMA agreements address behaviors on land and in territorial waters. They include a similar prohibition on the use of lasers, with the parties agreeing to refrain from "using a laser in such a manner that its radiation could cause harm to personnel or damage to equipment of the armed forces of the other Party." DMAs include procedures for notifications and establishing communication for situations when lasers are operational or are being used. This means a somewhat higher degree of information sharing than the INCSEA context, but still not an intrusive method of monitoring or verification.

Finally, in 1995, state parties to the 1980 Convention on Certain Conventional Weapons agreed to the Protocol on Blinding Laser Weapons, which prohibited the use of "laser weapons specifically designed, as their sole combat function or as one of their combat functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced vision." But as one legal analyst underscored at the time, "no specified verification or enforcement provisions have yet been crafted for Protocol IV … and no compliance procedures whatsoever are set forth in Protocol IV." A more contemporary analysis by Kelsey Atherton underscored several other large exceptions written into the agreement:

The first that, while it prohibits weapons “specifically designed, as their sole combat function or as one of their combat functions, to cause permanent blindness to unenhanced vision,” it does not appear to rule out the use of lasers designed for other purposes that may be used circumstantially as a weapon. The greater exception is Article 4, which states “Blinding as an incidental or collateral effect of the legitimate military employment of laser systems, including laser systems used against optical equipment, is not covered by the prohibition of this Protocol.” If the laser is designed to work against camera pods, it’s a legitimate military use, and if the laser targets uninhabited vehicles (like drones), there’s nothing in the protocol against it.

---

13 Dangerous Activities: Agreement Between the United States of America and the Union of Soviet Socialist Republics, Signed at Moscow June 12, 1989 with Annexes and Agreed Statements (Washington, DC: Department of State, 1997), 3.
States therefore agreed to limit specific types of lasers while allowing most dazzlers to be deployed and used on the battlefield.

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.
Machine Guns

Technology Definition

A machine gun is a weapon designed to automatically fire ammunition continuously with a single pull of its firing mechanism. As long as one holds down the trigger, the weapon will continuously fire until it runs out of ammunition. The machine gun was made possible by all the innovations that made modern rifles supreme alternatives to the smooth-bore musket, as well as increased industrial capacity that made their widespread use possible. Yet, unlike the rifle, the machine gun was not invented, nor was it ever used, for civilian purposes. It is therefore a pure military technology.

Time Period Boundaries

The technology made its debut in 1885 when Hiram Maxim completed the first truly automatic machine gun. We treat the technology as a single case study because both dual use attributes remained stable over time.

Distinguishability: High

Machine guns have been highly distinguishable as a pure military technology since their inception in 1885. Hiram Maxim devised a weapon that used the force of its own recoil to eject the spent cartridge and automatically load a new one. Moreover, its rifle-like trigger mechanism meant the weapon would not rely on the laborious hand-cranking required to fire the Gatling gun and mitrailleuse. The “Maxim gun” also used a water jacket to keep its barrel cool while firing, thus solving the preceding models’ annoying habit of needing to be left idle for a period of time to cool off when their barrels overheated, which often occurred during a battle’s climax. Maxim’s gun could accurately fire 600 rounds per minute for sustained periods, making it, according to historian Geoffrey Wawro, “The most spectacular European military invention of the late nineteenth century.”¹ The Maxim gun resolved problems with earlier machine gun prototypes, which were crude, bulky, and unreliable. For example, the “Gatling gun,” saw limited action in the final months of the American Civil War. Shortly thereafter, the French created a similar weapon, the mitrailleuse, which they deployed with a similarly limited scope during the Franco-Prussian War. Both weapons were unwieldy contraptions mounted upon a heavy wheeled carriage. They had multiple barrels with a firing and loading mechanism operated by a hand crank. Neither conflict saw extensive use of either weapon—the French army had only 144 mitrailleuse in 1870—and

---

¹ Quote in Geoffrey Wawro, Warfare and Society in Europe 1792-1914 (New York: Routledge, 2000), 137. See Also Lee, Waging War, 381-2.
neither army had discovered how best to use them, and thus did not train their soldiers to do so. In both cases, the American and French armies used their new weapons as artillery in static, mostly defensive positions. Anatomically, it was a much more complicated weapon requiring advanced machinery for production and maintenance, and it would not have been an effective weapon without barrel rifling, nitrocellulose cartridges, and the loading mechanisms invented for repeating, magazine-fed rifles. Machine guns therefore exhibit clear physical characteristics—such as barrel heat dissipators or belt feeding and open bolt operation—that distinguish them as being purely military weapon systems. In addition, machine guns are neither developed nor deployed for peaceful purposes at all.

Integration: High (Military) / Low (Civilian)

Although machine guns quickly became highly integrated within military enterprises, the technology never offered peaceful applications in the civilian sphere. On the military side, Maxim’s invention was both more reliable and sustainable and the weapon itself was easier to place, conceal, and move about the battlefield. It also coincided with the introduction of nitrocellulose to cartridge production, meaning the Maxim gun could engage targets at unprecedented distances with smaller-caliber projectiles, while not having its view obscured by the smoke that black-powder weapons effused with each firing. The machine gun also emerged after advances in manufacturing techniques had enabled mass production of rifles, which enabled militaries to quickly adopt the new technology for widespread use on the battlefield by the early 20th century. Machine guns have since been used in a wide variety of military missions against many different targets, from infantry and aircraft to naval vessels and land vehicles. The weapon plays a key role in area denial and mobile fire support operations. Light and medium machine guns can be employed by infantry, often with the assistance of fixed firing positions such as bipods or tripods. Heavy machine guns are often mounted on motor vehicles, armored vehicles, fixed-wing aircraft, helicopters, and naval vessels.

Outcomes

Agreements with unilateral collection methods. See the outcomes detailed in the Firearms [Rifles] case above, as almost every agreement also includes heavy and light machine guns.

Theory Support: Strong for H4. These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.

Maritime Vessels

Technology Definition

Metal-clad maritime vessels refer to any seaworthy, ocean-going ship which is constructed from iron, steel, or other metals. Use of iron in shipbuilding began in the civilian maritime industry because it proved cheaper, more abundant, and more suitable than wood for use in conjunction with the steam engine. This technique spread to the military realm because metal provided greater armor and protection at a time when naval ordnance was wreaking havoc on wooden hulls. In 1869, an established pattern for military vessels emerged with the British HMS Devastation, which utilized a mastless design that placed its main, turreted armament on an elevated breastwork atop the hull. The construction of the HMS Dreadnought in 1905, a new capital ship armed with large-caliber guns paired in five turrets and powered by lighter-weight turbine engines, drove great powers to develop military vessels with greater firepower, speed, and armor. The dreadnoughts remained the dominant capital ships until they were supplanted by aircraft carriers during World War II. Since then, aircraft carriers have

---


remained the centerpieces of modern navies. One note on terminology: we use the term “naval” to refer to the military version of general “maritime” vessels.

### Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of metal-clad naval vessels in 1869 with the introduction of the *HMS Devastation*. Despite significant innovations in production and design, the technology exhibited little variation in distinguishability or integration over the next 150 years. We therefore treat maritime vessels as a single temporal case study.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maritime Vessels, 1869–2020</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Distinguishability: High**

Metal-clad maritime vessels have always been highly distinguishable for three reasons. First, military and civilian ships possess distinct physical characteristics. The most observable features on military vessels are armament, from large-caliber guns and missiles to protective measures such as heavy armor, and advanced propulsion systems. Military ships must be designed to host weapon systems and special sensor packages. Armor, such as torpedo belts and bulges, is used, particularly in capital ships, to protect against submarines and carry additional weapons. By contrast, civilian vessels are much slower and simpler in design with relatively basic propulsion and navigation systems. For example, sonar and radar systems are far less complex on civilian ships because they need not map great distances with high resolution or identify:

---


7 With only a few exceptions, nuclear propulsion is used almost entirely in military applications for vessels.

and engage threats. Modern commercial ships also tend to be bigger than their military counterparts, and they resemble massive metal boxes.

Second, the construction of military vessels follows a bespoke process, whereas commercial ships are built in a mass-production industry that is reliant on the simple steel forming and welding processes. Military shipbuilding involves the installation of high-value, sensitive equipment and the use of much rarer, cutting-edge, and lightweight materials for increased speed.9

Third, military and civilian ships adhere to different deployment patterns around the world. Aside from a few notable exceptions, civilian ships have not been widely used in military operations.10 Civilian and military vessels fly under distinct ensigns for many countries and are often listed under separate naval registries, making them clearly distinct from one another at sea.11


Integration: **High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Metal-clad vessels quickly became highly integrated within both civilian and military realms after the technology matured in the late-19th century. Within the civilian context, metal-clad vessels have long been used for convoys, transporting goods and raw materials, whaling and fishing, cruises and transoceanic travel, as well as ocean research, among other things. Within the military context, metal-clad vessels have been used for ship-to-ship combat, amphibious landings, coastal bombardments, long-distance air strikes and force projection from aircraft carriers, anti-submarine warfare, blockades, protection of supply lines, as well as coastal defense and patrol, among other things.

Metal-clad vessels fulfill the same general purpose as their wooden predecessors in naval combat, although the specific classes of ships and their functions have evolved over time with technological innovation. Entire navies have continued to modernize and are heavily integrated with new innovations—a fact that has been true throughout history with significant technologies such as the diesel engine, radar, sonar, nuclear-power propulsion systems, and cruise missile technology, to only name a few. In this way, modern warships, especially since the 20th century, have functioned as advanced maritime weapons platforms. However, the use of more advanced systems mean that military ships cost far more than their civilian counterparts in many cases.\(^\text{12}\)

**Outcomes**

**Agreements with unilateral collection methods**, States reached several agreements (1899; 1907; 1909) that established rules for naval warfare and the conversion of

merchant ships in war-ships.13 The Washington (1922)14 and London (1930; 1936)15 Naval Treaties established stringent tonnage limits for each great naval power on capital ships (battleships) and aircraft carriers, as well as design and size limits on destroyers, submarines, and auxiliary ships. These agreements lacked cooperative monitoring mechanisms. States relied on their own national means to monitor and verify compliance. Military ships were large (hard to hide) and often built in plain sight over long periods of time. This made it easy for intelligence agencies to determine the civil or military nature of construction at shipyards, and then verify whether missile vessels met the treaty limitations.16 More recently, the United Nations Register of Conventional Arms (1991) reporting mechanism for UN member states to detail the transfer or production of conventional arms. The register applies to vessels armed and equipped for military use with a standard displacement of 500 metric tons or above, and those with a standard displacement of less than 500 metric tons, equipped for launching missiles with a range of at least 25 kilometers or torpedoes with similar range. The register is voluntary and has no formal monitoring mechanism.17 Similarly, the Wassenaar Agreement (1995)


16 For a more detailed overview of intelligence collection requirements for these treaties, see Andrew J. Coe and Jane Vaynman, “Why Arms Control Is So Rare,” American Political Science Review 114, no. 2 (May 2020): 350, https://doi.org/10.1017/S000305541900073X.

seeks to promote transparency into the sale, trade, and distribution of naval vessels armed and equipped for military use with a standard displacement of 750 metric tons or above, and those with a standard displacement of less than 750 metric tons equipped for launching missiles with a range of at least 25 km or torpedoes with a similar range. The treaty is voluntary and has no formal mechanisms for enforcement or verification.\footnote{18}

**Theory Support: Strong for H4.** These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states used unilateral means to monitor compliance.


Motor Vehicles

Technology Definition

A "motor vehicle" is a self-propelled vehicle for carrying people or light cargo. The typical motor vehicle has four wheels powered by an engine mounted on a chassis that can ride on standard roads. This feature differentiates automobiles from larger trucks. The technology originated in 1885 with the German Benz Patent-Motorwagen, and became widely available after 1908 as the Ford Motor Company pioneered mass production of the Model T.¹ Although motor vehicles are designed to serve civilian purposes, the technology can be readily converted into military use as a "non-standard tactical vehicle" or a "technical" in the parlance of asymmetric warfare.² In the First World War, Great Britain mounted light and medium machine guns to the Ford Model T for use in desert attacks.³ The development of four-wheel drive pickup trucks in the late-1960s enabled the emergence of the modern "technical" because a variety of weapons could be quickly mounted to rear cargo bed, from heavy machine guns to artillery and rocket launchers.

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of motor vehicle technology in 1885 with the introduction of the German Benz Patent-Motorwagen. The dual use attributes remained stable over time, so we treat the technology as a single case study.

Motor Vehicle, 1885–2020

Distinguishability: Low

Many civilian pickup trucks and sport utility vehicles have been converted for military use, the most common being the Toyota HiLux and Land Cruiser. The "technical" is indistinguishable from its civilian counterpart for three reasons. First, civilian and military pickup trucks share the same vehicle base. The sole distinguishing feature is the presence of a rear-mounted heavy weapon, which can be obscured or removed from view. "With the weapons stripped out," Neville notes, "the technical is just a simple truck used to transport goods to market."⁴ Second, commercial pickup trucks can be readily

³ Neville, Technicals, 6.
⁴ Neville, 6.
sourced and transformed into technicals, especially in the developing world where the Toyota HiLux is the automotive workhorse for many civilians. With few modifications, the vehicle can be outfitted to perform light attack missions. Third, technicals can be deployed to blend in with civilian traffic. Toyota pickup trucks are ubiquitous in many developing countries. This creates a "cloak of deniability" under which the technical can operate without being positively identified until it deploys a clear weapon system.

**Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Motor vehicles have long exhibited a high degree of integration within both military enterprises and the civilian economy for three reasons. First, the automobile performs a wide range of tasks across many different sectors of the civilian economy. Lightweight four-wheel drive trucks with high ground clearance and large tires are ideal for off-road work in rugged terrain, but can also run on standard paved roads. This also makes them useful for many different military situations where speed, maneuverability, and deniability are paramount. By contrast, armored vehicles are far less nimble as they are designed to perform a limited range of missions. Second, the marginal cost of developing motor vehicles and even non-standard tactical vehicles is quite low. The automobile industry pioneered several major breakthroughs in manufacturing (mass production and later lean production) that dramatically lowered the price of cars and trucks for consumers throughout the 20th century. Technicals are also relatively cheap to develop, maintain, and operate. They can be fixed with readily available spare parts and require no specialized logistical support. For example, Battelle converts the Toyota HiLux or Land Cruiser into a high-end technical for roughly $300,000 a unit. By contrast, the M2 Bradley Fighting Vehicle costs around $5,000,000 per unit, and requires training and continuous maintenance to operate. Third, the automobile industry has been responsible for driving innovations in numerous other industries, from component manufacturing and material science to energy storage more recently. The "high linkage intensity" of the industry means that motor vehicle development generates significant spillover effects.

---

6 Hogg, *Armour in Conflict*.
8 Neville, *Technicals*, 5.
Outcomes

**No agreements.** Although armored vehicles have often been included in armistice and even arms control treaties, motor vehicles in general that begin life as a commercial design have never been subject to such limitations.

**Theory Support:** *Strong for H2.*
Technology Definition

We define the military uses of nuclear technology around the weapon or so-called "physics package" where atoms undergo fission and/or fusion to release energy. Nuclear weapons can be mated with various platforms, notably rockets and cruise missiles, which we consider as separate technology categories.

Our definition focuses on the two main types of first-generation fission weapons: (1) a simple “gun-type” physics package slams together masses of highly enriched uranium (HEU) to ignite a supercritical nuclear chain reaction; (2) a basic “implosion-type” weapon uses high explosives to compress a subcritical sphere of plutonium into a denser, supercritical mass that triggers the explosive reaction. More advanced two-stage thermonuclear weapons also use a fission primary to ignite fusion material. Nuclear weapons therefore require a core of fissile material—enriched uranium or plutonium—to ignite the fission and/or fusion explosive reaction. Without this critical ingredient, no "physics" can occur in the weapon package.¹

The civilian uses of nuclear technology center around the controlled process of splitting atomic nuclei to release energy. Fission serves as the basis to produce large amounts of electricity in nuclear reactors (radioisotopes also play a role in medical diagnostics and treatment). The problem is that nuclear energy enterprises also produce and use fissile material for peaceful purposes.² Our definition of nuclear technology therefore includes the capacity to produce fissile material along the "front" and "back" ends of the nuclear fuel cycle as a key dual use element. Given the central role of these capabilities, we provide a brief primer on the two main fissile material production pathways.

The enrichment pathway along the “front end” of the nuclear fuel cycle starts by mining natural uranium from the ground with an isotopic composition of U-238 (99.3%) and U-235 (0.7%). Some older reactors can use natural uranium as fuel, but U-238 cannot sustain the rate of fission needed to fuel modern light water reactors or atomic weapons. But U-235 fissions at the higher rate required for fast chain reactions. Enrichment refers to the process of separating out the minute amount of U-235 from natural uranium. A range of enrichment options exist, from gaseous diffusion to the

---


more modern centrifuge techniques. Enrichment is integral to fueling most modern nuclear power plants in operation today, which require fuel rods with uranium to be enriched to 3%–5% U-235. The dual use issue emerges here because the same plant can be used to keep enriching uranium until it contains enough fissile U-235 for a weapon.

At the "back end" of the nuclear fuel cycle, the reprocessing method extracts another fissile material—plutonium—from irradiated uranium (e.g., spent fuel from a nuclear reactor). Plutonium is formed when uranium-238 sustains fission, most often in reactors fueled with uranium. The irradiated rods undergo processing to separate the plutonium from the other elements. Nuclear energy programs can reprocess fuel to manage the toxic nuclear reactor waste. Plutonium can also be fed back into the fuel cycle to power special fast and breeder reactors. However, the fissile nature of plutonium-239 makes it an ideal material for crafting the heart of an atomic weapon.

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of the nuclear fuel cycle in 1945 with the genesis of the main military application: atomic weapons. Civilian nuclear energy programs emerged later in 1954.

---

**Distinguishability: Low**

The peaceful uses of nuclear fuel cycle technology are difficult to distinguish from military applications for four reasons. First, civil and military programs draw from the same pool of enrichment and reprocessing options. As Matthew Fuhrmann finds, "much of the technology needed for a civilian nuclear program is indistinguishable from what states require to build nuclear weapons." At the dawn of the atomic energy era in 1955, for instance, Gerard C. Smith, the Special Assistant to Secretary Dulles for Atomic Energy, lamented that many countries would soon produce "large quantities of fissionable material equally useful for peaceful or military purposes. This is not a pleasant prospect." There is no technical basis to draw a boundary between civil and military applications. A large stockpile of plutonium, for instance, is agnostic on whether it is used to fuel fast reactors or build weapons.

---

Second, the development pathway for pursuing the bomb need not diverge from a peaceful endeavor until it comes time to weaponize fissile material. “Once a nation has a civilian atomic energy program encompassing fairly large reactors and processing facilities,” the Central Intelligence Agency underscored in 1957, “it requires only relatively little investment in an ordnance laboratory and research in weapons design to initiate a weapons program.” Countries can take the hardest step toward the bomb by mastering the nuclear fuel cycle in plain sight for ostensibly peaceful purposes. Such programs set the technical foundation to build the bomb on short notice at a later date.

Third, the deployment pattern for civil nuclear fuel cycle facilities looks like the fissile material production stage in a weapons program. Unless infrastructure needs to be hidden or hardened at dedicated military sites, nuclear weapons programs can emulate atomic energy enterprises. States can openly accumulate enriched uranium or plutonium as part of an aboveboard energy program. But this material and knowledge would present a perennial “threat to security,” an American official presciently argued in 1955, because it could always be used to build the bomb. In the ensuing years, this issue increasingly vexed American intelligence estimates of foreign nuclear programs. “The plutonium route to a weapons program has become a well-marked trail,” a 1963 US National Intelligence Estimate on proliferation highlighted, “and one which in its earlier stages is scarcely distinguishable from a purely peaceful program.” Similarly, in 1975, a CIA study found that “the civilian/military distinction in nuclear resources is fading ... as nuclear power installations continue to evolve towards similarity with the technology needed to make nuclear explosives.”

Fourth, the conversion speed for nuclear technology is rapid once one accumulates enough fissile material to build the core of an atomic weapon. This means that “the nations with the most developed peaceful programs will be nearest to a military bomb capability,” the State Department concluded in 1968.

The indistinguishable nature of nuclear technology drove up the transparency requirements for verifying peaceful uses. During the initial halcyon era for atomic energy, US officials determined that on-site inspections of civil nuclear programs would be needed to check compliance with nonproliferation obligations. “Efficient monitoring may require complete access to plants and full operational knowledge,” Gerald Smith noted as the Eisenhower administration formulated its atomic assistance program in 1955. British officials reached similar conclusions at the time, telling the Americans

8 Philip J. Farley, “Control of Peaceful Uses of Atomic Energy,” Memorandum for File, Department of States, 7 October 1955, DNSA #NN00052.
that the “diversion [of] nuclear fuel from such [civil] power stations [for] military purposes could be prevented only by effective system [of] inspection and accounting.”

The International Atomic Energy Agency (IAEA) was created in 1957 to help solve this information problem by inspecting nuclear programs declared for peaceful purposes. In 1965, Glenn Seaborg, the Chairman of the Atomic Energy Commission, provided the White House with an assessment of the monitoring measures the IAEA would need to adopt as gas centrifuge enrichment technology reached commercial maturity. “Such inspection would involve continuous ground access at the perimeter of the process buildings, measurement of electrical input to the plant, and measurement of permiter uranium input and declared product output and uranium tails.”

As Seaborg’s study illustrated, it is possible to verify the peaceful uses of nuclear fuel cycle facilities and even fissile material. But comprehensive physical safeguards and intensive inspections are necessary to detect military violations.

**Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Nuclear technology scores low across all attributes of integration. Although nuclear reactor and fuel cycle assets can have major economic and strategic effects, the technology itself is sequestered from other civil and military capabilities in three ways.

First, the range and variety of uses for the nuclear fuel cycle is limited to the production of electricity, explosives, or radioisotopes. This narrow menu of applications has not expanded over the last seven decades. Nuclear reactors and fissile material production facilities remain isolated to niche commercial sectors or specialized military enterprises. Second, the marginal cost of developing atomic weapons or energy enterprises is quite high. Large nuclear projects require significant resources, even though innovations sometimes lower barriers to entry. For example, the jump from gaseous diffusion plants to gas centrifuges in the 1970s made it cheaper and easier to enrich uranium. Yet building centrifuge enrichment plants remained a resource intensive endeavor. Even commercial nuclear power plants can be prohibitively costly to bring online, as evidenced by Westinghouse declaring bankruptcy in 2017 after several reactor build projects ran over budget. Third, nuclear technology has little spillover potential into new use opportunities—it only offers a final solution for reaping civil or military benefits from fission.

---

13 Franklin C. Gowen, “Nuclear Safeguards Discussions,” Cable, Department of State, 5 August 1955, DNSA # NN00029.


The isolation of nuclear technology decreases the security risks associated with monitoring and verification measures. Although intrusive inspections create concerns about espionage and sometimes even sabotage, these threats are confined within the four-corners of the nuclear program itself. In 1955, for instance, Washington anticipated that inspecting civil nuclear programs would only present countries with “difficult problems involving proprietary information and trade secrets” about their atomic energy assets.\(^{18}\) Along these lines, West German officials worried in 1967 that the Soviets would send inspectors “to carry out industrial espionage in the Western non-nuclear countries in regard to nuclear technology.” But Bonn made no mention of general security risks from inspections beyond the civil nuclear program.\(^{19}\) More recently, an Iranian lawmaker suggested that inspections were linked to "sabotage and infiltration," but only of nuclear facilities.\(^{20}\) As the limited scope of these concerns makes clear, states recognize that nuclear inspectors are unlikely to gather sensitive information about nonnuclear industrial assets or military capabilities at large.

Observing the details of an atomic energy program provides little insight into a state's capacity to field force beyond the nuclear realm. Gaining total access to nuclear facilities, for example, is unlikely to illuminate broader metrics of military power, such as the quantity and quality of conventional weapons, the location of military facilities, or the size and wealth of the populace. Instead, inspections reveal information about nuclear latency—the narrow capacity to build atomic weapons that lingers within the fuel cycle. This technical data can improve an adversary's war plans to target nuclear facilities in a future conflict. Yet many states have seen it as beneficial to help their adversaries estimate nuclear latency. During the peak of the Cold War, for instance, West Germany kept its civil nuclear capabilities out in the open to dampen preventive war risks with the Soviet Union. Inspections enabled Moscow to verify that Bonn was not building the bomb in secret, which decreased incentives to attack the German atomic energy enterprise.\(^{21}\) Given the isolation of nuclear technology, states can let adversaries inspect their atomic weapons potential without revealing vulnerabilities in broader aspects of latent power.

\(^{18}\) Smith, “Observations on the Problem.”

\(^{19}\) Thomas L. Hughes to the Secretary, "Reasons for West German Opposition to the Non-Proliferation Treaty," Research Memorandum, Department of State, 1 March 1967, \(WCDA\) https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/134069. See also Susanna Schrafstetter and Stephen Twigge, Avoiding Armageddon: Europe, the United States, and the Struggle for Nuclear Non-Proliferation, 1945-1970 (Westport, CT: Praeger, 2004), 183.


\(^{21}\) This point was reaffirmed in many of the declassified U.S. intelligence reports on Germany’s nuclear program throughout the 1960s. See for example Hugh S. Cuming, Director, Office of Intelligence and Research, to Secretary of State, “Growing Revelation of West German Interest in Nuclear Striking Force in Europe,” 18 February 1960, \(WCDA\) https://digitalarchive.wilsoncenter.org/document/177743; Memorandum, "German Attitudes on Nuclear Defense Questions," U.S. Embassy Bonn, 20 October 1965, \(DNSA\) https://nsarchive.gwu.edu/sites/default/files/documents/4415101/Document-06-U-SEmbassy-West-Germany-memorandum.pdf.
Outcomes

Agreements with high transparency measures (intrusive inspections). Since nuclear technology is isolated but indistinguishable, our theory expects arms control to be viable when states can reach narrow scope deals with high transparency measures. The outcome of four major efforts to inhibit nuclear proliferation with formal agreements from 1968 to 2015 lends strong support for this hypothesis (H3).

First, the Treaty on the Non-Proliferation of Nuclear Weapons (1968) set the multilateral foundation to prohibit the military uses of nuclear technology. This agreement was narrow in scope and mandated intrusive inspections of civil nuclear facilities. Nonnuclear weapon signatories would only commit themselves “not to manufacture or otherwise acquire nuclear weapons.”

William Foster, the lead American negotiator, admitted that it was “not possible” to formulate a more “comprehensive definition of prohibited activities or technologies.” The entire nuclear fuel cycle was left open as a permitted activity, so long as states allowed the IAEA to verify peaceful uses. American diplomats saw these inspections as a “key element in the effort to curb nuclear proliferation,” and pushed hard to make them “mandatory” in the treaty text. “The treaty would be ineffective in many countries without safeguards,” a senior US official argued in 1967. “The location of nuclear facilities can often be ascertained by unilateral means, but what goes on in those facilities is usually impossible to determine without inspection. We believe safeguards on peaceful nuclear facilities are an effective and essential verification means.” The treaty would therefore help Washington better estimate nuclear latency around the world, and promised “to produce the first inspections of nuclear facilities behind the Iron Curtain.”

Nonnuclear weapon states accepted intrusive inspections because granting the IAEA access presented minimal risk to broader military capabilities. To further allay suspicions about industrial espionage, President Lyndon Johnson offered to place all US peaceful nuclear facilities under IAEA inspection.

Second, the Nuclear Suppliers Group (1974) created a cartel-like agreement to manage the nuclear marketplace. Given the narrow scope of prohibited activities in the NPT, a small group of nuclear supplier nations met in the early 1970s to specify which items should be permitted in aboveboard trade. Yet participants struggled to deal with...
nuclear fuel cycle technology because it fell in a “grey zone” between purely peaceful and military uses. This issue took on greater weight after India extracted plutonium from an ostensibly civilian fast breeder reactor to fuel its first nuclear test in 1974. In response, American diplomats “pin-pointed enrichment, heavy water supply and reprocessing as the three most sensitive areas of the fuel cycle” that needed to be restricted on a “grey list” for suppliers. Other nations refused to accept formal limitations over this broader range of technology. Instead, the final guidelines “only called for suppliers to exercise ‘restraint’ on the provision of sensitive ENR technology,” which kept the scope of the agreement fairly limited. On the transparency front, the NSG founders agreed to make all exports of civil nuclear technology conditional on the recipient nation accepting international safeguards—a move designed to bring nuclear programs in NPT holdout nations under inspections.

Third, the Additional Protocol (1997) enabled the IAEA to gather greater amounts of information as violators became proficient at hiding military activities. This supplemental agreement built on the transparency baseline set in the NPT to uncover hidden nuclear weapons programs. The ability to distinguish between peaceful and military activities improved as proliferators pursued distinct “hiding” strategies. But the detection capacity needed to observe military activities in the first place increased as some states developed an aptitude for masking nuclear facilities altogether—the exposure of Iraq’s nuclear weapons program in the early 1990s drove this point home. With backing from the United States and other sheriffs of the nonproliferation regime, the IAEA pushed states to accept the Additional Protocol because it gave inspectors more intrusive tools for detecting clandestine nuclear activities. Yet even this expanded menu of verification measures was confined to assets within a nuclear “site”—spot checks of conventional military facilities with more integrated technology lay beyond the scope of the deal.

Fourth, country specific nonproliferation deals with North Korea (1994) and Iran (2015) were designed to limit narrow nuclear capabilities under intensive verification measures. In both instances, the agreements focused on curbing nuclear fuel cycle capabilities instead of broader strategic assets, such as ballistic missiles or other power projection capabilities. Under the terms of Agreed Framework, North Korea consented to freeze and eventually dismantle its plutonium production facility. Pyongyang’s cooperation with special inspections from the IAEA seemed sufficient for the United States and its partners to verify compliance with the narrow agreement. The Joint Comprehensive Plan of Action (JCPOA) with Iran went even further on the transparency front, putting in place one of the most intrusive monitoring and verification regimes ever devised for verifying nonproliferation obligations. Yet the Iranians refused to consider any limitations beyond the four-corners of their nuclear program.

Theory Support: Strong for H3. The nuclear case supports the theory. In addressing a dual use technology which is highly indistinguishable but relatively isolated, the NPT focused on a narrow scope of the technology and employed high degrees of transparency, as predicted by H3. Many scholars argue that the most powerful states in the international system faced strong mutual incentives to inhibit the spread of nuclear weapons in the 1960s.\textsuperscript{30} As a result, the superpowers colluded to establish the 1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and even coerced non-nuclear weapon states (NNWS) into joining this multilateral institution.\textsuperscript{31} Others show that savvy NNWS wrested concessions from Washington or Moscow in exchange for NPT accession.\textsuperscript{32} Yet these accounts miss how the dual use nature of nuclear technology enabled such arms control bargains.\textsuperscript{33} The difficulty of distinguishing military from peaceful endeavors in the nuclear realm saddled the NPT with detection problems.\textsuperscript{34} However, we find that states were willing to allow intrusive inspections of nuclear facilities precisely because this niche technology created manageable security risks from information disclosure. Follow-on agreements after the NPT continued to address issues around defining the limited scope and need for adequate monitoring. Agreements to limit nuclear proliferation suggest that cooperation in the nuclear space continued to be possible, though challenging. States used deals such as the Additional Protocol to address needs for even better detection in the wake of violations and bilateral agreements with individual states to curb nascent nuclear weapons programs while continuing to allow civilian nuclear development.


Technology Definition

Railcars are weapon platforms when they host artillery and mortars weapons for direct (target within the sight line of the operator) or indirect (target not within the sight range of the operator) fire. This platform is referred to as a “railway gun.” The technology was developed to offer mobility to increasingly larger pieces of artillery—many of these early weapons were repurposed naval armaments. Railway guns can be considered to take the form of either direct fire weapons on armored trains or large indirect fire weapons on rail cars. As the weapon platform is tied to the availability of properly gauged railroad tracks, over time the preponderance of this platform took the form of increasingly larger caliber weapons that fired indirectly. Unlike field artillery platforms, this weapon system had no civilian applications and was eventually replaced by aircraft delivered ordnance and missiles.

Time Period Boundaries

We code the debut of modern railway guns around the heavy use of these systems during the First World War in 1914. However, an early version of the technology emerged in 1862 when Confederate (CSA) forces in the American Civil War first developed this weapons platform. During the Peninsula Campaign, CSA forces mounted a 32-pounder Brooke naval rifle to a rail car protected by iron casemates and engaged in artillery duels with Union forces. Later in the war, at the siege of Petersburg in 1864, Union forces mounted a thirteen-inch seacoast mortar to a rail car and indirectly fired 218-pound shells on CSA forces at ranges of up to two-plus miles.\(^1\) Aside from experimentation by the French during the siege of Paris in 1870 and British Naval Captain John Fisher in 1881 and 1882, this technology did not advance until the late 19\(^{th}\) and early 20\(^{th}\) century.\(^2\)

In the late 19\(^{th}\) century France began to experiment with mounting howitzers from 155mm to 320mm on rail cars. Germany and the Austro-Hungarian Empire also secretly developed 305mm and 420mm variants. The limitations of Europe’s road networks and French experimentation on this system drove German investment and development.\(^3\) The First World War saw the operational usage of railway guns by the Germans, French, British, and Americans. By the end of the war these weapons systems were


\(^2\) Ibid.

\(^3\) Ibid. See also, David Stevenson, “The Field Artillery Revolution and the European Military Balance, 1890–1914,” *The International History Review* 41, No. 6 (2019): 1301-1324,
viewed as the best way to employ very large caliber artillery.\(^4\) The German “Big Bertha” 420mm gun, for instance, could fire light projectiles up to 68 miles.\(^5\)

The inter-war period saw railway guns maintained by the United States and Britain. The Soviets used them in its war with Finland, and Germany, while prohibited to have offensive weapons under the terms of the Treaty of Versailles, experimented secretly on them until Hitler renounced the limitations of the treaty.\(^6\) And during the Second World War the Wehrmacht used 12 different varieties ranging from 150mm to 800mm.\(^7\) But by the end of the war the massive size of these weapon systems, their cumbersome logistics, and their vulnerability to attack from the air made them obsolete.\(^8\) We therefore code the obsolesce of the technology at 1945.

In the age of ballistic missiles, there has been discussion of, and experimentation on, placing nuclear missiles on railcars. This has nothing to do with railroad guns—it would be an extension of mobile missile launch platforms (such as transporter erector launchers that fall under the rocket technology category).\(^9\)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Railcars [Railway Guns], 1914–1945</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Distinguishability: High**

Railway guns were highly distinguishable from their closest civilian cousin—the railcar—for four reasons.\(^10\) First, the physical features of railway guns were large and distinct compared to normal railcars. The most obvious indicator was the artillery piece mounted atop the wagon, which was difficult to obscure. In addition, the wagon itself needed to be specially built or extensively modified to secure the heavy gun mount. Many railway guns also required considerable support materials and mobile infrastructure to fire, which further set them apart from non-weapon platform railcars. Second, railway guns had to be specifically developed to address unique issues related to aiming the gun (method of traverse) and absorbing recoil force (horizontal and vertical). Many recoil systems required custom railcar wagons. Others relied on bespoke anchorage techniques to transfer the vertical force from the gun into the ground, such as a building

\(^6\) Ibid., 78.
\(^7\) Ibid., 79.
\(^8\) Ibid.
platforms or support structures on either side of the wagon. Of course, civilian railcars did not need to follow these design requirements. Third, the deployment of railway guns revealed intended use because many such platforms travelled with extensive support capabilities and needed to take clear steps to aim and stabilize the gun. The manpower requirements were high, with some requiring more than 1000 personnel to fire and maintain very large guns. Many railway guns were also much heavier than non-weapon wagons, so these trains often had to move slowly along railways designed to bear lighter loads. Fourth, the conversion speed from a normal railcar into a railway gun also became quite slow by the modern debut of the weapon platform in the First World War. Again, typical railcars could not handle the recoil force from these mounted weapons, which made it faster to simply design and build a railgun wagon from scratch.

Integration: **High** (Military) / **High** (Civilian)

On the military side, railway guns enjoyed a brief period of high integration in the early-20th century before being supplanted by air and rocket standoff weapons. Much like field artillery, railway guns were used to perform a variety of indirect and direct fire missions. At the start of the First World War, the weapon platform helped the French move large static ground and naval guns to the battlefield front.\(^\text{11}\) The belligerents in the conflict quickly developed new railway gun systems to increase the mobility of very large artillery pieces. As these platforms matured, the size and range of munitions made them uniquely suited for bombardment of civilian populations (such as firing on Paris) or deep strike in preparation for ground invasion.\(^\text{12}\) Strategic air bombing replaced the importance of this role for railroad guns. Marginal costs varied widely over time, but the systems were generally cost effective.\(^\text{13}\) In terms of spillover, the railroad gun was largely a stand-alone innovation. The size and range of the weapons increased, but they did not serve as a driver of other technologies.

Railway guns were exclusively a military-only technology. The purposes of this weapons system, as discussed above, had no civilian equivalents. Both civilians and military forces have used railroads for transportation of people and supplies, but only the military used railway guns. However, we consider the closest cousin to this weapon platform—railcars—when coding the level of civilian integration during this period. Railcars have been used extensively within civilian economies around the globe. The technology reached its peak ubiquity during the early-20th century, offering a wide range of commercial transportation functions, many of which remain to service today. The cost of developing and using railcars was also quite modest compared to many alternative transportation methods, especially during the brief halcyon era for railway gun platforms.\(^\text{14}\)

\(^\text{13}\) See Schreier, “Admiral Plunkett's Railway Battle Fleet.”
Outcomes

**Agreement imposed on defeated power.** In the wake of the First-World War, the Versailles Peace Treaty imposed strict armament control rules on Germany.\(^\text{15}\) These terms put limits on artillery, including railway guns. Germany was limited to maintaining 204 77mm guns with 1000 shells per gun and 84 105mm guns with only 800 rounds per weapon.\(^\text{16}\) This outcome lends neutral support for our expectations about H4 because the role of technology is difficult to isolate in this case where post-war armament controls were imposed on defeated nation. The Treaty of Versailles imposed intrusive inspections to verify controls and bans over many military technologies—Germany had little choice but to accept these provisions. In the years after Versailles, the absence of arms control agreements over railway guns also appeared to be the result of the technology becoming obsolete relative to modern standoff and strategic bombing capabilities.

**Theory Support:** Neutral for H4.

---

\(^{15}\) For the full text, see Peace Treaty of Versailles, https://net.lib.byu.edu/~rdh7/wwi/versa/versa4.html.

Rockets

Technology Definition

Rockets are projectiles which derive thrust from engines or motors powered by onboard propellant. Rockets that travel to altitudes of 80km or higher can be thought of as space capabilities. Nearly all types of intermediate and long range (intercontinental) ballistic missiles are able to reach space, even if they do not do so in their typically employed operational trajectories. Rockets used as missiles vary in size, though they are based on similar technical principles. Intercontinental ballistic missiles (ICMBs) are on a suborbital trajectory, while short range missiles stay within the Earth’s atmosphere. Although our definition focuses on these long-range platforms, we briefly consider shorter range rockets as well.

All space-launch vehicles (SLV) are also a form of rocket, and these typically carry a payload, such as a satellite, to space. While the technology has continued to evolve, the basic principle of rocket launch has been the same since the 1940s. Missiles and SLVs are very similar technologies at the lift stage and differ primarily in the angle of launch and speed. There are further differences once payload separates from the rocket; SLV payloads are intended to enter orbit while a missile payload (a warhead) re-enters the atmosphere to go to its intended target.

All rocket systems generally include motors, propellants, air frames, navigation and guidance, stage and payload separation, and telemetry. SLV and missiles differ in how they handle reentry, trajectories, and other operational practices such as launch preparation. Rocket technology is dual use; it can be a weapon or a vehicle for science and exploration.

Time Period Boundaries

The earliest capabilities classified as rockets appeared in 1944 with the German V2 missile. The primary early developments occur in the US and USSR. For the first part of 

---


rocket development in the US and USSR, missiles and SLVS were not distinguishable. In the mid-1960s, however, the trajectories of civilian and military applications of rockets started to diverge. Although the scientific fundamentals remained similar, the design and especially deployment patterns for military missiles began to differ from civilian space launch capabilities. We divide the case into two time periods: (1) 1940–1970 and (2) 1970–2020.

Distinguishability: Low

In the early period of in the space age, from 1944 to 1970, missiles and SLVs used the same exact rockets or "boosters" to reach space, and distinguishability was low. The difference between civilian space research and military missile developments was largely in the payload that a rocket would launch. However, the development pathway for civilian space launch rockets was closely intertwined with military missile programs in both the United States and Soviet Union. As a US National Intelligence Estimate concluded in December 1962, the Soviet space and missile programs "used the same boosters and launching facilities, and are mutually supporting in other respects as well."5 The NIE quoted a prominent Soviet scientist who claimed that, "We have no distinction between military and civilian [space] projects."6 After the missile arms race between Washington and Moscow intensified in 1955, US officials directed resources away from the development of rockets intended for the purpose of launching scientific satellites into orbit. This meant that subsequent civilian efforts had to repurpose rockets “derived from designs of defunct weapons systems,” Joan Johnson-Freese finds, noting that, "The early Mercury space capsules, for example, were lifted into orbit using modified Atlas ICBM launchers."7 Indeed, both the United States and Soviet Union used the same facilities for testing both missiles and SLVs. The first Soviet satellite, Sputnik I, launched October 4, 1957, used a modified Soviet R-7 intercontinental ballistic missile for launch. The R-7 had become operational as a weapon delivery system in August 1957.8 Soviet tests and launches for both applications took place at the Baikonur Cosmodrome. The Americans likewise designed several generations of early space-launch vehicles based on ballistic missiles, testing both capabilities at Cape Canaveral Air Force Station.9
In the 1960s, rocket development and deployment began to diverge somewhat, with rockets for civilian space flight launched out of Cape Canaveral while the military testing moved to Vandenberg Airforce Base. The most extensively used SLV continued to employ a modified version of the Thor ballistic missile as the first stage booster. The early period launch method—via a surface launch pad—was also similar for both SLVs and ballistic missiles. In the mid-1960s, the US shifted away from vertical above-ground launch for missiles, moving instead to hardened silos. These actions set the stage for a major shift in distinguishability starting in 1970.

**Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Long-range rockets exhibited low integration during this period for multiple reasons. First, the range and variety of uses for the technology were limited to strategic nuclear and intelligence missions on the military side (e.g., ICBMs and satellite delivery) and peaceful exploration of space (e.g., Project Mercury) within the civilian realm. For the United States and Soviet Union, ICBMs played a niche but hugely significant role in the strategic nuclear mission set. Second, long-range rockets were developed and deployed in relative isolation away from other military capabilities and even civilian research. Within the military, ICBMs were often operated in their own units and divisions. On the civilian side, the development of space launch vehicles was largely government-funded and conducted by a few labs focused on this issue. For example, NASA managed and funded civilian applications of space launch technology in the United States. Long-range rocket technology was also incredibly expensive to produce during this period. Putting aside research and development expenditures, the operational Titan II ICBM platform, for example, cost $20.7 million for each missile, $78 million for each hardened missile site, with an annual operating cost of $18 million per site (2022 US dollars).

However, one key qualification is in order: ballistic missiles at intermediate and low ranges were more likely to be deployed with other military units and collocated with other capabilities. In comparison to their nuclear-tipped ICBM brethren, shorter range first nuclear-tipped medium-range ballistic missile. The next generation of launch vehicles was based on the Thor ballistic missile.

---

10 The last derivative of the Thor missile family, the Delta II booster, was retired in 2018.
missiles performed a wider variety of military missions and saw greater use on the battlefield, in part because they were generally cheaper to develop and deploy.\textsuperscript{17}

**Outcomes**

**Agreements considered but rejected on detection grounds.** During the 1960s, the United States and the Soviet Union discussed a freeze on the production of delivery vehicles for nuclear and conventional warheads. However, no agreement was reached. Early attempts to limit missiles stumbled on the challenge of observing compliance and focused on a narrow set of capabilities but still failed to achieve an agreement. Prior to the deployment of surveillance satellites, the United States and the Soviet Union lacked the means to unilaterally observe even exclusively military capabilities, much less differentiate between civilian and military tests and launches. The Soviet Union opposed any intrusive monitoring measures and also sought to avoid limits in an area where it assessed that its comparative disadvantage would soon be replaced by parity.

In 1964, the United States supported the Freeze proposal in the Eighteen Nation Committee on Disarmament (ENCD) at the United Nations.\textsuperscript{18} The idea was to freeze US and Soviet levels of ICBMs, MRBMs, bombers, and missile defense systems at their current levels. The proposals called for extensive on-site inspections of weapons in the territory of the adversary. Both parties would have to declare both missile and space booster production facilities, give notice of space booster production plans, provide notification of all launches (with on-site observation of the vehicle prior to launch), and provide plans for the use of each space launch booster to guard against the possibility of these capabilities being stockpiled and available for conversion into military missiles. According to this plan, all production of space boosters would be allowed to proceed without limits, but would be monitored to check that only permitted civilian activities were conducted.\textsuperscript{19} The Soviet Union rejected the idea of inspection; there were also signs that the Americans would not have implemented their own proposal either.\textsuperscript{20}


\textsuperscript{19} McGeorge Bundy, “A Missile Launcher Freeze Proposal for the President’s State of the Union Message,” Memorandum for the President, December 28, 1965, Record Group 59 PolMil, National Archives, College Park, MD; “Draft US Proposals for a Freeze and Reduction of Strategic Nuclear Delivery Vehicles (SNDVs),” Talking Paper for use by Colonel Thomas St. J. Arnold, March 2, 1966, Record Group 59 PolMil, National Archives, College Park, MD.

Internally, US policymakers questioned the provisions which US negotiators, at least for the time being, were supporting publicly in the UN. For example, US officials noted that a ban on re-entry vehicles could be verified using inspections, but this "might disclose sensitive US information on warhead or penetration aid characteristics."\(^2\) It was thus decided internally among US officials that inspection of these kinds of production facilities would not be in the US interest.

**Theory Support: Strong for H3.** States considered but ultimately did not come to an agreement, due in significant part to not being able to address detection challenges. Options with intrusive monitoring were considered but ultimately rejected. The effort failed in large part because rocket technology was still plagued by dual use indistinguishability. The recent launch of spy satellites enabled the superpowers to observe rocket capabilities—a key US National Intelligence Estimate (NIE) from 1962 revealed that “the major facilities involved in the Soviet space [launch] program have been identified.”\(^2\) But differentiating these civilian capabilities from military ICBMs presented a major challenge. The problem was that “the USSR’s space program has been closely linked to its military,” the NIE underscored: “The two programs have used the same boosters and launching facilities, and are mutually supporting in other respects as well.”\(^2\) This created an insurmountable detection challenge in negotiations. The Americans called for extensive on-site inspections of both military ICBM and civilian SLV facilities to verify compliance with its missile freeze proposal.\(^2\) The Soviets rejected these inspection provisions. The discussions ended in failure.

---

**Rockets, 1970–2020**

**Distinguishability: High**

In 1970, the trajectories of civilian and military applications of rockets started to diverge in ways that made them significantly more distinguishable, even while scientific and engineering fundamentals remained similar. The main drivers behind this shift were differences in deployment and launch patterns between space launch vehicles (SLVs) and ICBMs. For the American and Soviet space programs, SLVs grew into larger platforms capable of lifting heavier payloads into space, continued to rely on liquid fuel, and were launched from well-known sites with extensive support infrastructure. In the

---

\(^2\) United States Arms Control and Disarmament Agency, "Statement to the ENDC on Verification of a Freeze on Strategic Nuclear Vehicles," Memorandum to Members of the Committee of Principals, July 24, 1964, Record Group 59 PolMil, National Archives, College Park, MD.


\(^2\) McGeorge Bundy, "A Missile Launcher Freeze Proposal for the President's State of the Union Message," Memorandum for the President, 28 December 1965, National Archives (NA) in College Park, MD, Record Group 59 PolMil.
earlier time frame, both military and civilian rockets had been launched from above-ground launch pads, but from 1970 onward, ballistic missiles were deployed in hardened silos in remote locations or on mobile transporter erector launchers (TELs).25 The introduction and greater use of mobile missiles increased distinguishability because these military capabilities were deployed on TELs,26 which have no applications in civilian space launch. Civilian space launch vehicles continued to be launched above ground, with days of preparation and often a wait for optimal weather conditions. Ballistic missiles were designed to launch on short notice under varying environmental conditions. Civilian SLVs were deployed at well-known locations with extensive support infrastructure for equipment and personnel. By contrast, ballistic missiles needed to be deployed in ways that maximized their survivability against an attack, including on mobile launchers, at dispersed sites, and with protective measures such as hardened silos.27 SLVs also mostly used liquid fuel, with rockets fueled at the launch pad before launch. Ballistic missiles tended to rely on solid fuel, which was contained in the rocket and required no fueling.

The distinct deployment signatures for civilian SLV and missiles became increasingly observable to overhead satellites as intelligence capabilities improved.28 Today, these differences are even apparent in open-source commercially available imagery. For example, SLVs are often observable on launch pads with infrastructure such as platforms, gantries, and ground-support vehicles.

Despite the sharper distinctions between military and civilian deployment, differences in production have become harder to discern in some countries. This has implications for conversion speed and may portend a future shift back toward indistinguishability. In the United States and the Soviet Union, civilian and military rocket programs developed largely in parallel rather than at the same production facilities. Conversion between one capability to the other was possible but in the direction of


27 Elleman, 6. Hardened silos are also usually located in remote geographic areas; numerous silos are often present over a large area. When some former Russian R-36 ballistic missiles silos were converted for civilian space launches in in the 1990s-2000s, new supporting infrastructure was introduced above ground. See “Iridium, Frustrated by Russian Red Tape, to Launch First 10 Iridium Next Satellites with SpaceX in July,” SpaceNews, February 25, 2016, https://spacenews.com/iridium-frustrated-by-russian-red-tape-to-launch-first-10-iridium-next-satellites-with-spacex-in-july/.

missile rockets to SLV booster, which was less problematic from a monitoring standpoint. For many decades, no countries pursued conversion in the opposite direction, from SLV to missiles.  

But some contemporary missile programs do feature closer production ties between ICBMs and SLVs, suggesting that lower distinguishability could emerge in the future. This development pathway is more characteristic of rocket programs in countries beyond the United States and Soviet Union/Russia, notably North Korea, China, and Iran. There is evidence that China’s space and missile programs are more closely tied together. In the case of Iran, there is some concern that the SLV capabilities could be converted into long-range ballistic missiles. Even more worrisome, Iranian launcher tests in 2022 for placing a satellite into orbit and developing missile platforms both used a solid-fueled rocket.

Observers have so far been able to differentiate civilian and military launches. In addition, considerable modifications would be necessary to convert an SLV to an ICBM. But the concern about using ostensibly ‘peaceful’ SLV programs to mask military ICBM development is certainly more plausible than in the US-USSR/Russia context. China and Iran are also the only countries that have used mobile launchers for SLVs. Though the main Iranian SLVs are thought to be not well suited for use as weapons delivery missiles, this mobile launch capability, along with additional similarities in rocket design, raises further concern that developments for space launch may be quickly converted to weapons capabilities. The question over whether civilian space programs can be converted or adapted for military purposes has also been raised in the India case. Analysts writing in 2011 noticed that the civilian Indian space program began to adopt a more active military stance. Analysts in 2019 mentioned the prospect of

29 Developments on the civilian side have informed military applications, for only a few countries. India and Israel used solid fuel motors developed for the civilian space launch program to advance their long-range ballistic missile programs. See Elleman, 7.


31 Brian Harvey, China’s Space Program: From Conception to Manned Spaceflight (Berlin, DE: Springer, 2004).


35 Iran’s Qased SLV was launched in 2020 using a mobile transporter-erector. See Fabian Hinz, “Have Iran’s Space Ambitions Taken a Worrisome New Turn?,” European Leadership Network, April 24, 2020, https://www.europeanleadershipnetwork.org/commentary/have-irans-space-ambitions-taken-a-worrisome-new-turn/.

Vaynman and Volpe
converting civilian capabilities into military ones. These developments should be closely watched in the years ahead for signs of rocket technology becoming less distinguishable.

Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)

The level of integration remained low in the second time period. In terms of financial requirements, ICBMs and SLVs continued to be expensive capabilities to develop and operate. Even recent innovations, such as reusable SLV boosters, only offer marginal cost savings. Despite the significant addition of commercial space launch applications, the range and variety of uses for long-range rockets never underwent a dramatic expansion—placing payloads into orbit or delivering warheads to targets remained the primary tasks. On the military side, ICBM silos and mobile-missile launch bases were still largely isolated and distinct from civilian or military space-launch efforts. Today, the United States and Russia separate their long-range nuclear-armed ballistic missile forces from general purpose forces, and chains of command are separate. For instance, US ICBMs exist exclusively in nuclear roles on special submarines and in dedicated silos. Facilities, basing, units, and deployment practices for ballistic missiles are generally separated from other military forces by most nuclear powers. The processes to develop, test, and deploy other types of missiles is not integrated with ballistic missile development, testing, or deployment. For mobile missiles, the configuration of the TEL to support and deploy a ballistic missile is specialized and typically not integrated with other military capabilities. Even in cases where states might be most expected to integrate TELs with other forces, evidence suggests that is not the

---

41 This is not necessarily the case with short-range ballistic missiles, as we discuss below. There is also concern that China does co-mingles some its nuclear and conventional forces and command, control, and communications systems. This would suggest a higher degree if integration for Chinese capabilities. “Entanglement: Russian and Chinese Perspectives on Non-Nuclear Weapons and Nuclear Risks” (Washington, D.C.: Carnegie Endowment for International Peace, 2017), 4–5, 52, https://carnegieendowment.org/files/Entanglement_interior_FNL.pdf.
case. A 2014 assessment of North Korea’s mobile missile launchers identified and modeled facilities with features such as large, high-bay buildings that presented visible signatures.42

One qualification is in order: ballistic missiles at intermediate and low ranges are more likely to be deployed with other military units and collocated with other capabilities. At lower ranges, ballistic missiles tend to be more highly integrated. For example, Russia’s primary short-range ballistic missile, the Iskander-M (9M723), is distributed to 12 rocket brigades within the Russian Ground Forces. These systems have a maximum range of 500 km and carry a payload between 480 and 700 kg. They are dual-capable systems with a potential nuclear role.43 These systems, while capable of higher altitudes, fly in a depressed trajectory that does not exceed the 80 km limit recognized by the US as the beginning of space. Depressed trajectories are common for short-range ballistic missiles and are a key reason they are not the focus of this study.

Outcomes

Agreements with a mix of verification measures. In this period, several successful negotiations produced limits on strategic missiles. Strategic arms talks (SALT I and II) and the START and New START agreements that followed all placed limits on ballistic missiles. The first set relied on intelligence capabilities to differentiate between military and civilian uses. The latter strategic treaties use inspections but did not mandate any need to access civilian space vehicle production or launch. In line with our expectations, the superpowers reached agreements with various monitoring provisions to limit the military uses of rocket and space technology. Scholars have identified several other factors responsible for the success of arms control in the 1970s. The superpowers faced mutual incentives to manage nuclear risks in the wake of the 1962 Cuban missile crisis, especially as both nations achieved parity in strategic forces.44 These features certainly made arms control more desirable. But they cannot explain the information problems that doomed initial arms control efforts in the 1960s. Recent research argues that improvements in satellite surveillance made deals more viable by the 1970s.45 Indeed, the superpowers could rely on these platforms to better monitor compliance. However, our results indicate that a shift in distinguishability occurred independent of

improvements in monitoring technology, which effectively eliminated the dual use issue in strategic arms control negotiations. By the time of the SALT I and SALT II negotiations in the 1970s, the US stopped demanding inspections, which created greater bargaining room for both sides to achieve foundational limits over ICBMs.\(^{46}\)

Subsequent deals, such as the START, INF, and New START treaties, incorporated inspections to better observe specific military assets. But the dual use detection problem no longer haunted these negotiations.

States also phased out inspections to limit disclosure damage over more highly integrated missiles. The 1987 Intermediate-Range Nuclear Forces (INF) treaty between the United States and the Soviet Union/Russia banned all ground-launched ballistic and cruise missiles with intermediate ranges (500–5,500 km). In contrast to their ICBM brethren, shorter range rockets and cruise missiles were highly integrated within military enterprises because they could perform a wider variety of missions at lower cost. According to the negotiation record, this specific technology feature led American and Soviet officials to worry that inspections would be used to spy on other weapons capabilities and plants.\(^{47}\) The treaty called for an elimination of these missiles, which was verified with inspections, but after a set period, states would rely on their intelligence capabilities rather than inspection of military areas. Phasing out inspections helped to dampen the security risks associated with long-term observation of military units and installations.

States have also reached several agreements designed to inhibit the spread of ballistic missiles. In 1987, the Missile Technology Control Regime (MTCR) established an informal, non-treaty based security institution for member governments to control the export of specific missile technology and components. The MTCR has no formal mechanism to enforce or verify compliance. In 2002, the Hague Code of Conduct Against Ballistic Missile Proliferation (HCOC) was designed to supplement the MTCR with normative guidelines for “conduct” in trading and developing ballistic missiles. It also has no inspection system for verifying compliance. The outcomes align with our expectations that states can reach agreements with a wide variety of verification measures—in these cases reliance on unilateral collection methods.

**Theory Support:** Strong for H1.

---


Technology Definition

Space technology refers to objects that are placed beyond the earth’s atmosphere, including satellites and spacecraft. We treat launch technology—the rockets that carry payloads to space—separately (see Rockets). Most modern spacecraft also fall into the Hypersonic Vehicle category because they operate in the hypersonic regime with some degree of maneuverability upon reentry into the earth’s atmosphere. We exclude the hypersonic features here to focus on characteristics unique to spacecraft in orbital planes. In its early phases, innovation in space was dominated by competition between the United States and the Soviet Union.¹ But more states gradually developed space capabilities, with a sharp increase since 2010. Today, more than 70 counties have space assets, such as small commercial satellites.²

Space provides for numerous dual use applications. On the military side, satellites support communications, targeting, command-and-control, and reconnaissance. In-space assets can also be weapons themselves, though such systems have not been deployed by states. For example, a “directed energy” or space-based laser capability could be used to destroy other satellites as a space-based anti-satellite weapon (ASAT) or to intercept and destroy missiles taking off from the earth’s surface as part of a missile defense system. On the civilian side, space exploration is an ongoing scientific activity, and satellites are used for communications, research, and collection of commercial geographic data. That this technology is dual use was recognized from the start of the space age.³

Time Period Boundaries

We consider two time periods: 1957–1970 and 1970–2020. As part of its involvement in the International Geophysical Year (IGY), the United States announced its intent to begin work on an orbiting satellite program in 1955. In the same year, the Soviet Union also announced their intentions to launch a satellite in the IGY. Sputnik 1 was successfully launched by the Soviet Union in October 1957, followed closely by the American Explorer 1 launched a few months later in January 1958. Prior to the 1970, satellite capabilities were largely the purview of government agencies, both military and

¹ For a comprehensive history of the early space age, see Walter A. McDougall, The Heavens and the Earth: A Political History of the Space Age (New York: Basic Books, 1985).
³ See, for example, Project RAND, Preliminary Design of an Experimental World-Circling Spaceship (Douglas Aircraft Company, Santa Monica Plant Engineering Division: 1946), https://www.rand.org/pubs/special_memoranda/SM11827.html. For an overview, see McDougall, The Heavens and the Earth, 97–111.
civilian. From the 1970s onward, satellite capabilities and their applications in commercial or joint government and commercial partnerships steadily increased. Lifespans of observation satellites have also increased, as have the numbers of yearly launches. Observation satellite missions became less likely to fail, and the operational life span tripled from about 3 years in the 1970s to over 8 years in 2015. These factors led to a major shift in both distinguishability and integration after 1970.

Distinguishability: High

Unlike the rocket technology used for launching objects into space, early space-based capabilities were themselves distinguishable for four reasons. First, although the physical characteristics of civilian and military space capabilities were similar, these early systems often emitted signatures that revealed intended use. In 1969, for example, an American intelligence analyst used open-source information about the orbital parameters and onboard capabilities (e.g., instrumentation or radio telemetry features) of Soviet satellites to differentiate peaceful scientific platforms from their military counterparts. "It is a fact," the study concluded, "that anyone who is interested, and who knows the hall-signs, can much more often than not identify the type of any space vehicles the Soviets have launched without benefit of additional information." The rudimentary nature of the technology enabled such distinctions to be made with relative ease at the time.

Second, despite leveraging the same core technologies, military and civilian space capabilities followed divergent development pathways to achieve different goals. During this period, space-based technology was the exclusive purview of government actors with distinct goals within each realm. On the military side, satellites were designed to perform reconnaissance, early warning, navigation, and communication missions. There was also some consideration of using satellites and spacecraft for orbital bombardment of targets on earth. Military and intelligence requirements drove design features on all these systems as part of a highly secretive development
process. On the civilian side, satellites and spacecraft were developed to advance scientific exploration. Some activities, such as manned-space flight or preparations for lunar landings, were largely driven by the allure of national prestige rather than hard economic or security factors. These capabilities were therefore designed to accomplish clear peaceful goals, often out in the open to herald major breakthroughs.

The initial development of American and Soviet spy satellites illustrates some of these design differences. The first Soviet spy satellite, called the Zenit, built on the same capsule used for peaceful purposes to carry animals and later humans into orbit. But the cameras to be placed in the Zenit required a far more complex and sophisticated stabilization system than the civilian capsule, which resulted in a major redesign effort. Similarly, the first American spy satellite, named CORONA, also converted the same technology from the Gemini-Agena Target Vehicle used by NASA during its peaceful Gemini space exploration program. But the panoramic camera design for CORONA required the satellite to be precisely stabilized around all three axes. Since Gemini-Agena was not developed with such an active control system, the spacecraft had to be redesigned to meet the CORONA mission requirements.

Third, the deployment patterns for military satellites tended to deviate from most peaceful and scientific activities in space. At this early stage of technological development, many spy satellites had to be placed in a retrograde polar orbit that passed over the North and South Poles. This came to be known as the 'reconnaissance orbit,' one study noted, because the "rotating Earth turns beneath this fixed orbital plane, presenting a new swath of territory on each pass." The polar orbit was therefore optimal for first generation American and Soviet military satellites with limited maneuverability and collection sensors. The placement of satellites in 'reconnaissance orbit' tended to reveal intended use, although some peaceful satellites also collected data along the same flight path. In the United States, military satellites had to be launched into polar orbit from Vandenberg in California for safety reasons; whereas the NASA facility at Cape Kennedy handled many of the more visible launches of peaceful and scientific payloads into other orbits.

The United States and Soviet Union also considered deploying military assets and even weapons (e.g., nuclear weapons or Fractional Orbital Bombardment Systems) to space and lunar surface. In the United States, these ambitions were restrained in part when the lunar landing mission was assigned to NASA, a civilian agency. This meant that the majority of US space exploration was done openly rather than covertly, which
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12 Wheelon, 34.
made it observable to the Soviet Union and thus distinguishable from military programs.¹⁴

Fourth, the conversion speed from civilian to military capabilities was quite slow during this period because most space-based platforms had limited functions and optionality. For example, an early satellite deployed on a fixed orbit with equipment for collecting meteorological data could not be readily converted into an intelligence asset at the time, let alone a weapon. However, the United States and Soviet Union began working on more maneuverable satellite programs that set the stage for concerns about quicker conversion to weapons or other military assets in the late-1960s, as orbital propulsion capabilities promised to turn even a benign satellite into an anti-satellite system.¹⁵

The distinguishable nature of space-based capabilities comes across in many of the intelligence products from this era. Both civilian and military space capabilities were closely held as state secrets by the United States and the Soviet Union. The US intelligence community devoted considerable resources to tracking Soviet space developments. Analysis of declassified US intelligence products suggests that the United States was quite successful in identifying the purposes of Soviet satellites, even when the Russians tried to conceal them.¹⁶ National Intelligence Estimates produced during this period identify scientific developments and delineate capabilities seen as having a military purpose.¹⁷ In estimating Soviet capabilities, the NIEs included a separate military section. There is little indication of concern in the NIEs (from 1962 and 1965 for example) that US intelligence would have a hard time differentiating between scientific satellites and those with more advanced “weapons” purposes if the USSR chose to pursue weapons in space. A 1965 NIE noted that US intelligence would have difficulty identifying the start of Soviet military space programs but other documents indicate that the deployed weapons in space could be detected.¹⁸ Early spaced tracking capabilities further allowed for distinguishing between military and civilian space objects.¹⁹

¹⁶ See Hinman, "The Interpretation of Soviet Press Announcements of 'Cosmos' Satellite Launchings."
¹⁹ For example, NORAD was charged with tracking space objects and maintains a Satellite Catalog to the present day. The first objects catalogued (NORAD CAT ID 1 and 2) are the rocket body and payload associated with Sputnik I in 1957.
Finally, it should be noted that there were some areas within the space-based context where distinguishability was lower. For example, early manned reentry vehicles, drew heavily from ballistic missile reentry vehicle designs, which were much more indistinguishable at the time (see Rockets and Hypersonic Vehicles).

**Integration: Low (Military) / Low (Civilian)**

Satellites and spacecraft exhibited low integration at the dawn of the space age for several reasons. First, the rudimentary nature of the technology limited the range and variety of uses within both the military and civilian spheres. The CORONA and Zenit satellites revolutionized intelligence, to be sure. These platforms played a significant role in reducing uncertainty about strategic nuclear forces during the Cold War. But within the military realm, satellites only performed a limited range of high value tasks during this period, notably reconnaissance, early warning, and communication related to nuclear forces. In the United States, for example, CORONA satellites were often focused on surveilling Soviet strategic nuclear capabilities.  

Military reliance on satellites grew quickly to perform these critical tasks, but the capabilities were employed separately from tactical operations and were focused on strategic missions. Actual space-based weapon systems were considered but never deployed at the time.  

On the civilian side, the technology was even more limited to niche scientific missions and space exploration. Moreover, space-based capabilities were not integrated with other innovations or capabilities on either the civilian or military side. Development in both spheres was considered highly sensitive in the context of the US-USSR competition. Military and civilian activities started to diverge somewhat with the founding of NASA, but they remained relatively isolated from other capabilities. Early commercial activities in space were placed under significant governmental oversight which further contributed to the isolation of these industries. Second, the massive cost of developing and operating space-based technology contributed to its isolation. The total cost of the CORONA program amounted to $850 million (1960 US dollars). On the civilian side, the human spaceflight programs of the United States consumed considerable financial resources: $277 million (1965 US dollars) for Project Mercury; $1.3 billion (1967 US dollars) for Gemini; and $25.4 billion (1973 US dollars) for Project Apollo. This balance sheet meant that military satellites and civilian space programs were extremely expensive niche assets.
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20 For a good overview of how the military utility of satellites evolved over time, see Stares, *Space and National Security*, 8–72.  
22 See, for example, the Communications Satellite Act of 1962, available at https://www.govinfo.gov/content/pkg/STATUTE-76/pdf/STATUTE-76-Pg419.pdf.  
Outcomes

**Agreement with unilateral collection methods.** In 1967, the United States and Soviet Union signed the Outer Space Treaty (OST), which banned the placement of nuclear weapons or other weapons of mass destruction in orbit. It also banned the militarization of celestial bodies, limiting use of the Moon for only peaceful purposes.\(^{25}\) The Outer Space Treaty does not ban militarization of space in general, but does ban both a full class of weapons and any military activities, such as testing or establishing bases, that would be done on a celestial body. The treaty effectively legitimizes the use of space for intelligence collection and allows for the future possibly of military use.\(^{26}\)

The Outer Space Treaty does not include any provisions for monitoring or verification. After internal debate, US officials were convinced that national intelligence capabilities would be sufficient to detect violations both at the time and in the future. The administration publicly announced it possessed the capabilities to verify compliance with the OST, despite some objections by the Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) and others. There were some mixed views about detection of space objects more broadly, but more consensus on identifying nuclear weapons, particularly large-scale deployments in space that would be militarily significant.\(^{27}\)

In preparing its position on the Outer Space Treaty, the United States did consider monitoring and inspection of launches to confirm that no nuclear weapons would be present.\(^{28}\) Monitoring was assessed as unnecessary. The United States was eager to avoid any restrictions on its military reconnaissance satellites, and there was some concern that pushing for inspection of some launches would give the Soviets leverage to push for monitoring American reconnaissance launches as well. It was also seen as unlikely that either side had strong incentives to secretly cheat on the agreement. Ballistic missiles provided a more effective and economical way to deliver nuclear warheads. The benefit of a nuclear threat from space would be largely psychological rather than technical, and in that sense also unlikely to be secret if it were ever pursued.\(^{29}\)

---


\(^{26}\) McDougall, *The Heavens and the Earth*, 274–75.

\(^{27}\) While confidence was expressed in the United States’ ability to detect all satellites, including a ‘bomb-in-orbit’ at low orbits, the capabilities had limits and countermeasures could make detection impossible. Ultimately, the administration took the position that anything short of large numbers of weapons in orbit would be unlikely to upset the strategic balance. See Taunton Paine, "Bombs in Orbit? Verification and Violation under the Outer Space Treaty," The Space Review, March 19, 2018, https://www.thespacereview.com/article/3454/1.


\(^{29}\) “Draft Recommendations Respecting U.S. Approach to a Separate Arms Control Measure for Outer Space,” 11.
The United States therefore sought to rely on its own national detection capabilities to monitor the Outer Space Treaty. As expected, the Soviet Union was overall more reluctant to accept any intrusive monitoring. Testifying on the OST before Congress, Chairman of the Joint Chiefs of Staff (CJCS) General Earle G. Wheeler reemphasized several times that, despite potential verification difficulties, the United States would prefer to rely upon its own NTM to address the verification issue rather than attempting to create an international on-site inspection regime for objects in space. The JCS therefore specifically called for “intensified U.S. efforts to develop capabilities to detect and verify the orbiting of nuclear weapons or those threatening mass destruction” as well as a general “increase in our military efforts in space not prohibited by the treaty.”

Several other agreements address space-based capabilities in addition to other limitations. The Limited Test Ban Treaty (1963) banned nuclear testing in outer space, and ABM Treaty (1972) banned systems which include space-based capabilities intended to take down or interfere with ballistic missiles. In these cases, the United States would have preferred treaty-mandated ways to observe Soviet behavior, but it was also sufficiently sure of its ability to detect violations, including testing and the placement of nuclear weapons in space, to be able to accept a treaty without additional monitoring measures.

**Theory Support:** Strong for H1.

**Distinguishability:** Low

Advances in space technology during the 1970s degraded all four distinguishability attributes. First, the physical characteristics of many new civilian capabilities were often identical to military platforms and even potential weapons. The main problem here was that satellites and spacecraft became far more capable during the 1970s and 1980s, which meant that ostensibly civilian capabilities could perform military missions in space. This overlap was reflected in a US National Intelligence Estimate from 1983,
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which noted that the category of Soviet satellites with both military and civil functions was growing in tandem with the expansion of Soviet space capabilities. In the United States, some satellites, such as the constellation comprising the Global Positioning System (GPS), started to support both military and civilian users at the same time.

Even more worrisome, advances in civilian spacecraft and orbital space station technology made them harder to distinguish from potential weapons. After the Apollo era ended, the focus of manned spaceflight turned increasingly toward sustained missions aboard space stations, such as Salyut 1-7 (1971-1986), Skylab (1973-1979), Mir (1986-2001), and the Space Shuttle (1981-2011). Since these civilian platforms could perform a wider variety of maneuverable rendezvous operations in space, it became difficult to assuage concerns about military applications. During the Cold War, for instance, some Soviet analysts feared that the US Space Shuttle might be used to drop a nuclear weapon on Moscow or attack Soviet satellites in orbit. In a 1984 report to Congress on antisatellite weapons, the Reagan administration noted that, “any nation routinely conducting space rendezvous and docking operations, as the USSR does, could, under the guise of that activity, develop spacecraft equipped to maneuver into the path of, or detonate next to, another nation's spacecraft.”

Today, similar concerns apply to capabilities which are relevant for refueling and repair or space debris removal but also for anti-satellite weapons. Both commercial and military actors have shown increased interest in new capabilities such as maneuverable rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) and space situational awareness (SSA) for satellite inspection, refueling and repair, space debris removal. The United Kingdom’s RemoveDEBRIS technology demonstrator, for example, recently tested several capabilities in 2018 to capture and deorbit space debris, including a small harpoon, a net, and large drag-inducing sail. Unfortunately, these seemingly benign features also have applications as co-orbital antisatellite weapons. Russia, China, and the United


[35] Burrows, This New Ocean.


States all conducted numerous RPO and SSA tests from the early 2000s and 2010s, and the civilian versus military uses were particularly difficult to distinguish.\textsuperscript{39} Second, the development pathways for many military platforms started to converge with civilian and especially commercial space capabilities over time. Government work on dedicated anti-satellite weapons remained largely separate from the civilian research and development sphere, to be sure.\textsuperscript{40} But the commercial development of space started to dovetail with military applications, especially as public-private partnerships began to grow during the 1980s.\textsuperscript{41} In 1983, for example, US officials recommended that the Reagan administration transfer remote sensing technology under US government control to private entities in order to offset the economic costs while maintaining a "leadership position" in developing next generation systems.\textsuperscript{42} The evolution of the Global Positioning System (GPS) provides another apt illustration, as the satellite constellation was first prototyped by the Department of Defense in 1978, but then commercial actors helped mature the technology in the decades ahead.\textsuperscript{43} This trend accelerated in the late-1990s and early-2000s with the initial boom in commercial satellite systems for imaging, including IKONOS (1999), GeoEye (2008), WorldView (2007).\textsuperscript{44}

Third, the deployment patterns for civilian and military assets in space became harder to differentiate for several reasons. The most obvious problem was that the growing number of total satellites and spacecraft in orbit made it more difficult to track uses with confidence. In addition, spacecraft and satellites increasingly came to perform multiple functions once deployed in orbit. In 1982, for example, a CIA assessment on the rapidly expanding Soviet space program concluded that Moscow would reap "important military and economic payoffs" from the ostensibly peaceful Mir space station.\textsuperscript{45} Although the CIA noted it could still discern some "purely civilian projects like the multispectral photography provided by Earth resources satellite missions," the new space station would provide the Soviet military with civilian cover "to pursue research in


\textsuperscript{41} From 1982 to 1988, several US policy documents and legislation directed the government to expand private sector activities and development in space, license and regular commercial launch activities, and ultimately purchase launch services from the private sector.


\textsuperscript{43} Lachow, “The GPS Dilemma.”

\textsuperscript{44} The INTELSAT Agreement (1971) set the foundation by establishing the international telecommunications satellite organization, INTELSAT, to coordinate globally available satellite communications among US allies and partners.

ASW, ASAT, early warning, and other important defensive and offensive missions."

The Soviets also worried that the United States would leverage its civil space exploration for military purposes. This concern continued to fester in the decades ahead. As a report from the Congressional Research Service found in 2004, "Both [military and civilian] sectors use communications, navigation, weather, and remote sensing/reconnaissance satellites, which may operate at different frequencies or have different capabilities, but have similar technology ... DOD uses some civilian satellites and vice versa." The report concluded that the military or peaceful functions performed by deployed satellites were "not easily divided." The more recent adoption of hosted payloads and ride shares of national security payloads on commercial and civil satellites and launch services further blurred this division.

Fourth, the conversion speed from civilian to military capabilities accelerated as space capabilities gained greater functionality. By the 2010s, many commercial satellites could supply users with remote sensing and imagery, breaking the government monopoly on advanced overhead analysis. In 2022, Starlink micro-satellites and terminals from SpaceX provided critical communications support (broadband data) to the Ukrainian government and military. Beyond support services, commercial platforms developed for maneuverable rendezvous and proximity operations (RPO) and space situational awareness (SSA) could be rapidly turned into co-orbital ASAT weapons, as noted above.

**Integration: High (Military) / High (Civilian)**

Space technology became highly integrated within both the military and civilian realms after 1970. The range and variety of uses for satellites and spacecraft underwent a dramatic expansion. On the military side, the United States and Soviet Union pioneered the use of space capabilities to support conventional military forces, especially amid advances in information technology during the 1980s. The Americans harnessed their space systems to support breakthroughs in precision weapons and intelligence,
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surveillance, and reconnaissance (ISR).\textsuperscript{52} The Soviets also made major investments in space capabilities to enhance the lethality of their conventional forces. "As their capabilities in space increase," a CIA assessment noted in 1982, "the Soviets also will become increasingly dependent upon the new systems for intelligence collection, navigation support, and maintaining order-of-battle and targeting data."\textsuperscript{53} The applications for satellites and spacecraft expanded far beyond niche applications in the strategic nuclear realm, which led the superpowers to become more interested in holding these assets at risk. In the mid-1970s, the Soviets began to test ground-based and co-orbital antisatellite (ASAT) systems; the United States started to successfully test ASAT weapons in 1985 as well.\textsuperscript{54} After the Cold War, many other nations joined the superpowers in using space capabilities to enhance military effectiveness. By 2000, over 37 states had acquired satellite capabilities.\textsuperscript{55} In 2019, analysts concluded that space systems were "arguably fundamental to the conduct of advanced conventional warfare for all advanced powers. This integration has opened new windows of opportunity and vulnerability for the United States and its allies and potential adversaries alike."\textsuperscript{56}

On the civilian side, space capabilities also underwent a similar expansion in the range and variety of uses. During the 1980s, commercial applications of satellite services grew at a rapid clip to include scientific exploration, shipping and logistics, environmental management, and other activities across many sectors of the economy.\textsuperscript{57} In one notable example, two commercial satellites were used in 1986 to produce public photographs of the damaged nuclear reactor at Chernobyl.\textsuperscript{58} "An ever-greater volume of civil and commercial activities had come to rely on support from communication and meteorological satellites" by the end of the Cold War, Forrest Morgan notes, "and new markets were emerging in such areas as space-based spectral imaging for resource management and geodesic survey."\textsuperscript{59} In the 1990s, commercial launches and payloads continued to place growing numbers of civilian satellites into orbit, eventually disrupting

\begin{footnotes}

\footnotetext{53}{Central Intelligence Agency, "Outlook for Rapid Expansion of Soviet Space Programs," 13.}


\footnotetext{57}{Moltz, \textit{Crowded Orbits}.}


\footnotetext{59}{Morgan, “Deterrence and First-Strike Stability in Space,” 12.}
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the traditionally state-operated market for overhead analysis.\textsuperscript{60} The subsequent boom in commercial satellite systems for imaging was soon followed by an expansion in small satellites, which went from 40–60 launches per year from 2000–2012, to hundreds in a month in 2020.\textsuperscript{61}

The cost of developing and fielding space systems remained high in absolute terms, especially for bespoke satellites or advanced spacecraft. However, the rise of commercial services and capabilities lowered the relative financial intensity associated with accessing and even possessing satellites.\textsuperscript{62} This played a major role in making orbital infrastructure essential to military and civilian activities in many nations today.

Outcomes

\textbf{Consideration but no agreements.} Since the mid-1970s, there have been no limits on military competition in space.\textsuperscript{63} Strategic arms treaties (SALT, START) included a vague provision to “not to interfere with the national technical means of verification of the other Party,” which is not further defined but often interpreted to mean a ban on attacking reconnaissance satellites, including by using space weapons, but does not limit the possession of such capabilities. Attempts at negotiations over antisatellite weapons floundered in both 1978–79 and again in 1987–89. In both cases, American and Soviet negotiators explicitly recognized that the dual use indistinguishability of space-based technology presented a formidable obstacle to cooperation. In the Carter administration, a key element that precluded agreement was concern about systems with “residual ASAT capabilities” of other space-based systems, or in other words, that space-based systems with other primary purposes could also be used as weapons. The Soviets specifically suggested that the forthcoming US Space Shuttle, a clearly civilian capability from the American point of view, should be included as an ASAT system. The United States in turn had concerns about covert Soviet capabilities.\textsuperscript{64} These

\begin{footnotesize}
\begin{itemize}
\item \textsuperscript{60} Harrison et al., “Escalation and Deterrence in the Second Space Age,” 6.
\item \textsuperscript{63} A small number of states signed the Agreement Governing the Activities of States on the Moon and Other Celestial Bodies (Moon Agreement) in 1979. This agreement demilitarizes the Moon, banning all weapons, fortifications, military bases on the moon, and weapons of mass destruction in orbit around the moon. However, none of the states with independent space launch capabilities are parties to the agreement, with the exception of India which signed but did not ratify.
disagreements arose in part due to indistinguishability of space-based systems as compared to highly distinguishable and observable systems like ballistic missiles found in SALT and the ABM Treaty.

In the early 1980s, the Soviet Union made a number of proposals for limiting weapons in space, including draft space treaties at the UN on banning any kind of weapon in orbit. The United States rejected these proposals. In 1985, the United States became more serious about engaging with the Soviet Union and space talks was one of the three talks agreed to at the Geneva Summit (the other two being on intermediate range missiles and strategic missiles). When a new round of space talks began in the late 1980s, the Reagan administration argued that restrictions on ASAT capability would also affect maneuverable spacecraft which could be used for both military and civilian purposes. Further, US officials noted that in some cases it would be nearly impossible to determine whether a satellite in orbit contained a weapon, while in other cases, seemingly civilian activities could mask weapons development. However, using more intrusive inspections to monitor compliance would raise security risks, not only on military capabilities, but also on uses of space in the civilian sector. The report states: “Cooperative measures with the objective of enhancing verification of an ASAT arms control agreement might require access to U.S. space systems that were alleged by the Soviets to have ASAT capabilities, and hence could create an unacceptable risk of compromising the protection of that information. Such measures could also have adverse effects on civil uses of space.”

Similar issues constrain discussions through the present day. As the United States, Russia, and China enhance their space capabilities, the topic of arms control over space comes up regularly in expert discussions, think tank reports, and UN meetings. But the dismissal of any possible agreement is common by the very experts who suggest it. In addition to the well-trod distinguishability problems and security risks created by high integration of space capabilities in all aspects of national security, the growing commercial competition in space means that states are less willing to risk proprietary information, and less able to regulate activities by foreign actors.

**Theory Support: Strong for H2.** In line with our expectations for H2, the evolution of space-based technology over time reveals how variation in distinguishability and integration can doom the prospects for arms control. Traditional theories of arms control struggle to explain why the superpowers were unable to reap mutual benefits by banning this dangerous class of weapons. Some scholars account for this failure by bringing in factors on the nature of the US-Soviet relationship, notably the end of
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détente in 1979 coupled with renewed fears about maintaining the nuclear stalemate.\textsuperscript{69}
Yet our results indicate that changes in both dual use dimensions of space technology during the 1970s plagued every ASAT negotiation with an insurmountable verification problem.

\textsuperscript{69} Moltz, \textit{The Politics of Space Security}; Green, \textit{The Revolution That Failed}. 
Submarines

Technology Definition

A “submarine” is defined as any submersible vessel capable of independent, underwater propulsion that travels while surfaced, submerged, or diving. This definition excludes diving bells, bathyspheres, bathyscaphes, or submersibles that are incapable of independent propulsion without being tethered to a mother ship, such as remotely operated underwater vehicles (ROVs).¹ Although most submarine capabilities fall within the military domain, peaceful counterparts exist for commercial, tourist, and research purposes. For example, deep-submergence vehicles conduct oceanographic research as part of scientific missions.

Time Period Boundaries

Modern submarine technology debuted in 1866 with the development of steam-powered engines and self-propelled torpedoes.² The mechanized revolution transformed submarines into a versatile weapons platform with long ranges and deadly stealth capabilities, as improved diesel-electric engines, torpedoes, underwater navigation systems, and hull designs coalesced in the 1910s. We treat submarines as a single temporal case study because the distinguishability and integration variables exhibited little variation over time.

Submarines, 1866–2020

Distinguishability: High

Submarines are highly distinguishable for three reasons. First, military submarines exhibit clear physical characteristics that make them distinct from their civilian counterparts.³ Military submarines are typically larger and equipped to host a greater

number of crewmembers for longer durations. In addition, these vessels are equipped with advanced instruments (military-grade active and passive sonar, radar masts, antenna systems, radio-based and satellite-based navigation systems, etc.), propulsion systems (nuclear-powered, diesel-electric, air-independent propulsion, etc.), and weapons systems (torpedoes, cruise missiles, submarine-launched ballistic missiles).

Second, military submarines are designed to enhance stealth, maneuverability, and strike capabilities. In the early-20th century, for example, the introduction of diesel-electric engines with intake/exhaust snorkels and underwater navigation systems enabled submarines to remain submerged while operating over long distances and time periods. By contrast, commercial and research submarines are typically designed to withstand enormous pressures at great depths, meaning their hulls are designed differently than military submarines, which must make compromises to withstand underwater pressures while still maintaining speed and maneuverability.

Third, military and civilian submarines are deployed in fundamentally different ways. Commercial, tourist, and research submarines, while capable of diving to great depths, are very limited in terms of the overall range of their operation, and most still require a mother ship of some kind to accompany the vessel. The Alvin deep-submergence vehicle, for example, can conduct oceanographic research at depths far beyond military attack and missile submarines, but must be launched from a support vessel. By contrast, military submarines can operate out of ports over extremely long ranges during extended undersea voyages.

Integration: **High** (Military) / **Low** (Civilian)

Submarines are highly integrated within the military realm because they perform a wide range of missions, including coastal defense, naval attrition, commerce warfare (commerce raiding), projection of power ashore (e.g. sea-to-land cruise missiles), fleet engagement, long-range reconnaissance and scouting, strategic counterforce and assured destruction (first-strike and second-strike nuclear capabilities), and front line roles in potentially decisive naval battles. Civilian applications for submarines are relatively niche, with only sparing deployment of true submarines (rather than
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4 One notable exception are so-called midget submarines.
submersibles) for tourist, commercial, and research purposes. This has remained the case throughout history, and most submarine capabilities fall within the military domain.

After the modern submarine emerged in 1866, the mechanized revolution transformed the technology into a versatile weapons platform with long ranges and deadly stealth capabilities. Improved diesel-electric engines, torpedoes, underwater navigation systems, and hull designs became available in the 1910s. The invention of sonar and radar provided submarines with enhanced means of detection and navigation. However, this came at the cost of increased vulnerability to anti-submarine warfare, as surface vessels also had access to these new tools. This vulnerability was mitigated when Nazi Germany's Kriegsmarine began installing snorkels on U-Boats that allowed a periscoping submarine to continue running its diesel engines for almost indefinite periods while still submerged. This increased the range of U-Boats as it began to see widespread implementation in 1943 and 1944. After the war, US, British, and Soviet submarine programs developed air-independent propulsion systems.

In 1954, the US Navy commissioned the world's first nuclear-powered submarine, USS Nautilus, which was launched the following year. Nuclear power further expanded the range and variety of military applications for submarines, enabling them to operate over extreme durations with unlimited range, higher speeds, cleaner living quarters, easier operation, and no requirements for recharging or refueling at sea (which could be done on an annual basis). These advantages became significant when
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the Soviet class V-611 submarine “B-67” launched the world’s first R-11FM ballistic missile.\textsuperscript{14} Thereafter, the submarine became a critical piece in nuclear deterrence. Modern designs of submarines have continued to make improvements on ballistic-missile and cruise-missile launch systems, underwater navigation, stealth (noise reduction), nuclear propulsion, diesel-electric propulsion, and air-independent propulsion.

Outcomes

\textbf{Agreements unilateral collection methods or highly restrictive inspections (managed access limits).} From 1899 to 1936, states made numerous attempts to negotiate limits and even total bans on submarine construction and use. Some of these efforts failed. At the First Hague Conference (1899), states voted down a proposal to ban the use of submarines in warfare. Although the Washington Naval Treaty (1922) set limits on ships, the participants failed to come an agreement on submarines. Other efforts achieved limited success. The Treaty of Versailles (1919) specifically prohibited Germany from the “construction or acquisition of any submarine, even for commercial purposes.” As a defeated nation, Germany had little choice but to accept this agreement. Under the guise “research” and via partnerships with foreign navies, however, Germany circumvented the treaty’s restrictions and began preparing for rearmament. The London Naval Treaties (1930; 1936) laid out formal rules for submarine warfare and limited the size and firepower of attack submarines. These agreements lacked cooperative monitoring mechanisms because states could verify compliance with national technical means.

The United Nations Register of Conventional Arms (1991) reporting mechanism for UN member states to detail the transfer or production of conventional arms. The register applies to submarines armed and equipped for military use with a standard displacement of 500 metric tons or above, and those with a standard displacement of less than 500 metric tons, equipped for launching missiles with a range of at least 25 kilometers or torpedoes with similar range. The register is voluntary and has no formal mechanism for enforcement. Similarly, the Wassenaar Agreement (1995) seeks to promote transparency into the sale, trade, and distribution of submarines armed and equipped for military use with a standard displacement of 750 metric tons or above, and those with a standard displacement of less than 750 metric tons equipped for launching missiles with a range of at least 25 km or torpedoes with a similar range. The treaty is voluntary and has no formal mechanism for enforcement.

Submarine-launched ballistic missiles (SLBMs) are limited under the Strategic Arms Reduction Treaty (START I, 1991) and New START (2010), both of which include

inspections to verify compliance, albeit with managed access provisions to protect submarines and submarine bases that house the missile launchers.\textsuperscript{15}

\textbf{Theory Support: Strong for H4.} These outcomes all lend strong support for our theory because states either used unilateral means to monitor compliance, or, where inspection tools were used, states crafted highly restrictive protocols to safeguard sensitive information.

Torpedo

Technology Definition

A torpedo is traditionally defined as a self-propelled underwater weapon that delivers an explosive warhead against a target, such as a surface vessel or submarine. Modern torpedoes can be launched above or below the water surface from a variety of different military platforms. Torpedoes played an integral role in naval warfare during the First and Second World Wars, which led to improvements in propulsion, guidance, ordinance, and launch capacity. During the Cold War, torpedo technology remained a critical component of anti-submarine warfare, which drove two major technological innovations: (1) the development of acoustic homing; (2) the improvement of software capabilities and propulsion systems offering increased speed and depth. The advent of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) in 1957 for civilian research purposes leveraged similar design principles from military torpedoes, but soon developed novel hull and propulsion systems to perform distinct tasks beyond just payload delivery (some of these systems may also be able to perform non-weapons missions for the military, such as extended duration intelligence collection). As a result, we expand the narrow definition of torpedo technology to include both self-propelled underwater weapons and small unmanned underwater vehicles.

Time Period Boundaries

We code torpedo technology as a single case study from 1871 to 2020. Robert Whitehead developed the first effective torpedo prototype in 1866; the weapon made its debut in 1871 when production of operational units began for the British Royal Navy. Despite major improvements in torpedoes and the later introduction of unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs), the distinguishability and integration of the technology remained relatively stable.

Distinguishability: High

Torpedoes come quite close to being a purely military technology, as there are no direct civilian analogues. Some small unmanned underwater vehicles used for peaceful applications share similar design features and technologies. For example, the hull of the first unmanned underwater research vehicle developed in 1957 was shaped like a
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torpedo and used the same basic propulsion system. Yet torpedos are often highly distinguishable from UUVs across all four attributes.

First, despite sometimes sharing a hull with a torpedo shape, civilian UUVs look different because they are often outfitted with external sensors and robotic appendages to perform tasks, such as collecting marine samples or repairing underwater structures. Many modern UUVs have abandoned the torpedo shape entirely in favor of gliders with saw-tooth profiles or bionic structures that swim or crawl with robotic fins or crab-like claws. By contrast, torpedo weapons have a classical hydrodynamic streamlined shape and screw propellers because they are optimized to perform one task: deliver an explosive payload to the target. According to a report from the US Department of Defense, "The torpedo mission and undersea environment require a significantly unique design from other commercial or defense products."

Second, military torpedoes follow a well-worn development pathway that privileges producing weapons at various weight classes with speed and stealth features to reach a target as quickly as possible while avoiding countermeasures. The vast majority of torpedoes are developed to move quickly over relatively short distances compared to civilian UUVs designed to perform long range and extended duration missions. Torpedoes have long been "produced in factories dedicated to military products," the Defense Department report underscored. Indeed, the unique design requirements for making this technology useful in naval warfare "resulted in the establishment of a sector with specialized skills and facilities for torpedo development, production, and support." There is little direct overlap between the development pathways for torpedo weapons and non-weapon UUVs.

Third, deployment patterns set military torpedoes far apart from civilian UUVs. As a weapon, torpedoes are launched out of identifiable tubes or other platforms to make them more effective in battle. Civilian UUVs lack this type of tube launch system, as they are often just directly deployed from a mothership or research platform. There is no need to store UUVs in a steady state configuration so that they can be rapidly launched against targets in a hostile environment.

Fourth, it may be possible to quickly convert some civilian UUVs into weapons platforms by attaching an explosive payload to the system. But the utility of these converted systems is likely to be limited to bespoke missions, such as loitering around a
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3 John Goodman, Tim Douglass, and Martin Meth, “Industrial Assessment for Torpedoes” (Washington, DC: U.S. Department of Defense, August 1995), 1, https://apps.dtic.mil/sti/pdfs/ADA303815.pdf. In particular, the report noted that “torpedoes must have low radiated noise, high efficiency sonar systems, inertial reference systems, wide range depth sensing systems, embedded signal and tactical data processors, and high energy density non-air-breathing propulsion systems ... There are no equivalent system design requirements in the commercial sector nor in any other defense product segments,” 10.

4 Goodman, Douglass, and Meth, 10.

5 Goodman, Douglass, and Meth, 43.

6 Some nonexplosive military UUVs with sensor packages share the same functional form and can be launched out of torpedo tubes.
target area for extended periods, as torpedoes need to be matched with launch platforms to be effective instruments of war.⁷

Integration: **High** (Military) / **Low** (Civilian)

Torpedoes are highly integrated within military enterprises for three reasons. First, torpedoes can be used in a wide range of operations as either a close attack or standoff weapon. This weapon may also be launched from many different military platforms, including large and small surface vessels, submarines, fixed-wing and rotary-wing aircraft, and land-based naval fortifications. As a result, torpedoes are an essential weapon system for almost all navies in the world. Second, the marginal cost of production is on par with other advanced conventional munitions, but certainly less than long-range missile systems. As the US Defense Department reported in 1995, "Torpedoes are designed to minimize production, operation and maintenance costs. Lightweight and heavyweight torpedoes typically cost between $500,000 and $1 million each."⁸ By 2018, these costs increased to around $2.5 million per unit of the MK 48 Mod 7 CBASS torpedo (the standard heavyweight torpedo in the US Navy).⁹ Third, advances in torpedo technology spillover into new use opportunities. For example, the development of passive and active homing systems coupled with long range heavyweight torpedoes created novel anti-submarine warfare tactics in the 1980s. In addition, developments in broader UUV platforms sometimes benefit torpedo weapons, as the underlying component technologies can be similar.¹⁰ By contrast, similar technology in peaceful unmanned underwater vehicles (UUVs) remain isolated to performing limited industrial tasks or oceanographic research. The level of integration within the civilian economy is low because the range and variety of uses is narrow and the marginal cost of production is quite high.
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⁷ "The physical design requirements of the torpedo are driven by load restrictions and launch requirements of the platforms that carry them," Goodman, Douglass, and Meth, "Industrial Assessment for Torpedoes," 5.
⁸ Goodman, Douglass, and Meth, 6.
¹⁰ "Although torpedo and UUV design requirements, functionality, and mission profiles are unique, some component technologies are similar. A number of component technology developments planned for UUVs could benefit torpedoes - intelligent controllers, depth sensing, high frequency transducer arrays, acoustic signal processing algorithms and architectures, advanced hull structures, silencing, energy sources, hydrodynamics, communications and inertial measurement. Even though some components are similar, UUV production is too low (five each year) to sustain capabilities that could support torpedo production," see Goodman, Douglass, and Meth, "Industrial Assessment for Torpedoes," 11.
Outcomes

**Agreements imposed on defeated powers.** A set of treaties, the 1947 Paris Peace Treaties signed at the end of WWII, banned Axis states from having certain military capabilities. States could "not possess, construct or experiment with... torpedoes of non-contact types actuated by influence mechanisms, torpedoes capable of being manned... or motor torpedo boats." Other torpedoes considered part of normal armament for naval vessels were allowed within the terms for naval vessels in the treaties. The production of "war material" which explicitly included torpedoes, was also limited by the treaties, and had to be handed over to the United States or Russia. For the treaty with Italy, storage and maintenance installations for torpedoes, sea mines, and bombs had to be dismantled or moved from islands to the mainland. These agreements do not include detailed terms on monitoring or verification, but these activities were given to representatives of the victor states (e.g., in the case of Italy, a Council of Allied Ambassadors from the US, UK, Russia, and France). Embassies of the states collected information on the implementation of the treaty provisions. The Allied nations were quite present on the ground in these defeated nations after the war, which enhanced their unilateral detection capabilities. With Romania, Hungary, and Bulgaria, the Soviet Union oversaw treaty implementation, and the United States and the United Kingdom undertook their own inspections.

Incidents at Sea agreements (INCSEA) do not limit torpedoes themselves, but place a constraint on certain actions. Under these agreements, states agree to that, "Ships of the Contracting Parties shall not conduct simulated attacks by aiming guns, missile launchers, torpedo tubes or other weapons at ships or aircraft of the other Party." The agreements include guidelines for how ships operating nearby should notify one another of a torpedo launching exercise, but do not include any additional provisions for how states can observe or monitor one another's behaviors.

Finally, an early agreement, the 1907 Hague Convention (VIII) Relative to the Laying of Automatic Submarine Contact Mines, focuses largely on specific types of sea mines, but also bans torpedoes that do not become harmless after missing their targets. It is not considered a significant limitation on torpedoes. The agreement did not include any monitoring provision.

**Theory Support:** **Neutral for H4.** The verification measures in the post-war peace treaties were largely implemented with unilateral detection capabilities, though also with
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some inspections on the territories of the states limited by agreement provisions. These more intrusive measures were notably imposed on states defeated in war. Within a few years, the United States and the Soviet Union also faced strong incentives to relax these rearmament restrictions as part of a competitive effort to make their respective allies and partners stronger. This outcome lends neutral support for our expectations about H4 because the role of technology is difficult to isolate in this case where post-war armament controls were imposed on defeated nation.